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PRE PMCE 

Tre Russian language is becoming daily of increasing 
importance, both commercially and literarily. It is used 
over nearly one-seventh of the world, from Petrograd to 
Vladivosték and in the other Slav States. The litera- 
ture, popular and cultivated, technical and scientific, 
published in Russia, must claim the attention of students 
to the same degree as German has done in the past. 

The greatest puzzle in Russian is the accentuation, 
which governs the pronunciation and inflection, and 
seems utterly arbitrary. To a large extent it can be 
scientifically and simply explained, and to this feature 
the author has devoted especial care. : 

The difficulties of the language cannot be denied; but 
they have been accentuated by two accidents: first, that 
all grammars were constructed on a plan merely imitative 
of Latin; secondly, that they mostly came from Germany, 
and were framed in accordance with the requirements of 
the German mind. 

It is with the ambition of writing a book on Russian: 
grammar that shall translate Russian into English idiom, 
and shall proceed on lines more consonant with the 
genius of Slav speech, that this book has been attempted. - 

The author wishes to express his obligations to many 
friends, English and Russian, who have rendered him 
invaluable assistance, and, in particular, to Mr. Mark 
Sieffand Mr. J. H. G. Grattan; and to acknowledge his 
indebtedness to Berneker’s Russian studies, and the 
essays of Professor Boyer (of the Sorbonne). 

This grammar, whilst aiming at being practical, is 
based on historical and philological methods. Explana- 
tory notes on apparent irregularities are added in 
smaller type, the principal rules being made prominent 
by italics or otherwise. This grammar should be used in 
conjunction with one of the progressive readers now 
being published in England. 

L. AyM, 
b 





INTRODUCTION. 

—— as 

THE modern Russian language is spoken over the 

whole extent of the Russian Empire. It originated as 

the dialect of the Principality of Moscow and the 

Republic of Novgorod, and thus at first embraced all 

the provinces or governments of Russia proper, except 

Volhynia, Podolia, Poltava and Southern Russia (where 

a dialect called Little-Russian is spoken). In Minsk, 

Grédno and Vilna another dialect is spoken, called 

White-Russian. 

Russian belongs to the Slavonic branch of the Aryan 

or Indo-European family of languages; other kindred 

tongues are Polish, Gech or Bohemian, Moravian, 

Serbian and Bulgarian. 

The Slavonic peoples mostly belong to the Orthodox 

or Eastern Church. They received their alphabet, 

their civilisation and their ritual from Constantinople, 

and hence mostly use modernized or adapted forms of 

the Cyrillic alphabet, which was created by Saint Cyril 

and Saint Method in the ninth century on the basis of 

the Greek alphabet. 

Those Slav peoples who belong to the Roman con- - 

fession use the Latin or Roman alphabet, as we do; 
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but, to provide symbols for the many sounds, very” 

numerous diacritical marks have had to be added, e.g. 

a, ¢, 6, 6, Z 4% ¥, 6, etc. The Cyrillic alphabet was 

invented expressly for the Slavonic languages ; and, 

though the signs are at first strange, they express the 

sounds more accurately, and, in reality, aid the learner 

considerably. 

The first task of the student of Russian is to 

familiarise himself with the alphabet, both printed and 

written, so that he may read and write it with ease and 

promptitude. 

In English the vowels a, ¢, 1, 0, u have, since Shake- 

speare’s time, been grotesquely diverted from their original 

value and the general Continental use. The reader must 

understand that in this Grammar a, é, 1, 0, are used as 

in Italian or German: t.¢. ah, cortege, pique, poke, rule ; 

except where specialiy stated otherwise. 
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THE RUSSIAN ALPHABET. 

The Russian Alphabet consists of thirty-six letters. 
Of these there are twelve vowels, a, e, u, 4% \’, 0, Y, BI, 

$, 9, 1, 1; twenty-one consonants, 6, B, I, J, im, 3, K, 4, 

M, H, 0, p, ¢, T, ®, X, OU, 4, W, MW, 6; one semi-vowel, 

ii (i kratkayi); and two letters which have no sound- 
value of their own, t, b—they influence the softening 
or hardening of the consonant immediately preceding 

them. 

Printed, Italic. Name. acc ieee: 

Ont On| = _ ee 
A aiA a |a(dsin ah) a(father) “a 

Bb 6 Bb 6 be(like English bay) b b 

Bs B e¢\ve (as in Eng. vale) Vv Vv 

r pe LF ¢ ge(like English gay) o* @ 

A a A 0 de(like English day) d d 
E e E e ye(like English yea) or ye 

HK oa de oc = zhe (like French gai)” ko sing Z 

3 3° & 3. ze(like English zay) | Z % 

How &# w i (like English ’e) ; Ey ie i 

Noa Dt | : ae y | ‘ 

1+ f  @ 1a ce r04Koii § i (as in 
(i stéékoy) L pique) 

k Kk «_ ka(like English kah) k k 

A91/4 «4 \ell l l 

* Always ‘‘ hard” as in Give. 



Xxil THE ALPHABET. 

Printed. Italic. Name. Corresponding Mir 

Caps. Ord. Gaps. Ord. ee. 
M M™ uM em m m 

H a | H unien n n 

Ce | QO o- 0 (as in stock) 0 0 

Ht ol] fon pe (as in pay) p p 

P pj|P- p | err (asin Scotch ar) r r 

C8 ¢ | ess S ae 

T «rT Mm | te (as in tay) t t 

oS OG | y | u(as in rule) u re 

Pp » | DO & | eff | f f 

X x |X x | khah - (eh toch 
Il u | Ly | tse (as in tsay) | ts | ts 

GY ou) ¥ wu | ce (as in chaste) English ch ¢ 

Wom | Mw Sa (as in shah) English sh. 
Wem | WE wy Sea 5 ole se 
‘b + | Bb @_ yerr (eps) mute — 

bl wi) bl op yery (epbl) iy ie in y 

b »p|b- ov. yeri (eps) maute — 

6 “6b 4-|-B--w*-yati (aTp) | Russian if é 

2 9 9 9 (e (like English 2) { ss e 
10 0 | 10 w yu (like English yz) | yu yu 

fl oa $f a | ya(like English yah !) ya ya 

Po 6 O a | fits pie 
Vivi V vr | izitsa liken 

* Sounded like shch in freshcheese. 



THE ALPHABET. 

RUSSIAN SCRIPT AND ITALIC. 

ltalic. Italic. 
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3 SPECIMEN OF HANDWRITING. 

ITALIC. 

Bo munymy seusnu mpyouyio 
Tivcnumca-Ab 6d cepoun apycmo 
Odny Monumey uydnyto 
Teepacy A nausycome 

Ecmb cuad 6amodamnas 
Bs cozeyuon CA06s HuBvIxe 
H1 Oouuems nenonamuagd 
Ceamaa npeaccme 6s wuxs 

Co dyuim KaKe OpemaA cramumcs 
Comnuiuve dareKo 
Hf empumca u naduemca 
Hsmaxs aero, aero, (epmonmoes.) 



RUSSIAN GRAMMAR. 

THE ALPHABET. 

ARTICULAR attention is drawn to 6, g, 0, u, M, 

H, 2, ¢€, m, “3 letters which often occasion the 
learner difficulty. To distinguish m and w in loose 
writing, a line is often used above and below, e.g, m, w. 

Remember in all transliterations a, e, i, 0, u should 

be sounded as in father, cortege (or été, v. footnote, p. 3), 
pique, Tom, rvle. 

§1. THE Use AND VALUE OF THE LETTERS. 

The Russian language is nearly phonetic, but has kept 
a number of letters that have lost their separate values, 
e.g. 1, 4, v, 0; and further, like English, has a strong 

tonic accent, which tends to slur the preceding and 
following syllables. 

e.g. Wolverhampton, indiubitably, my lord, labora- 
tory, Sunday, désultoriness. 

In such English words the vowels all become merged 
in the atonic vowel, phonetically written (e.g. a in 
“ villa”), and in Russian a similar phenomenon obtains, 

But the Russian alphabet, with these reservations, has 
symbols assigned to every separate sound, and thus is 
nearly phonetic. 

The Russian tonic accent is very hard to acquire, 
and can only be learnt by practice. A few hints can 
be given here and there. Jn this Grammar tt is marked 
throughout, as in all dictionaries. 

B 
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§ 2.. THe VowELs. 

(1) Russian has no less than fifteen symbols for 
vowels. They are partly survivals of an-older stage of 
the language. ss 

They are divided into “ hard ” and “ soft,” i.e. simple, 
or preceded by the consonant y. This distinction — 
affects the grammar and pronunciation of every word, 
and the following table must be committed to memory :— 

Hard: a 9 bl 0 ee 
Soft: 1m .e, B= 8, i ¥- SG 10 b 

(2) a accented* is sounded like a in “father,” but 
Pronunciation Somewhat shorter. 

of a and a. e.g. 40a woman 

a unaccented is sounded like @ in“ villa.” e.g. 6a6a. 

- The familiar phonetic symbol for this sound is a 
the atonic vowel. Thus 646a is sounded “ baba.” 

Unaccented a is sounded like the Russian e after 
K, 4, M,m. [v. § 5 (4).] 

n accented is sounded ya. e.g. a I. 
a unaccented is sounded yé or yi or 4. 

e.g. .bida-ara (Babo-yiga), the name of the 
: — Russian witch; 116ars (lywbit) they love. 

In one instance a 1s sounded @ in the reflexive 
suffix_ca (sa). .[v. § 41, V. (1).] 

a (ya) also represents the Old Slav nasal vowel ¢ (sounded like 
French im in “ brin’’). This historical fact explains such verbal 
forms aS ath, #KMY, *#kHy, root Zim, Zh, and nouns in -ma, e.g. mama, 
niamenn flame. [v. § 21 and § 49, II.] Polish conserves the Old 
Slav nasals.9 and ¢, e.g. sodzié, Russian cyqutb (std’it’) to judge, 

* «“ Accented” means emphasised, stressed. There are no 
written accents in Russian, except in elementary grammars and 
texts. tate oe ASS 
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(3) 9 is used in foreign words adapted to Russian, 
ua but in no pure Russian words except 

eo srorb (état) this. It is sounded like the 
French @é in “ tréve,” or the English az in 

“hair,” but shorter. It is only used in transliteration 
of foreign ¢-sounds. 

e.g. Iuseut Emden, nodrs (po-ét) poet, Ins Aisne 

e and % now represent the same sound, namely yé. In 
older een & had a Beperate value, varying between 
yé and ya.* 

e.g. Exarepiua (Yekaterina) Catherine 
bub (yem) I eat 

e is used :— 

(i) When it represents é [v. § 2 (5) and § 9]. 

(ii) When it is inserted to avoid heavy consonants 
and represents 6 [v. § 2 (7) and £5 32]; eg. 
Bech, Bea (ves, fsya) all. 

When unaccented it becomes a faint yé or 7 sound. 
e.g. ndie (polyé) field cinee (sinyéyé) blue 

. The pronouns ogatand oxnt, Ou Masc., onb fem. and 

neuter, are both sounded ojuu, out (adni, ani). 

(4) The sound-value of bi is best understood as a 
rapid combination of German wi with 1, 
ui; or, it may be got by placing the 
tongue in the w position, the lips in the 

t position. oughly, it may be produced by sounding 
the English word din deep in the throat. 

Pronunciation 
of br and un. 

No word can ever begin with the vowel bi. 

* The sound “‘ ye” (e and $) is open [yé] or. close {yé] according 
as the following consonant is ‘‘ hard” or “ soft.” 

B 2 
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u is the pure ¢-sound, produced with elongation of 
the lips, as in French or German. 

i (m cb TOUKOIO = with a dot) is the same, but only 

used before other vowels (e.g. mubuie [mnénie] opinion), 
except in one word, mipt the world. 

When nis used in diphthongs or reduced to the con- 

sonantal value of y in “yet,” it is written ii and called 
H Kparkoe (a short). 

e.g. ctali (stai) flock 

vy (iauna) is equivalent to n, and only used to 
represent the Greek v in a few Church words. 

Note.—nipb world, mumps peace, mvpo myrrh, cfnoas synod, and 

Baagumips Vladimir (and similar names, e.g. Kastimips). 

(5) 0 accented is sounded like the German short o in 
Pronunciation ‘ Gott,” and can be imitated by shortening 
ofoandé. the English vowel-sound aw (e.g. cough), 

e.g. porb horn 

0 unaccented is sounded a or a. 

e.g. xopomd (kharasd) fine 
nopa (para) time 
CAOBO (sl6va) word. 

é is sounded ¥6, i.e. 0 with a yod-sound. It only 
occurs in accented syllables, and im writing is not 
distinguished from e, except in elementary books. 
Rules are given in § 9 for the change from e to é, 

e.g. pykbe — (ruZ0) gun 
necére (nisydte) ye carry 
web = (ZONy) the wives 
ésymna (yoluska)  fir-tree 
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(6) y is sounded like wu in “rule” or “pull”; 10 

Pronunciation is sounded like uw in “universe,” but 

ofyandw. — shorter. 

e.g. wouséii (yubiléy) jubilee 
Hecy (nist) I carry 

(7) » and ® are mute in modern Russian. The 
Pronunciation former indicates the hardness of a con- 

ofpand». sonant; the latter the softness, i. e, the 
absence or presence of a yod element. 

e.g. Oblab (byl!) he was Baab (vyas) elm 
Ob11b (byl’) a tale —_ Ba3b (vyas) bond 

But in older Russian t had a value something like 
the w in “nut,” and 5 a soft short 7-sound. 

Hence the differences in conjugation and declension 
between poh, poga (poyb generation), and por, pra 
(por mouth), repérs to rub, tpy rub. ~ 

This is because in all open syllables (i.e. ending in 
a vowel) t and 5 became mute; in all closed syllables 
(i.e. ending in a consonant) 4 and 5 disappeared when 
unaccented, or became o and e when accented. Eg. 
AbHO, AbHD' (the bottom), now quo, AOHb; pbTb’, pLTa 
(the mouth), now porn, pra; abub’, Abna (day), now 
Aenb, Ana [d’nya|. 

Obviously then t and 6 can only occur medially 
(in compounds) and finally. 

Further, theoretically no Russian word ends in a 
consonant ; the mute vowel is always added, even in 
foreign words. 

e.g. Ad6njont London Bpweceas Brussels 

Latterly, there is a tendency to discard final 1, when 
it is merely orthographical. 
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§ 9. THE CONSONANTS—-VOICED AND UNVOICED. 

- The consonants must first be divided into wavoiced — 

and voiced (e.g. in English ¢ and d, p and 5). 

We then have :— 
Labials. Dentals. Gutturals. 

Mutes unvoiced: Il TS K 

» voiced : 6-0 .+) ae rc 
Nasals : M n — 
Spirants unvoiced: © - x 

voiced : Bo ee - > 

The remainder must be separately classed :— 

. Sibilants. Compound consonants. 

Unvoiced : aaa ~ g I, 
Voiced : 3° Am = 

Liquids: a and p. 

§ 4. GENERAL OBSERVATIONS ON THE CONSONANTS. 

(1) There is no nasal: guttural in Russian, like the 
English 2g. i 

e.g. ménka (Z0n-ka) little woman (Ak as in pancake) 

(2) When 6, 4, Tr, B, 3, and # are final consonants, 
they are sounded like n, 1, k, ®, c, and m, 

e.g. padb (rap) slave 
AbAD (VéEt) grandfather ° 

pors (rok) horn 
6ctposh (Ostraf) island .4} 

4oxb —_ (LoS) lie 
posh (ros) of the roses i 
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(3) When in compounds t precedes 4, the first t is 
assiinilated to 4. 

e.g. orath (ad-dat’) to give up 

(4) When in the same syllable 3 precedes a, or ¢ 
precedes m, the combination is sounded like wm, and mm. 

e.g. n63me = (pozzi) — later 
_Boicmiit =(vyS8i) highest 

(5) » is scarcely found in original Russian words ; 
6 is almost disused, and has the same phonetic value, 
just_as ph in “phonetic” has the same sound as / in 
“ fine.” 

(6) When « and r precede t in the same sy lable, 
they are commonly sounded as x (kh). 

e.g. norma  (nokhtya) of the nail 
KTO _ (kht6) who 

(7) Other instances of assimilation (these constitute 
rules) :— 

OV ATO (biuitta) as if 
cxbaath (zdélat’) to do 
OTb 3apit —- (adzari) from the dawn 
mpdcnoa (pr6z’ ba) request 
cuicrbe (Séast'e) happiness 
n3BO34HKb (izvoscik) driver 
"TO (std) what 

MARI (myakhki) soft 
aérge (lék hée ) easier 

Generally speaking the subsequent letter, vowed or 
unvoiced, attiiacts and assimilates the preceding. 
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(8) 4 before m is sounded m. : 
e.g. ckysno (skisna) weary 

(9) All consonants are sounded, except 4 and T in 
-34H-, -CTH- ; 1 in coanye (sOntsi) sun ; 15 final after labials. 

e.g. nO3qnlii  (pdzni) late 
BldcTHblii (vlasny) powerful 
pyOib (rup’) rouble 

\ MBICAB (mys) thought 

§5. THE “Hard” AND “Sorr” CONSONANTS. 

Preliminary. | 

The vowels have already been divided into two sets 
hard and soft, i.e. plain and ioticised, viz. :— 

Hard: a B bl 0 y 
Soft : HT eb HI é 10 b 

Some consonants can be combined with any of the 
vowels. These consonants are either hard or soft accord- 
ing as the vowel following is hard or soft. 

Other consonants are naturally “hard” or “ soft,” 
and can only be used with certain vowels. 

The strictest attention must be paid to these rules ; 4 
they explain the inflections, and dispose of most of t 
apparent exceptions. 

(1) The Labials. 

The labials n, 6, m, B can all be either “hard” or 

“ soft,’ and can be used with any of the vowels, 

But note that 1 is inserted after un, 6, mM, and B in 
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all “soft” nominal forms and in all verbal forms before 

10 and e. 

e.g. JOBITb (lavit’) to catch 
JOB.10 (lavlyit) catch 
TOproBaTh (targavat’) to trade 
Toprogia (targdvlya) trade 

Otherwise 1, 6, ™,, B are sounded like English p, b, 
m, f, v, subject to the general remarks in § 4 (2). 

(2) The Dentals. 

The dentals can be used with any of the vowels. 
But they modify their pronunciation, and are changed 
in derivatives and verbal forms into palatals when 
“ soft.” 

T, A and u “hard” are sounded as in English. 

Th and 4b are sounded midway between t and 6, 
something like the cockney “don’t-yer know ?” “ did-you ?” 

Hb is sounded mouwillé like Spanish %, French and 
italian gn. 

These sounds are here denoted ?’, @’ and . 

Thus we have :— 

Hard: ta|t9| tht To «TY Tt 
Soft: 1a Te TH Té TW Tb, sounded t’a, t’e, etc. 

Soft derivatives: 4e qV 

é.g. N4atith (plat’it?) to pay 
many (placu) T pay 
MoJoTHTh (imalat’it’) to thrash 
moiony (malaéi) I thrash 
moaotath §=(malot’it) they thrash 
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Under identieal conditions 4 changes to im. 

e.g. erpiaitica (styditsa) to be ashamed 
crbiqiten — (stydyatsa) they are ashamed 

but crpmycen — (sty 2v1s’) I am ashamed 

Russian, however, has some Church Slavonic deriva- 

tives, in which under these same conditions +t became 

Ul, and 4, iA. | 

e.g. mpeab (pret) before (preposition) 
npéawge (prézdi) before (adverb) 
claj-Kiii (slatki) sweet, cadme (slasée) sweeter 
poats (rad it’) to bear, pomgarp (razdat’) 

(3); The Gutturals. 

The gutturals x, r, x are in Russian words never 
combined with 4, 9, bl, @, 10, b. 

In Old Russian, before these vowels, they were regu- 
larly changed in a// nominal and verbal inflections and 
in all derivatives to n and 4, * and m or ¢ respectively. 
In modern Russian. these changes only take place in 
verbs and derivatives. 

The series of hard and soft gutturals is as follows :— 
Hard: ta KO KV Kb 
Soft: ke Kat 

Soft Derivatives: va ve un 40 or 4é 4y 
or Te ny 

Similarly with r and x; but r changes to #, and x 

to mm. 

Thus: ra re ra TO ry Tb 
Derivatives aa ae Hu HO Or HE HRY Ab 

xa xe Xu 0-2 SS 
Derivatives ma We min mo or mé my Wb or m1 
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Thus in Russian the “hard” noun.soary (volk) wolf, 
has a plural séann, but an adjective Boauiii, 

Thus, too :— 

Mpara (Praga) Prague, has an adjective Upaanenii 
Bort (Bokh) God, Boxecrné (Bazestvo) deity - 
ckandtp (skakat’) to leap, ckasy (skaét) I leap (= rw) 
nepxt (vérkh) above, nepmuna (virsina) the height 

K is always like the English k: except in cases noted 
in § 4 (6). 

.? is always like the English g in‘‘got” or “give” 
except (1) it is used to represent the foreign sound h, 
e.g. Toasangin (Gollandiya) Holland; also in the 
Russian word Tocnéan (Haspdd’) Lord. (2) It is 
sounded like a voiced x before dentals, e.g. tTorga 

(takhda) then; also in bors God, and names of 
towns ending in 6yprp. (3) It is sounded Bp in the 
adjective gen. sing. termination -aro, -oro. 

e.g. camord (samavo) of himself 
Aypnoro (durnéva) of the bad man 
Aodparo (dobrava) of the good man 

x is always sounded as in German ach or ich. 

eg. xata = (khata) ~~ hut 
xiuplii (khily) — feeble 
céxapp (stkhar) sugar — 

(4) The Sibilants and Compound Consonants. 

¢, 3, 1m, *, 4 are always sounded like the consonants 

in the English words sword, zeal, short, leisure, church ; 

subject to the general remarks in § 4 (2, 7, and 8). 
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c and 3 can be hard or soft and take any vowel. 
When “soft” they are sounded high on the palate, as 
though a sharp i-sound followed. They are here denoted 
as § and 4%, 

m is a combination of $ and & which has to be 
practised. 

i, m, and 4 are always hard. 

y and m always soft. 

They can only be used with the following vowels :— 

Hard: *a me aN KO OY HE KY Kb OF KH 
ma me nT mé or 10 My Wb Or Ib 
na ne ob and nH 10 Hy Ib 

10, 4, bl are never used after x, 4 or I. 

c and 3 in soft derivatives change to ml and ik, 

e.g. saben (20’8S) hear, 6an3p (bliz) near, 3qbmniii, 
O.naHI. 

Soft: 4a ye 44H woorgdé sy 4b 
ma we un wmoorme my mb 

However, though in modern Russian the three 
sibilants m, #, 4 are accounted hard, in older Russian 
m1 and # were soft; and the same rules of pronunciation 
in unaccented syllables apply to ma, ma, 4a and ma as 
to a, viz. the vowel-value changes from a to i, and not 
a to a, 

e.g. yacoBna (Gesdvnya) clock-tower 
apa (zapa or zira) heat 
mart (Segi) steps 
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is always hard; it can, wnlike amy of the other 
sibilants, be followed by 51; and, /ike them, unaccented 
0 always becomes, and is written, ue. 

Nom. Instr. 

€.2. OTEN'S OTHOMD the father 
(at’éts) (ats6m) 
nbens ubmuems — the German 
(ne'mits) (ne’mtsim) 

Le, n0 should have been spelt né. 

Accented: mo méor xo 4é or 40 HO mé or MO 

Unaccented : me Ke ye ne ie 

(5) The Liquids. 

1 and p can be accompanied by any vowel. 

The pronunciation of both ab and 4b is quite. 
different from that of the English /. 

4b* is a guttural-sounded / produced by raising the 
back of the tongue and contracting the air-passage: 
the front part of the tongue is drawn back and rounded, 
whilst the lips are rounded. It may be imitated 
by pronouncing the English word pull deep in the 
throat. 

4b is a palatal almost like the French / in “ vil.” 

pt is trilled, more like the Scotch 7, pb is palatal 
with a faint yod-sound, These sounds can only be 
acquired by ear. 

With regard to the liquids 1 and p two special rules 
ot formation should be noted :— 

In roots of the type rpagb, ropoay (grat, gérat) 
town, the Church Slavonic had the monosyllabic form, 

*In Polish written 1. 
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Russian the dissyllabic ; and as the Church language — 
has greatly influenced Russian, the modern language 
has examples of both. 

e.g. 3aT0, 301070 (zlate, zolate) gold; erpana 
(strana) land ; cropona (starana) side; xpanars 
(khranit’) to preserve; xopouits (kharanit’) 
to bury; répoan (gorat) city; but Herporpay, 
(Pitragrat) Petrograd; 6éperb (b'érek) coast ; 
but mpudpéxpe (pribrézi) the foreshore ; mé.104b 
(molod) young; maaqme (mladsi) younger. 

§ 6. CONGLOMERATED CONSONANTS WHEN FINAL. 

Russian dislikes a word ending in a conglomeration 
of consonants. Thus Egypt is Eriuern (Yegipit), where 
eth would in Old Russian have been written br. 

[v. § 2 (6).] 
Similarly, in neuter and feminine nouns, where the 

genitive plural is the root, e.g. abso, aban (ela, dé’), 
-erb, deed, a vowel o, e or @ is sometimes inserted, 
especially when the last consonant is 4 or p. 

e.g. cecTpa, cécrph or cecréph (sistra, sydstr or 
sistyor) sister; urpa (igra) game, adjective 
uropublii (igorny) ; cBagbda (svad’ba) wedding, 
cpajeds (svadip); térka (tyotka) aunt, réron, 
(tyotak) ; 6acua (basnya) fable, daceun (basin) ; 
naska (patka) stick, mason, (patak). 

§ 7. TRANSLITERATION INTO RUSSIAN. 

The Russians, possessing their own special alphabet, 
have to transliterate foreign names and words. Within 
the limitations of their script they strive to be phonetic. 

For h they use r. 
e.g. Tamévyprs Hamburg. 
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For the “ioe . fps substitute 1. 
. Smith Cunrs. 

For German eu, au Metinag use eli. 
e.g. Jeiixtendepra Leuchtenberg. 

For the French uw, German w, they use 1. 
e.g. bproccesb Briissel (Brussels). 

For the French ew, German 6, they use and write é. 
e.g. Tére Goethe. 

For the rest they iy to represeiit sounds accurately. 
e.g. AmeuTAbMenbL gentleman, bpaiiron, Brighton, 

Komuibeo comme il faut, Hoaukapds Poincaré, 
Tyasout Toulon, thant Jean, Aunanp, Dinant, 

Aysen> Louvain, bpxemiun Brzezan. 
All these foreign words, if they end in consonants 

or vowels that accord with Russian declensions, namely 
», b, il, a, t, 0 (neuter), e (neuter), are declined in the 
same way regularly. 

e.g. baxouomp by Bacon, sp Ayseub in Louvain, 
Bb Aunaut at Dinant (or Dinan). [v. § 23 (3). | 

: ~  § 8. RusstAn DIPHTHONGS. 

Russian diphthongs are nearly all formed with ii; 
and are aii, ali, sounded like 7 in “ white,” only broader ; 
eii and $i like ey in “grey,” but longer; oi, éit almost 
as English “boy”; and yi, wii like we in “ bruited.” 

The digraph ay denotes a true diphthong only in 
foreign words. | 

e.g. Bpavumeeiits Bpaynt Braunschweig (Bruns- 
wick) Brown. 

In Russian words (when found) the a and the y are 
separate vowels. 

e.g. ecayab a Cossack captain. Cf. in French 
“ eaoutchoue.,” 
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§9. THE CHANGE OF e TO 6. 

The reader will have observed there is no symbol — 
for yo, and the dizresis over e is only used in elementary 
school-books, 

The following rules will guide him in the pronuncia- 
tion of e as ye, or yo, 

The rule is that accented e preceding a hard con- 
sonant or oxytone is pronounced é. 

e.g. ceid (Sil6) village, plural cé1a, céa (sdta, Sol); — 
naaverb (platit) he weeps, but pacrérs (rastydt) 
he grows ; pyakbe (ruz6) gun ; emeprb (smert’) 
death; é1ymna (ydluske), é1xa (yotka) fir- 
tree; MeptBblii (myértvy) dead; Konemp — 
(kenyOm) by the horse; ndme (nasi) our 
(neut, nom. sing.); tBoe (tvayé) thy (neut. 
nom. sing.). 

Exceptions :— 

e accented before a hard syllable is. not pro- 
nounced €— 

(1) In words ending in -én1, e.g. kynénn (kupéts) 
merchant. This is because n was originally soft. 

[v. § 5 (4).] | | | 
(2) Before the adjectival terminations -criii and -niii, 

which are unaccented and were originally preceded by 
b, softening the consonant. 

e.g, mend (Zind) wife, plur. aenb (Zony), adj. 
méHCKI (Zénski). 

(3) In foreign words. 

eg. autéKa (apt’éka) apothecary’s shop 
Onaérh (bilét) . ticket 
Aenéma (d’epéSa) despatch 
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(4) In words from Church Slavonie. 
eg. Kpecrb (krest) cross 

né60 (néba) heaven, but néd0 palate of mouth 
Hajéasa (nad’éZda) hope, but sagéaa (popularly) 

And in some few other words, such as gép3niii bold, 
4épsoctb boldness, cxeépubiii nasty, yaédubiii educational, 
test lion (but Jés1 the name Leo), npeamérs subject. 

These words may also be taken as an exercise in the 
application of the rules regarding pronunciation. 

(5) In some words where e should be spelt $, which 
never undergoes this change, cf. § 2 (3). 

e.g. daeckh brightness, mesniii little, mésogs trifle, 
Bpeat damage 

(6) The preposition 6e3b without, which is generally 
proclitie. 

e.g. Oesb muta (bisscita) without a shield 

(7) In the words sepxp above, népkosp church, 
népsbiii first, vetsépra Thursday, uépnatb to draw up, 
mMépkayts to grow dusk, crépsa carrion, cepnt sickle, 
nepoa willow, cépaue heart, ncgé3t vanished, ymé already, 
Boodmé in general. 

é remains before a soft consonant :— 

(1) In declensions and conjugations where other 
forms are hard and é is regular. 

e.g. HeCelIb HeceTh, HECEMS, HeceTe 

thou carriest he, we, ye carry 

yrécs precipice, ua yrécb on the precipice 
so Gepésa birch-tree, Bb Sepé3b in the birch. 

C 
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(2) In the instrumental singular of soft feminine © 
nouns in 4, like the hard nouns. 

e.g. rpo3di0 (rpo3a threat) 
3em1é10 (3emaH earth) 

But moéto, tRoé1, cpoé1w, with e not &. 

Also before the adjectival termination -riii. As 
explained in § 33 (8), this -Kiii is a grammarian’s mis- — 
rendering of the former form -xoii, and, this x being — 
only visually soft, there is no real exception to the — 
rule. So, too, mera cheek, ujéxu cheeks (because after 
gutturals b1 is never used; v. § 5 (3)). | 

(3) In the following words & becomes &, like e, é:— 

sBb3qa star spb34b1 (plural) 
rHb340 nest rab3ga_ (plural) 
npiodpbcrh to obtain npiodpbas* (past tense) 
nBbern to bloom npbas (past tense) 
cbs16 saddle chara (plural) 

naabeith «to dress _naabsanb (past part. pass.) 
nosbepisath to yawn 

saneyatabas impressed 

cmbra sally 
These words are merely misspelt. 

In two words a is.sounded é :— 

tpacb he shook, sounded rpécp 
sanparb he yoked (his horse), sounded sanpérs 

Lastly, ei, the genitive of ona she, is sometimes 
pronounced eé like the accusative (which is ee, sounded 

yiy6). 

* And other compounds of this verb, 
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ACCIDENCE. 

§ 10. Tur Parts or SPEECH (aderm pbun). 

The parts-of speech in Russian are :— 

(1) Nouns, ima cyuyectBiteabnoe 

Declined <(2) Adjectives, ima mpmaaréterbnoe 

(3) Pronouns, wbcrouménie 

Conjugated (4) Verbs, raaré1b 

Declined (5) Numerals, ima ancatteannoe 

(6) Adverbs, napbuie 

veictuns\® sd eden rsaauapenie 

(8) Conjunctions, cows, 

(9) Interjections, memgométie 

There is no article. 

Occasionally ogiut (one) is used as an indefinite 
artuele. 

There is no special form for adverbs formed from 
adjectives. The neuter singular is used, except in 
adjectives in -ckiii, where the form is -cku. 

The verbs only have one regularly formed tense, 
namely the present ; and no other personal forms. for 
past tenses, passives, moods, etc. These meanings are 
supplied by other simple modifications. 

c 2 
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THE NOUN (ima cymecrsiresbHoe). 

§ 11. PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS. 

The Russian noun has three genders, masculine, 
feminine, and neuter (poabl MYikeckiii, *KéHCKIM, CpeaHiii). 
But Russian presents no great difficulties in the 
ascertainment of gender, for— 

(a) Nouns proper or common denoting males only, 
whatever the termination, are masculine (“natural” 
gender). 

e.g. Waaub John, Iléra Peter, Wsansnxo John, poe- 

BoAa general, cupota orphan (masc. or fem.). 
(8) Nouns denoting females always have a feminine 

termination (“natural” and “grammatical” gender 
coincide). 

(y) The inflections of the masculine and neuter are 
identical, save in the nominative, vocative, and accusative 

singular and plural; just as in Latin bellwm only differs 
from equus in these cases. 

(8) Generally speaking, the termination fixes the 
gender, unlike French or German, where the beginner 

has no guide, and can only learn by rote. } 

(i) Thus, nouns ending in +, 5 and ii are masculine, 
despite foreign etymology. 

e.g. croap _ table MpueTh writing. 
Japp Tsar yHuBepcurérs university 
Oasncb basis KOHb horse 
Kpu3ucb crisis ciont elephant 

co1onéi nightingale 

(ii) Nouns ending in 0, e, é are neuter. 

e.g. nose field cosine sun 
Abao fact Obabe washing 
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(iii) Words ending in a, 4, b are feminine, despite 
Soreign etymology. , 

e.g. pyka hand — nyaa bullet 
Apama drama (ro dpaya, le drame, das Drama, 

ete.) 
With this apparent exception, as in Latin and Greek, 
that words ina and a of masculine signification are 
masculine, but declined like feminines. Unlike 
German or French, the gender primarily follows the 
meaning, not the termination. 

e.g. MYHUMHa Man cayraé Man-servant 
Ataa uncle Iléra Peter (short for Iérp) 
wuoma youth  yOtiina murderer (masc. or fem.) 

Mase. Fem. Neut. 

Terminations : 'b a 0 

b fl e€ 

il b MA 

§ 12. THe DECLENSIONS. 

There are three declensions. 

(1) Original o-stems: masculines in %, b and ii, 
neuters in 0, é, e. 

(2) Original a-stems: feminines in a and 4. 

(3) Original 7-stems : 
(a) One masculine word, nyts path. 

(8) Many feminines, principally abstracts in 
-OCTb, €.g. cKOpocTh speed. 

(y) Two relics of older declensions : 

MaTb, MaTepu, cf. mater, matris, mother 

Aoub, AOuepu daughter 
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(5) Neuters in ma, menu. | 
e.g. Ma, Menu name, cf. Latin nomen, ndminis; chma, 

chmenn seed, cf. Latin sémen, séminis [v. § 2 (2)] 
In Old Slavonic there was, as in Latin, eclension (e.g. 

manus, manis). This has disappeared, but has left traces in the 
irregular genitives and locatives in y of the first (Russian) — 
declension : also in the masculine genitive plural termination -op. 

§13. THE CASES. 

There are seven cases. 
(1) Nominative, Mmesnresbnpiit nagéxa 
(2) Vocative, dpareabubiii 
(3) Accusative, Busnterpubiii 
(4) Genitive, Pogureabnbiit 

(5) Dative, Jateabaniii 

(6) Instrumental, Taoputesbaniii __,, | 
(7) Locative or Prepositional, I peqa6musiii nagéaa~ 

This list looks formidable, but, as with Apollyon’s- 
lion in “The Pilgrim’s Progress,” apprehensions vanish 
on a close approach. 

The vocative only subsists in a few Church words, 
e.g. boaie from bors God, Xpneré from Xpuacrécs Christ, 
Pécnoau from Tocnda» Lord, Incyce from Inc¥en Jesus, 

érse from oréns father. [v. § 69, IT.] 
The objective is identical with the nominative in 

all nouns denoting inanimate, but with the genitive in 
all nouns denoting animate objects. This rule has one 
exception—for the one instance where the accusative 
has an independent form, namely, the accusative 
singular of nouns in a and 4. j 

e.g. fl piabap Hapa (genitive) u Mapiuy. 
I saw the Tsar and the ‘Tsaritsa. 
Vyiteab upoweap Bame counnénie, 
The teacher read your work, 

? 
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The original Slav accusative has vanished (except 
in the singular of nouns in a and a), and has been 
replaced by the nominative or genitive forms. 

In all negative sentences the object is in the 
genitive, whatever the noun, and without exception. 

e.g. fl ne ondn4duAD CBOE paddTEr. 
I have not finished my work; the genitive 

being partitive in meaning “ rioting of my 
work.” 

fl nuKorgda He CABIXAAS TAKNXL CKAZOKD. 
I never heard such stories. 

The instrumental case marks the agent by whom, 
and the locative or prepositional is used to denote the 
place in which; in modern Russian i cannot be used by 
itself, but only with certain PROpOSORS, hence it is 
often called the “ prepositional.” 

e.g. Bu ceah (fsilé) in the village. 

SL rosopiaa o Huxosdb (ya govarit anikotaye). 
I was talking of Nicholas. 

Thus, virtually, there are only five separate forms 
for the cases—nominative, genitive, dative, instru- 

mental, and locative. 

$14. Tue Numpers. 

There are two numbers, singular and plural (ejia- 
erbeuHoe Guc10, MHOmecTBeHHOe UCIO). The forms are 
almost identical for masculine nouns in 4, b, ii, and 

feminines in a, a; neuters in 0, e, é only differ in forming 

the nominative and accusative plural in a, 4, asin Latin. 
In ancient Russian there was a dual, but this is obsolete. Some 

few forms of it survive as irregularities. [v. § 24 (3).] 

The plural of nouns in nu, of the third declension, is 
slightly different. 
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§ 15. Harp anp Sorr Nouns. 

All nouns of the first and second declensions are — 

“hard” or “soft” throughout: i.e. there is a double 
- 2 - (a4 »? << bP s 
scheme of declension in “hard” or “soft” vowels, 

according as the root is hard or soft. 
Those who have learnt the rules in § 3 and § 5 will 

find no difficulty in grasping this fundamental difference, 
which underlies all Russian inflections. 
-\Nouns of the u declension, the third, are naturally 

all “soft.” | 

SCHEME OF DECLENSIONS. 

First ‘Second Third 
Declension. Declension. | Declension. 

Hark Bots, | Heel. Boe. Hard. Sott, [Fem Meuk 
ae oe 

eS ae ae | 0 e 6 a il Lb MA 

Like N. or G. 0 e é y 0, b | MA 

a [y] a [10] a A bl i u =| MeHH 

y Ww y cy ‘b Bb HT MeHy 

OMb eMb OMb eMb 01, C10 iio =| MeHeMh 

& [y] 6 [10] B b b b Ht |= MeHH 

bl He a il bt | ae Mena 

Like N. or G. a a |Like N.orG.| nm | mena 

OBL eli | eB eli b eli ‘b b eii.| ei | MeHS 

amb AiM'b amb | AMb | amb | AMD | AMS | MECHAM 

amu AMM ama | AMM | ame | AMM | DMM | MeHaMH 

aX AX'b aXb AXb | aXb | AXB | AXD | MeHAXS 

It will be observed that 
scarcely any divergence. 

in the plurals there is 
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§ 16. EXAMPLES OF MASCULINE NOUNS IN THE 
First DECLENSION (néppoe CKIOHEHIe). 

Singular. 

tooth work | ery 
N.V. | 3y6r TPYAL  -RPHKb 
Acc. | 3y0n | Tpyas | KpWk 
Gen. 3a  -Tpyaa _ Kpitka 
Dat. yoy _ Tpyay | Kplky 
Instr. | syomp = Tpyaom pion 
‘Loc. |) 3Y6% © tpyas | o kpunb 

Plural. 

N.V. | sy6s1  Tpyast Kpuku 
Acc. | 3y6nt — Tpyavl KpNKH 
Gen. | 3y008% TPVAOBL KPUKOBL 
Dat. syOaM | TPVAQM'b — Kpiltkam'. 
Instr. syOamn =| Tpyaau KpitkaMut 
Loe. » BYOAXB =| TP VAX Kpukax'b 

Singular. 

| key | aGerman | march 
eae Kou =| AbMenb | Mapll'b 
Ace. KIOUb = Ma Mapu. 
Gen Kuioué = ssaba—s|s Mpa 
Dat. KUONy nbway  Mapmy | 
Instr. Kitouomb =o nbMnemb =——s MA/pIeMT 
Loc. Ka104b nhuub = Mapu 

Plural. 

N.V.| xuommt | nbuap =|) M&pmm 
Acc. | Kani | nbmnest Map 
Gen.  kawuéi =| Ss bess Mapweit 
Dat. KNOTAMD abwnam Mapwam'’h 
Instr. kuogian | ubwnawn Mapmam it 
Loc. | kawuixn | wbmuaxn | Mapmaxs 
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These six examples illustrate regular forms in 
“hard” consonants. Please observe the variations necessary, 
after gutturals and palatals, and re-read § 5 (3) and (4). 
The rules in'§ 5 apply to all declensions and conjugations. 
Thus kitogamb is sounded klucam, mapmin marsy, ete. 

Examples of Weak Stems. 
Singular. ; 

hero horse | battle knife 
| (# originally soft) 

N. V. | repdéii KOHB | doii HOME” 
Ace. repoa Kout  —- Oot HOD 
Gen. repos Kont =| G0a “HOME 
Dat. | repdr Kon 6610 HOY 
Instr. | repdem> | konéma Oden HOmOMS 
Loe. repos Konb = | 608 Honb 

_ Plural. 
N. V. | repou KOHM don HOI 
Ace. repoesb | KOHéil don HOW 
Gen. repoesb | Konéii doéBh HOmEH 
Dat. repoamb | KOHIMD | OoAMD  « HOMAMS 

Instr. | repdama | Kowimu | Oofmu HORAM IM 
Loe. repoaxh | Kowaxb | 601x2 HOAX 

These examples should be learnt by heart; they are 
explained, and rules stated, in § 5 (3) and (4). 

§ 17. Exampies or Neuter Nouns or First 
DECLENSION. 
Hard Stems. 

Singular. 
| “yoke | village | quality 

N. V. A. | iivo | cead -RAdeerBO 
Gen. —oliva | cera _—-RadeCTBa 
Dat. ey a eas _- RagecrBy 
Instr. _ HEOMD = CeO -« KANECTBOM'S 
Loc. | arb | - ceab _  KadecTBb 
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Plural. 
Mobs ura césa | -KavecTBa 
Gen. Urb CENb —«RAdeCTBL 
Dat. tam | céram | KAdeCTBAM'S 
Instr. irama =| )~=s c@stamm®=——(s—CS*séiR LECT BT 
Loc. Tax | céfaxb | ~—s RAMECTBAX'S 

Soft and Sibilant Stems. 
Singular. 
sea school 

N.Y. A. MOope VINAM Ue 
Gen. MOpa yunanima 
Dat. MOptO yon ay 
Instr. MOpeMB VIHAR ems 
Loe. Mopb Vunsn I'S 

Plural. 
i Bah a Mopi Vanna 
Gen. mopéii YORAM 
Dat. _ - MOpaM'b VORA aM’ 
Instr. _ MOpimm =| yuitamimjamn 
Loe. — Mopaxe = yt max 

Singular. 
gun knowledge 

N. V. A. pyabé 3HAnie 
Gen. pyKbil 3HAaniA 
Dat. pyab10 | SHAHIIO 
Instr. pyKbeM, 3HanieM'L 

P Loe. pyabb | 3HaHli 
Plural. 

N. V. A. pyikba | 3HaHlA 
Gen. pyxkeii | 3Haulil 
Dat. pYikbA ML | 3HaHiAML 
Instr. pykbamn | sHaHnIAMH 
Loe. pYRbAXD SHAHIAX'D 

These examples should be learnt by heart; a dis- 
cussion of them will be found in § 27. 
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§ 18. EXAMPLES OF THE SECOND DECLENSION (sTopde 
ckioucHie) IN a AND 4. 

The scheme for these nouns is :— 

u 
N. or G. |v. § 13] 

Singular, Plwral. 
ot ee am. il bl 
2.0 aa 10 Like 
Gen. iB ul boob 
Dat. b b aM'b ML 
Tustr. o10 oii* ero eii* | amu aun 
Loe. 5 b axb AX 

Examples :— | 
Singular. 

Hard. Hard. Soft. 

widow hand bullet 
N.V. | pgosa pyr nvaa 
Ace. BAOBY pyky | nyo 
Gen. BAOBBI pykt = Yan 
Instr. BgoBdr0 pykow | nyaeto 
D.L. — pyost pykb nya 

Plural. 
N. V. BAOBBI | pyke | nysn 

Ace. BAOBL =| Ss pyK onyan 
Gen. BAOBD pykb VIB 
Instr. paoBaMu =| =o pykamn = dawn 
Dat. BloBaMB =|) «=pykaAMb = Yaa’ 
Loc. BAOBAN'D pykax HVAAXD 

Singular. 
| Sibilant. Hard. | Fricative. 

candle tear | empress 
N. V. cBbua ciesé Ss apna 
Acc. cBbuy caesy ss napiny 
Gen. cpbant Cle3 I | yapulpl 

Instr. era c1e3610 Hapunelo 
cBby0w | 

D. L. cabats caesbh_ Ss api 

Sibilant. 

soul 

Aya 

AY uly 
AYU 

AY010 

AY mb 

AV 
AVN'S 

AY ID 
AY Wamu 
Ayam’ 

AVWMAX) 

Fricative. 

food 

niga 

nuiy 
AW 

Tuner 

naw 

* Contracted form. 



N. V. 

Ace. 

Gen. 

Instr. 

Dat. 

Loe. 

SECOND DECLENSION. 

Plural. 

eaban  C1E3bI 

cabun CAE3bI 

CBBYb CAC3B 

cpbuaMa Ss Cle 

cpbudmp | caesins 
cebudxs =| cresdxt 

Hapunbl 
apa, 
apha 
qapunamn 
apugam's 
Hapunaxb 

29 

For pronunciation consult §§ 2 (2), 5 (3), 5 (4). 

N.Y. 

Ace. 

Gen. 

Instr. 

BL, 

N. V. 

Ace. 

Gen. 

Instr. 

Dat. 

Loe. 

mV. 

Acc. 

Gen. 

Instr. 

p:. 1, 

Soft and Vocalic Stems. 

Singular. 

earth lightning family 
3eM Ai MOAHIA CeMbil 
3EMAIO MOAHIIO CeMBIO 
3eMAI MOAHIMI ceMbIt 

3eMACIO MOAHIeI0" CEMBEIO 
semi MOAHIIN cembh 

Plural. 

36MAM  MOJHIM cémMbu 

3éMAM MOIHIN =—s_ (#es:s«Cé@ MG 

3eME.1b | MOanii «= seit 
3eMJiMM = = MOJHIAMM | CeMbAMH 
3eMIHMb | MOABIAMB  CeMbAMT 
BEMAAXD | MOAHIAXS CEMbAXS 

Examples of Mase. in a, 4. 

Singular. 

Hard. Soft. 

crapocra elder Aiga uncle 
cTapocry Ato 
cTapoctbi AAA 
cTapoctoro Ader 

crapocTb Aaa 
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Plural. 

N.V. | — crapocrsi | AAU 
_ Ace, erapocrh | Atel 

Gen. cTapocrh AfiAeii 
Instr. erTapocTaM It AM AAME 

Dat. cTapocTaM’ ARAM 

Loc. cTapoctax’b AMAAXD 

These examples should be learnt by heart. Consult 
§ 2 (5), § 9, and § 11. 

§ 19. Turd DECLENSION (rpétbe cKsoHénie) : 
.NOUNS IN uo and ma. 

These nouns are always soft ; most of the termina- 
tions are in n.* ; 

MASCULINE. 
Only one example survives :— 

Sing. _ Plural. 

N. V. A. nyt path N. V. A. nyrit 
G.D.L. nym Gen. nyréii 
Instr. © mnyTéms Dat. NYTAM 

Instr. nyTAMal 
Loe.  WYTAXS 

Formerly there were others of this type; e.g. qenb day, now a 
soft masc. of the first declension. But “after midday ” is “n0- 
nosyauu’’ (papalvidni) ; aun being the old genitive. 

§ 20. THirD DECLENSION IN un: FEMININES. 

These are numerous and important. In form they 
are liable to confusion with soft masculines like Kons 
horse. 

* Just like the Latin twrris; with which type ae correspond 
philologically. 



Loe. 

Instr. 

N. V. 

Ace. 

Gen. 

Dat. 

Instr. 

Loc. 

Observe sBbpb wild beast, which is now masculine 
has ssbppmu instr. plural, besides sbpama. 
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Singular, 

bone horse door 
KOCTB AMAA | ABepb 
KOCTB | s0maqb | 
KOCTH somaqu | 
KOcTH AOmaAu =e 
KOCTH somaaun | S 
eri ss am | 2 
KOCTIIO AOMaAilo } 

Plural. 

KOcTH somaga a 
KOCTHI JomaAéit = 
KocTéit Jomayeit a e 
kocrima | aomagima | . 5 
KOCTLMI somagbmi |S 
KOCTAXS jomaaixs | A 

Singular. 

fortress | care 
Kpbuocrs | OCTOPOMHOCTE 
Kpbuocrs  ocropémHocts 
Kpbuocra | ocropomHocta 
kpbuocrn  octopomHocTH 
kpbaocru ocTopomHBocTH 
Kp buocrbw | OCTOPOMHOCTHIO 

: Plural. 

kpbuocrn — 
Kpbuocra — 
Kp buocréii — 
Kpbnocram’ - 
KpbuocrMit — 
Kpboocraxs — 
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§ 21. 

Sing. 
Nom. Voc. Acc. 

Gen. Dat. Loc. 

Instr. 

Plur. 

Nom. Voc. Acc. 

Gen. 

Dat. 

Instr. 

Loe. 

§ 22. TuirpD DECLENSION: REMAINS oF OLDER Forms. 

(1) Feminine: There are only two. 
Singular. 

mother 
Nom. Voc. | 

A. G. D. L. | 

Instr. 

Nom. Voce. 

Ace. Gen. 

Dat. 

Instr. 

Loe. 

RUSSIAN GRAMMAR, 

Consult § 2 (2). 

Those who know Latin grammar have learnt the 
forms like némen, néminis, semen, seminis. 7 

The Russian words of this type are very similar. E.¢g, 
name 

Ma 

HMeHIL 
HMeHeMh 

uMeHa 

UMeHL 

HMeHaMh 

nMeHAMH 

HMeHAXD 

MaTb 
MatTepit 
MaTepblo 

Plural. 
MaTepii 
matepéii 
MaTepaM'’b 
MaTepaMil 
 garcnoe 
MaTepaX'b 

flame 

naamsl 

Like uma 

| 

tribe 

THIRD DECLENSION IN n: NEUTERS IN ma. 

seed 

nAéma 

Like ima 

Like ima, but gen. 

daughter 
404 
AOvepu 
AOuepbio 

Aoyepu 
Aouepéii 
AovepaMh 
pe 
AovephMi 
AOUepAXS 

Cf. mater, matris ; untnp, entpds; Ovyarnp, Ouyarpds. 

* Cf. Latin sémen. 

cbma* 

plural cbmans 
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(2) Neuter: There is only one, and this noun is 
‘irregular. | 

Singular. Plural. 

child - children 

Nom. Voc. Ace. guts Nom. Voe. bru 

Gen. Dat. Loc. | AUTATH Ace. Gen. abréii 

Instr. .  AATATELO Dat. vbramp 

| Inst. AbIbMU 

| (and abriun) 
| Loc. borax 

§ 23. (1) The foregoing sections, 16 to 22, illustrate 
the rules of Russian declension. 

Some space must still be devoted to apparent 
exceptions (for euphonic reasons), to trwe exceptions 
(which are very few), and the principles of the 
accentuation in each class. 

It is assumed that the reader has mastered §§ 2-6 
and § 9, which supply the phonetic basis, the funda- 
mental laws of Russian orthography. 

(2) Some nouns are used only in the plural. These 
are masculine, feminine or neuter, according as their 
genitive assigns them to one or other of the declensions. 

€.g. HOMAUBI, HOKAMS, etc., fem., scissors 

MNO, MUnn6Es, etc., masc., pincers 
Boporad, Boport, etc., neut., gates 

(3) Some nounsareindeclinable; namely, those which 
do not end in 4, b, fi,a, a(m. and f.), and 0,e (neut.). Such 
are (i) a few Russian words, e.g.'Kde coffee. (ii) Many 
foreign words, especially proper names ; e.g. Capra Sarti, 
Ilerpyauo Petruccio, Ayés Loubet, Mapresso Martello. 
The case in which these nouns stand must be under- 
stood from the context; e.g. Bb noavsin Adareerio in 

D 
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Longtellow’s poetry, Bo spéma npesmjéutcsa Kapxo in the 
Presidency of Carnot. On the other hand, names like 
Penant Renan, Anuant Dinant, Aaxeat Aix-la-Chapelle, — 
IIlonant~ Chopin, are declined like ordinary nouns. 
[v.§ 7.] E.g. Phup copa Dayapaa Tpéa, the speech of — 
Sir Edward Grey (Ipei). 

§ 24. REMARKS ON THE MASCULINE NOUNS OF THE ~ 

First DECLENSION. 

(1) In old Slavonic, as in Latin, there used to be a 

declension in “u,” ¢.g. manus, mantis; e.g. in Russian 
cbinb son (Gothic swnus). This declension has com- — 
pletely vanished, but has left traces in the following 
irregularities :— 

(a) Some nouns, denoting materials, have mostly 
unaccented genitive in -y, -10. ; 

e.g. 440 from yaii tea 
caxapy from caxapb sugar 
napoay from napdas people 

e.g. samka yao a cup of tea, but srors poqp — 
cAxapa this sort of sugar. 

e.g. MHOrO Haposy Many people, xapaxteph aaraiif- 
ckaro Hapoja the character of the English 
people. 

Also in the phrases :— 

cb Bépxy from on high 
cb nisy from beneath 
6e3b TOAKY senseless 
43, BuAY out of sight 

and a few others. 
ee 
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(8) Some monosyllables have-a locative in -y, -10 
accented, used with Bb in, Ha on. 

e.g. Bb Abcy in the forest, but np rbcb at’ the wood 

Bb Toay in the year 
Bb GoW in the fight 
Bb kpatwo on the edge 
Ha AbAy on the ice 
Bb cubry in the snow 
Bb pald in Paradise 
na Gepery on the shore [v. § 5 (5).| 

(y) cbInt son, kyMt godfather, and others, insert the 
syllable -os- into the plural. 

e.g. [cblHbI sons (poetical)] cbrnosbii 
kymp godfather KYMOBbit 
31Tb son-in-law B3ATEBbiL 
cBaTb marriage-broker cpaToBbit 

(8) It is in the nouns in “u” that the genitive plural 
-0BL originated; it has spread to nearly all masculine 
stems. 

(2) Some nouns form their plural in -a; this is 
really an old feminine collective form. 

e.g. Oparb brother, Opatba (gen. Oparbess, dat. 
Opatbams, instr. Opatbamu, loc. 6parbaxs) 

KameHb stone, KamMénba stones, Kamun single 
stones 

Opocath KamMHamu, not KamMénbama, to stone a 
man 

ctyib a chair, cry.1ba 
cykb a bough, cyaba_ [v. § 5 (3).| 
Yrotb coal, yroaba . 

D2 
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— 

i 

3yO% tooth, syOpa teeth (of a machine), sv6ni 
teeth (of a man) 

aucrh leaf, aicrba leaves of a tree, amcrbi | (leaves 
of paper) 

Apyrt friend, apysba (gen. apyséii) 
KHA3b prince, Knashil (g el. KHA36il) 
Myx husband, myabi (gen. Myméil) 
3iTb son-in-law, sabi (gen. 3aTéii), also saTeBbA 
Aésepb the husband’s brother, gepepbit (gen. 

AeBepéii ) 

(3) Some masculine nouns form their plural in -a. 
€.2. pyKaBh — sleeve pykapa 

dépers —_ shore Oepera 
T1a3b eye raa3a 
nésorb bed-canopy mnoaora 
porn horn pora 
KO10KOID bell KOAOKOAG 

It will be observed most of these are essentially 
duals in meaning ; this 4 is the old dual, Nom. and Aee. 
Cf. § 26 (5) (8). 

This 4 ending has been extended to a few nouns— 
e.g. ropoab town  ropogd 

ibe wood = abea 
TOAOCL voice =rosoca 

Aomp~ =©>0 house” —-_ soma 

as well as most loan-words in -eps and -opp— 

e.g. JOKTOPS doctor AoKTopa 

ipowéccoph professor ipoweccopa 
kydeph coachman kyyepa 

but akTéph actor (French axrépbi 
actéur) 

umMnepatoph Emperor uMnepétopbl 
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Other instances are :— 
60pasb shapes  O6pa3b1 shapes  odpasa images 
x1b05 =©bread x1b651 loaves x1b0a corn 

usbrb colour usbrst flowers upbra colours 
mbxp bellows mbxu 

Mbxp- fur mM bxa 

Opaent the order opjeusi the orders opjeua the orders 
(e.g. religious) (decorations) 

(4) The genitive plural of masculines in -1 originally 
ended in -t, and was only accentually differentiated 
from the nominative. This genitive plural in -» still 
obtains in the neuters and feminines. [v. § 24 (1) (8).] 

Hence it is (v. paradigm § 15) that masculines 
ending in a weak consonant form the genitive plural in 
-eii ; €.g. Uapb, Wapi, uapb' b, which became yapb'ii, and was 
pronounced and spelled yapéi in Russian, after + and 5b 
had become mute. 

So, too, words in -#+, -a, -ms (e.g. Hom knife, noma, 
noméii), because [v. § 5 (4)] * and m, and 4 and m were 
all originally soft. 

But ii is regarded as a consonantal ending, and 
takes -eBb; e.g. crpoii construction, crpdess. 

Some escaline nouns still havea genitive plural in -1, 
. Gen. plur. 

€.g. BOAOCL hair BOAOCL 

pasb time (so many times) pa3p 
calor boot callorb 

Apary ub dragoon Apary ub 
TYPOKb Turk TYPOKD 
rpenaséph grenadier rpesasép 
ra3b eye r4a3b 
pékpytb recruit péKpyTh 
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as well as all those which form their nominative 
singular in -uu», and are thus distinguished by diversify- 
ing the nominative. 

Lastly, masculine nouns of measurement— 
€.g. ®yaTb a pound (= *90 lb. avoirdupois) 

cmenb a lineal measure (=7 feet). 
make their genitive plural thus: wyuTs, came. 

(5) Nom. sing. in -nu», 

Many words, especially words descriptive of race, 
creed, etc., have a singular with the adjectival form 
-unt [v. §34 (2)], but drop the -mas in the plural, 
forming the nom. plural in -e or -a. E.g. 

Roman Christian Englishman 
Nom. sing. Pimiaaunas xpuctianiu, Anringaanet 
Gen. sing. Pimiauaua  xpuctianina Anrangannna 
Nom. plur. Pumsane Xpuctiane Anraugaue 
Gen. plur. Pimaaup Xpucrianh Auranaant 

Tatar master  wife’s brother 
Nom. sing. tarapuab 6apun> mMypnnn 
Gen. sing..  taTapnna Gapuna wypuna 

TaTAapbI 
Nom. plur. , dape IY pbil 

P TaTape P YP 
Gen. plur. TaTapb Oaph iy pbesh 

xo3iuHb (master of the house) is not quite regular. In 
the singular, xo3iun, xo3iuna, etc. 

Plural Nom. Voce. xosiepa | cf. § 24 (1) (y) | 
Acc. Gen. XO3HEB'L 

,» Dat. Instr. Loc. xosies-, awh, amu, aXx'b 

In this connection |v. § 34 (2)] the possessive 
adjectives in -unb used as proper names are declined 
as stated ‘in that section, and not like the above. 

> 
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(6) Irregular formations. 
Singular. 

Christ The Lord 
Nom. Xpucrocn Yocndab (Haspod’) 
Voce. Xpucré Tocnoju 

Gen. Xpucra Tocnoga 
Dat. Xpucry Pocnogy 
Instr. Xpuctom, lécno4omb 
Loe. Xpucré Pocuoas 

neighbour devil 
Sing. | Piur. Sing. | Plur. 

Nom. Voe. cocks | cockau yopth* | 4épru 
Ace. cocbaa ss COC Ae udpra | vepréit 
Gen. ete. a udpfa | Ag 
Dat. Es qopty |§ $8 
Instr. | 2S 4OpToM? | 28 
Loe. be ete qoprb | 2 

yesoBbKs, man (in general: myab husband, MYRUMHA 
male), generally forms its plural in a1ogu (declined like a 
plural of an u stem). 

When the plural is used, the genitive plural is 
ueLOBbKS, e.g. ABAAUATh ueLoBbKL twenty men. 

§ 25. ACCENTUATION OF THE MASCULINE NOUNS OF 
THE First DECLENSION. 

Most masculine. nouns. retain the accent of the 

nominative ; but, as the original nominative termination 
» has become mute, and cannot be accented, some 

nouns seem to throw the accent forward on to the other 

terminations. 

* Not to be confused with uepra (fem.) feature, 
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Ul Pass. ‘ . 

Eg. yerosbrs man, capait barn, 6parp brother, retain 

the accent on the syllable accented in the nominative, 
Le. on the stem; e.g. yesoBbioms, capato, Opara. 

No general rule can explain the variance of the 
accent ; the following principles may be a guide. 

I. The following derivatives were originally accented ) 
on the termination t, and therefore throw the accent 

forward on to the other terminations :— 

(1) All names in -nu, e.g. Rapamsint Karamzin. 

(2) All words in -én1, e.g. kyaéq% merchant. 

(3) All derivatives in -A1np,* -iiKb, -iKb, -Onb, -Em, 
-i4b; €.g. Avypann fool, craphk, old man, 
najémb Case, 1a1aab executioner, kycOKb morsel, — 
ckpunay fiddler, trooik, mattress. 

(4) All derivatives in -yut, -app (except rocyaapb 
Lord, as a royal title, rocyadpa), -b1pb, -ipb, and 
the months in -6pb; e.g. AeBiTaro oKTAOpA on 
the 9th October, 1a6yat herd of horses, croaaip 
carpenter, uysbipb bellows; but nénnpips 
(ian nbIpA) Cuirass. 

(5) A very large number of words, such as croap 
table, Ob1Kb ox, menuxb bridegroom, 4045 

fruit, No1Kb regiment, a3bikb tongue, nbtyx 
cock. Nothing but reading and practice can 
determine which these are. 

II. Secondly, many words retain the accent as in 
the nominative in the singular, but throw it forward in 
the plural; e.g. cagp garden, uaa rank, mart step. 

* Of, the Greek accent axds, ixds, 

ee ee ee 
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IIL. Thirdly, some words throw the accent forward 
on to the terniination in the genitive plural and follow- 

ing cases. 

e.g. Oorb god doroBL 
sopp thief sopamu 
rBo34b nail rBO3AAMH 

Kpyrp circle = kKpyram'b 
1é0e4b swan 0 Aede,ix’b 

In all cases the original accent on the nominative 
must be learnt from the dictionary or a teacher; as a 
general rule, a masculine nown that throws its accent 

| forward on the genitive singular throws it forward on to 
all the terminations; and a noun not accented on the 

last syllable retains the same accent throughout. 

This section must be read subject to all the rules 
stated in § 24 and § 9. 

§ 26. REMARKS ON THE NEUTER NOUNS OF THE 

First DECLENSION. 

Except, in so far as the masculine nouns have more 
inflections, the special remarks in § 24 apply to neuters 
as well. 

(1) In § 24 (4) it was observed that all masculine 
nouns of the first declension ending in a consonant + 5 
Or -iKb, -I'b, -Ub, -1b (Which were all originally soft, 
v. § 5 (4)), form the genitive plural in -eii. The same 
applies to all soft neuter nouns in -e, and the same 
arguments hold good. 

eg. mdse field noséii 
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But, with this difference, neuters in -46, -me, -m6, 
“le, -16, -mle, -46, -4e, form the genitive plural in +. 

e.g. maey6 shoulder aes [v. also § 26 (5) (8).] 
KHAMMe home UA 

ANNO face JUUD 

Nouns in -pé form the genitive plural in -eii, the 
reason being that the 6 is inserted to divide the 
syllables, so that such words come under the general 
rule of neuters ending in 6. 

€.g. pyikbe gun pymeii 
murbe drink nnréi 

(2) Neuters in -ie,and feminines in -ia (these termina-_ 
tions being unaccented) spell the % terminations as 
they are sounded, viz. u. 

e.g. Nounmanie the understanding 
Loc. 0 NOHMMAHIN 

These nouns in -ie are very common, being the 
regular verbal: nouns formed from the infinitives to 
express the abstract idea of the verb. 

€.g, BbIpakuTb to express, BbIpawénie the expressing 

umbrb to own, umbuie the estate 

The genitive plural in nouns in -ie and -ia is -iil, 
t 7 y fe 

e.g. fl ne xouy er6 ambit 

Ya ne khact yivé iméni 
I do not desire his property 

In poetry and colloquial speech such nouns are 
contracted, e.g. meadube for melanie. 
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Some such nouns form a genitive plural in beso, 
e.g. m4arbe clothing, n14rbesb ; KYmanbe food, Kymanbest ; 
but these are exceptions, for such nouns are in reality 
paroxytone collectives, the old collective termination 

being -bé, plural -ba. 

These nouns are on/y found in the contracted form, 
and may be compared with the plurals jpy3ba, Oparpa 
[v. § 24 (2) ]. 

(3) Mixed masculine and neuter declension. 

Augmentative nouns in -ume, e.g. cead village, 

celnme a big village, form their plural like that of 
the soft masculine nouns, e.g. Konb. Thus ceanmu, 

cesuuei, etc. But ridqdume, cemetery, is regular; the 
augmentative sense has.disappeared. 

So, too, diminutives in -ko. 

e.g. c1osésKo a little word 

Pl. Nom. Voc. Acc. caoséaKu 
Gen. caoneyen |v. § 6.| 

Observe, too, 01k6, o1Kn (little eyes), now spectacles ; 
OuKOBB, and so on. 

Some other miscellaneous examples are :— 

coaAHue sun cOlnna and -bI cOAHDeBL 

AHO bottom Jub JOHD 

f010Kk0 apple 0a0Ku AOAOKG OF AOAOKOBL 

(4) Plurals in -pa |v. § 24 (2)}. 

_ Neuter words capable of a collective meaning have 

a collective plural like the masculine nouns. 
e.g. AépeBo tree Aepésba 

nHepo feather népba 
Kpbii6 =~—s wing Kpblaa and Kpbliba 
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Observe.—koabuo, knee, has three meanings and three 

plurals: (1) korbaa family or race; (2) xorbun, Korbaéii 
‘ 

knees; (3) Korbuba, rorbanest knots on wood. 

(5) Lrregular forms. 

These may conveniently be considered under two 
heads: (a) obsolete declensions, of which a few relics 
subsist ; (8) dual forms. 

(a) Obsolete forms. 

Hé6o heaven, sy4o miracle, c1dso word, rbao body, 

k010 wheel, formerly belonged to the same declension 
as the Latin genus, generis, Greek védos, végous (vehecos). 
Hence the adjectival forms are: ciosécuplit literary, 
nedécublii heavenly, uygécubiii wonderful, rbaécusiii 
corporeal, and Kosécublii pertaining to a wheel. 

Of all these forms only two survive in regular use: 
4VA0, TyAeca, VVAECD [not qyaéect, cf. § 9, Nis fe (4)]; 
and né60, nedeca, nedécs [not Hedéc>|. 

The modern Russian for wheel is kosecdé, plural 
KO1eCca. 

Cai6so and thio are regular like Aba0. 

In words denoting the young of animals a plural — 
-ita is still used, the singular being -énons. 

€.g. KOTEHORS kitten KOTATA, KOTATS 
mwepedénors colt mepeddta, KepeOuTs 
BoauenoKk, wolf-cub Borgata, BOAWATS 

[v. § 5 (3).] 
So, too, mpinaita chickens, pedita children (in lofty 

language, used as the plural of pe6énors), etc., and also 
BHYKS grandson, Buyyara great grand-children, 
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(8) Dual forms. 

OKO eye (poetical only) 644, o49éii 
VX0 ear | yun, ymeéii 

Koarbuo knee korbun, Koa baeii 

CTO one hundred aber two hundred 

wiei0 = shoulder Maéqdu, H4e9b 

§ 27. ACCENTUATION OF THE NEUTER NOUNS OF THE 

First DECLENSION. 

| As in all cases the accent on the nominative must be 

ascertained from the dictionary or the teacher. 

Dissyllabie words reverse the accent in the plural. 

e.g. Thao body Thad 
MOope sea Mopit 
celd village  céta [v. § 9.] 
pedpo rib péedpa 
aépeso __ tree Aepésba 
nacbmo letter NuichMa, Mice, 

mpaso — right pasa 
cépaue — heart cepaud 

Except 611040 vessel Oatosa 
rOpjo throat ropaa 

Trisyllabic nouns, if oxytone, have the plural 
paroxytone; if the stem is accented, make the plural 
oxytone. 

e.g. koleco. = =60wheel ~— kota 
nosoTH6 §=6cloth = noadtHa 
3épkaio mirror 3epkala, 3épkatb or 3epKasb 
Kpy#eso lace Kpymesa, Kpy#eB 
ésepo lake _—_osepa or o3épa 
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Derivative nouns in -ie, -crso, retain the same accent. 
e.g. cymecTBO being cymectBa 

3HaHIe knowledge SHABIA 
upaputeabcTBo administration mpaBiTe;beTBa 

§ 28. REMARKS ON THE SECOND DECLENSION. 

(1) Genitive plural in -5 and -eii. 

Practically the same conditions obtain as with the - 
neuters. [v. § 26 (1).] | 

Soft nouns in -a and -4a, -ma and -ma, regularly form — 
the genitive plural in -b and -y, and the instrumental — 
singular in -@10, -e10; -4610, -4e10; -m610, -mew; -m610, 
-mewo. [v. § 5 (4).| So, too, nouns in -na preceded by 
a vowel: instrumental singular -1610, -me; genitive 
plural -n. 

But nouns in -4a, -ma, -ma, when preceded by a 
consonant, form the genitive plural in -eii: and the 

same applies to nouns in -ma. 

e.g. BekMa = squirrel BéK Meili 
- capanaa grasshopper  capan4éit 

Similarly: qaqa uncle Aa deli 
Ho3sApa —cnostril HO3Apéii 
Aoan lot Aoib and Jo16it 

3api dawn* 3apb and 3apéit 

Nouns in -pa also have a genitive plural in -eii 
regularly, when accented ; -iii unaccented. 

e.g. aryHba liar ary aii 
ctatbi _— article craTéii 
rocTba guest (fem.) _—récriif. 
CBHABA €=—_ pig CBHHEH . 

* Also the evening half-light. 
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(2) In ordinary speech and in poetry the instru- 
mental singular -o1, -e1 is contracted to -oii and -eii, 

and often thus written. 

3) Many nouns in the second declension are 
masculine, because of their meaning, as in Latin agricola. 

e.g. Auiga uncle, Homa youth, Cama diminutive of 
— Agexcéugps, Réaa diminutive of Huxoadii, Héra 

diminutive of [érps, cayré servant (feminine 
form cayméuka), cnpoté orphan, masc. or fem. 
according to meaning, cyabi judge, Opogira 
vagabond. 

(4) There are very many derivative nouns in -ia, 
amongst them the loan-words from the Latin ‘io, e.g. 
Hania nation. — . 

The rule regarding these is the same as with the 
derivative neuters in -ie |v. § 26 (2) |, namely that the $ 
forms are written and sounded u. 

€.g. apMid army, Bb apmia in the army, dpwiil 
genitive plural; so, too, Apménia Armenia, 

Anraia England, ®paunia France, etc. 

Note.—Mapia, 0 Mapia; but Mappa, 0 Mappb, Mary. 

§ 29. ACCENTUATION OF SECOND DECLENSION. 

The rules for the accentuation of this declension are 
comparatively easy. 

Only oxytone nouns, i.e. those accented on the final 
syllable, can shift the accent. All others retain the 
accent on the same syllable. 

Of oxytone nouns only those which are dissyllabic 
ean shift the accent. 
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Amongst these [v. § 5 (5) | must be included liquid 
stems, such as Oopoau beard, rosopa head (cont 
raapa chapter). 

Trisyllabic and polysyllabic nouns retain the same 
fixed accent. 

For the oxytone dissyllables there are two sets of 
rules. 

(a) The accent goes back on the root only in the 
nom. plur. 

€.g. BAOBA widow BAOBBI 
BOA waye BOAMDI 
urpa game urpbl 
pbra river phn 
CYAbH judge CYAbIL 
cayra servant cayrn 
erpbaa arrow erpba bl 
cTpyHa string CTpYAbl 

| (e.g. of violin) : 
y3Aa reins Y3Ab1 

and a few others. 

(8) The accent goes back to the stem in the ace. 
sing. as well. | 

e.g. pyka hand ~—s pyky, pysu 
(Occasionally, by analogy, xénam>, xénamn, MéHaXb; — 

cécrpamh, 3¢M14M%, 3Bb34amb are mistakenly used.) — 
doposa beard  6d6poay, G6pogst 

BOAa water BOAY, BOABI : 

Hora foot HOory, HOrm : 
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§ 30. REMARKS ON THE THIRD DECLENSION. 

The original nouns belonging to this class are few 
in number, but very common in use. Some of them 
have both Slavonic and Russian forms [v. § 5 (5)]. 

e.g. BO10cTb an administrative district, Braactb power.* 

The derivative nouns in -octb are innumerable, and 

abstract nouns are mostly created with this termination. 
All such derivative nouns accent the root-syllable. 
[v. § 98, V.] 

e.g. crapb old, crapocrs old age. 

(1) There is a. special accented locative ending in 
i, used only after na and ss [cf. § 24 (1)]. 

e.g. rpyab breast, ua rpyau; BbrBp twig, Ha Bbreit; 
cteub steppe, BL crenn; Pycb Russia (poetical, 
usual word Poccia), na Pycit. 

(2) lépKone church, has in the dat., instr., and 
loc. plural a for 4. 

i.e. UWepKBaMh, -aMH, -axb 

§ 51. ACCENTUATION OF THE THIRD DECLENSION. 

The accentuation follows the paradigms in § 20; 
but some reservations must be made. _ 

(1) Many of these nouns accent the termination on 
the dative, instrumental, and locative plural. 

e.g. AORHOCTE duty, JOAKHOCTAM, -bMM, -AX'b 

* Such feminines in -octs and -4» correspond etymologically with 
the English forms “ might,” “ draugh?t,”” German ‘“‘ Wacht,” etc. 

E 
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(2) Amongst such nouns, the following have the 
accented locative singular [v. § 30]. 

Oposs brow eyb oven — cBi3b connection 
rpyab breast pbup speech acre part : 
KocTb bone crenb . steppe ml0magb 
yectb honour rbab shadow public square 
och = axle ubab* chain : 

§ 32. THE “EupHONIC” VOWELS 0, e, é. 

In § 2 (7) and § 6 brief reference was made to the 
former vocalic values of b and 5, as short 6 and i, 

and to the aversion of the Russian language from heavy 
combinations of final consonants, especially when there 

are liquids (such as B, p and 1) in the conglomeration. 

Under these two heads simple phonetic changes, 
which are written, occur in all the declensions, and 
these rules must be applied to all of the declensions. 

I. Extrusion of » and b when unaccented. The 
ancient Russian for “day” was aba-b’. When 6 became 

mute, being “ open,” the first vowel was transformed to e; 
hence the nominative 4éub, genitive ani. Similarly 
ano bottom, gen. pl. jony (for abu-b’, AR). 

This law may be tabulated :— 
‘b, originally accented or in close syllables, becomes 

0; unaccented disappears. 

b, originally accented or in close syllables, becomes 
e or 6; unaccented disappears, or is retained 
in spelling to soften the consonant. 

* Not to be confused with nu» flail. 
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e.g. 100b (formerly «1n61) forehead, gen. 164; 
por (formerly psrs’) mouth, gen. pra; 1eBp 
(formerly absp’) lion, gen. 1bpa*; corb, gen. 
of cro (for cbro), one hundred; «aésn ice 
(AbAb'), gen. AbAa.* 

Incidentally it may be stated here that the great 
complication in the accentuation of masculines arises 
from the loss of the final inflection of the nominative. 
Most Russian nouns retain the accent on the same 
syllable ; but where the original inflection was formerly 

accented and has become mute (i.e. either % or »b), the 

accent had to be thrown back. 
In the feminines and neuters the original inflection 

“a, 0, has been retained ; hence the rules are much sumpler, 

Similar instances are: néch dog, genitive mca ; 
mMurb, but mruosénie, both meaning moment, 

the latter should have been spelt mprnopénie ; 
mMria mist, for mbraa; Bo3b, verbal prefix 
meaning “up,” but sspacrath to grow up (for 
Bb3pactath) ; con's Sleep, cna ; 1éH4 linen, abd, 
ete. 

As a contrast: Russian, mégb, méga mead (the 

drink), Old Russian, meqp, méja; i.e. the 

original accent was on the stem. 

Some other instances may illustrate the same point. 
All derivatives in én (formerly éub) were once oxytone, 
i.e. accenting the termination 1’; hence, they “throw 

the accent forward” in the other inflections, and extrude 

the é of the nominative which is merely epenthetic, a 
strengthening of the original 5 (orbub). 

* The b is retained to indicate the soft sound. 

E 2 
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So that the genitive of orént is orna; so, too— 

KVéUb merchant Kyuna 
BBHEND wreath Bhan 

But, where the -ent is unaccented, the accent is 
stable and the form merely abbreviated in spelling, 

e.2. Htémens German (for Hbnous), Htana, ete. 

Conversely in the genitive plurals in 1 r b, 0, e, € 
must be restored. 

e.g. 1116 egg Ani'b * 
310 evil 301b 
KOABIO =r ring KOAeN'L 
muucbMo _ letter UNCeM'. 
OKHO window OKON 
CTEKIO pane of glass CTEKOA'L 
Kpéc1o = armchair Kpécelb 
oBla sheep OBEIID 
cvabda —_ fate cvAcon 
pyaka little hand —s py4ex 
Kouéika the coin KOnéeRb 

And observe that after a vowel the symbol ti replaces the 
symbol b, but has the same value. 

e.g. més neck, diminutive méiixa, méeKs, i.e. Seika, 
Sei’k ; coronéii nightingale, cosoBbi, COAOBbEBD ; 
MypaBbéii ant, MYpaBbA, MypaBbeBs. 

In these last two instances éii represents an original 

b ii, Which in Russian became éii. The original inflection 
would have been co.10Bb li, COAOBb's. 

SS eee 

II. Jnsertion of 0 and e for cuphony. Similarly, . 
heavy final combinations of consonants are lightened in | 

* Trregular for aé1b. 
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the nominative singular of masculines and genitive 
plurals of feminines and neuters; i.e. the terminations 
in i and 5. 

: Some instances have already been given; viz. 
ered, Kpécio, MAchMO. 
. 

Others are :— 
Gen. Plur. 

Mapka a mark (German coin) MapoKb 
wraa needle HrO.'h 
urpa game urop. 
posra cane posors 
cecrpa sister cecréph or 

CECTpb 
nbens song been 
dappimad “mademoiselle ” Oapbi mens 
coTHsl a body of one hundred cdrent 
KYXOM kitchen KYXOH OF 

KYXOHB 
Bema earth 3eMEAb 
pedpo rib pédepp 
BeApo ewer |  -pégep 

In the nominatives :— 
Gen. 

opéit (pronounce arydl) eagle opia 
oroub fire Orns 
phreps wind Bhrpa 
BUXOPb whirlwind BILX pA 
HaeMb hire Halima 
doéut warrior Solin 
Sad Ib hare gaiina 

Observe the vowel 0 ore is inserted according as the 
syllable is hard or soft. 
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Thus, too, thma darkness, rémablii dark, TmaTeabuo 

(for rpmdreabno) in vain, tomiit lean, and compai 
Russian gout, jduepu, daughter, with the Chure 
Slavonic amépu (for apmépn), ef. Ouyartépes.* 

An apparent exception really confirms the rule, 
namely, that, when the effect of extruding the euphoni - 
vowel would be to accumulate consonants, the vowel i: 
retained. 

e.g. MepTBEI|’b corpse _—- Mepr Rema 
O1n3HEIb twin OAuszHenA 

IIT. Nevertheless, some heavy combinations of fina 
consonants are tolerated. 

(1) In Joan words. 

e.g. Ipnern type (from German) [v. § 11 (6).] 
MuHCcTpb minister (from French) 

(2) In the genitive plural of the abstract termina- 
tion. -¢TRO. 

oO 

Munucrépersp from mAHnnCTépeTBO ministry 
€.g. OOmecTBb from OdmecTBO Bees se 

(5) In a few words where resolution would not be 
easy. 

e.g. mépTBa sacrifice #epTBS . 

(4) Insuch words as py6.1b (masculine) rouble, kopa6ab 
ship (masculine like Kou»), the 1 is mute. [v. § 4 (9).] 

(5) In the formation of predicative adjectives no 
vowel is inserted before p. 7 

e.g. MYApb wise, Gpicrpt swift. [v. § 36 (4).] 

* Whence naquepniya, § 97. | 
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LV. In the feminine in uw of the third declension 

observe— | 
népkoab church  épKeu, népKoBbio 
11006Bb ~~ love 1100Bu, A1000BBI0 

BOI louse BIA, BOINIbIO 

JOH lie JiKH, AORBIO 

pow rye pik, po™' bo 
9) But when Awdédsp is a girl’s name it retainsin “o 

throughout; thus, A1d6s8n, AmddBn0. 

THE ADJECTIVE. 

§ 33. PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS. 

(1) The syntactical importance of the adjective in 
Russian. 

In English the adjectival function can be expressed 
in many really irregular ways; e.g. by a noun, “the 
village pump”; by combinations of adjectives and 
nouns, “the Civil Service Examination,” even to the 

point of ambiguity, eg. “the Women’s Red Cross 
Slavery Abolition League”; also, vulgarly, by adverbs, 
“this ‘ere bloke.” In German, also, long compound 
nouns are yet more used to show the dependence. 

Russian adjectives are fully declined in gender, 
number, and case. 

In Russian, composition of words is rare and 
occasional, and fully declined adjectives must be used. 

e.g. 3yOnda 6016 tooth-ache 
UpaBuTeabCTBeHAble VRA3bI government decrees 
dapauba mepcrb sheep’s wool, etc. 

Cf. in French, le ministére de lintérieur, Home 

Office ; les perquisitions militaires, war demands, 
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(2) In addition to this, Russian frequently prefers 
an adjective where other languages use other forms. 

€.g. creKiHHad OyTbIAka a glass bottle, une bouteille 
de ver; St. Elias’ day Wabint gens; Igor’s 

Army Wropess no1kb; the local custom 
TaMOMIN WAN 3Abmnii odtisait (from tam 
there, sabeb here); a reindeer’s horns o1¢Hba 
pora. 

Such adjectives are called possessive, e.g. Metrposn 
npa3squnkb St. Peter’s holiday; Iapiusino cead the 
Empress’s village ; or descriptive, e.g. 66miii xpama God's 
Temple. 

Ordinary adjectives when used with nouns are 
called atiributive, e.g. 4ddpplii good, xy4émectBeHHblit 

artistic; i. those not attached to some particular 
noun, and not serving as a kind of inflected genitive. 

(3) Except in the nominative (e masculine, 4 
feminine and neuter) there is no distinction of gender 
in the plural adjective. . 

(4) Russian discards the copula “I am, he is,” ete., 
and uses a special form as the predicative adjective ; 

this form being the nominative, singular and plural, of 
the old simple form of the attributive adjective. 

e.g. a Teopriii I am George 
OH CTOAMPD he is a carpenter . 
oul Mut 3HakOmbEI they are known to me 

(5) The attributive adjective can in general have 
two forms as stated in the preceding section (4), one 
full, when agreeing with a noun, the other predicative ; 
the latter only used and only surviving with a nomina- 
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tive form. (Certain predicative relations are expressed 
by a dative or instrumental, v. § 69, V. and VI.). 

This apparent anomaly requires explanation. In 
older Russian, as in the Teutonic languages, there were 
two forms of adjectival declension, the determinative 

and the simple. 

The simple form, as in most European languages, 
was inflected almost the same as the noun, an adjective 
being in a sense only a fuller form of noun capable of 
all three genders. Thus Rdmdanus in Latin is exactly 
like equus, horse, Romana like mensa, and Romanum 
like bellum ; so, too, tngens has the same forms as gens, 

and soon. Similarly, in French the adjective occidental 
follows the form of the noun cheval, and occidentale of 

any feminine noun. In Latin there exists little but a 
grammarian’s distinction between bonus, bona, good, 
masculine and feminine, and /filius, filia, son, daughter. 

So, too, in Russian the simple adjective originally 
followed nominal declensions almost exactly. 

But, there being no article, the Old Slav pronoun u, 
he (obsolete in Russian), was compounded with and 
postponed to the simple form to make the so-called 
determinative form [v. § 35]. 

Thus as in German we find guter Mann, but der 
gute Mann, in older Russian, too, two forms existed. 
In modern Russian the determinative form has swept 
the simple form out of existence, except (a) in the 
nominative when used predicatively, (8B) in the possessives 
and deseriptives, some of which follow the simple in- 
flection, (y) in rather high-flown archaistic style when 
the old simple forms are used. 
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(6) The accentuation of the determinative, possessive 
and descriptive forms, is constant; that of the simple — 
form is very difficult, as difficult as the nominal forms — 

which it follows. We have seen [§ 25] how the loss 
of the nominative suffix +, 5 has confused the rules for 

accentuation, and [§§ 27 and 29] the slighter variances 
in the neuters and feminines. All these rules come in 
to complicate the formation of the predicative adjective. 

(7) In modern Russian no instance survives of — 
adjectives in the third declension. 

(8) In the eighteenth century, when Lomonosov 
(1711-1765) created the modern Russian script out of 
the old Cyrillic, and set hard and fast rules for Russian, 

the grammarians introduced some unnecessary com- 
plications in the spelling of the determinative forms ; 

e.9. HOBBI new, AuKiit Wild, for nOBoil, AuKoi (HOBbIE 
masce. pl., H6sbia fem. and neut. pl.). 

(9) The adjective may acquire a substantival 
meaning, but is still declined as an adjective. 

e.g. ropososoii policeman 
noprHoii tailor 
nacbromoe insect 
CTO.AO Bast dining-room 
wbrenaa nursery 

§ 34. THE SIMPLE, POSSESSIVE AND Dac | 
ADJECTIVES. 

(1) For reference this is an example of the simple 
adjective. These forms are now disused save ‘as’stated 

in § 33 (5). 

. 



Nom. 

Ace. 

Gen. 

Dat. 

Instr. 

Loe. 

Nom. 

Ace. 

Gen. 

Dat. 

Instr. 

Loe. 

THE ADJECTIVE. 

Dear 

Singular. 

Mase. Neut. 

AoOpor 
Like N. or G. | aoporo 

Aopora 

Aopory 

AOporiimt 

Aoporomt, 

Good 

Singular. 

Mase. Neut. 

AoopL A00po 

Like N. or G. | 406pd 
Aoopa 

Aoopy 
AOOpbIM'S 
A00pomb 

Fem. 

AOporo | 4opora 

| Aopory 
-_Aoporit 

—Aoporb 
“ Aopords1o 

_ Aoporh 

Fem. 

Aoopa 
AOOpy 
AoOpbt 

| oops 
4AOdporo 

— 4o0ph 

Plural. 

All genders. 

joporit 
Like N. or G. 
AOPOrX 
AOpOruM’h 
Aoporumal 
AOPOriX 

Plural. 

All genders. 

AoOpot 

Like N. or G, 
AO0pbIXb 
AOOpbIMd 
AOOpbimn 

AOOpPbIXd 

(2) The formation of possessive adjectives and examples. 

Possessive adjectives are formed from names in the 
first and second declensions; those from the first end 

in -oBb, those from the second in -bIn'b, -HHb. 

The accentuation is constant throughout all the cases. 
Adjectives in -opb, -esb derived from monosyllables 
generally accent the termination: Ilerposn Peter’s, 

Hapées the Tsar’s. Adjectives in -opp, -esb derived 
from other names, not monosyllables, retain the accent 

as in the name: e.g. Asexchii, Asexchess ; AJeKCAHADD, 
AaekcanApos. 
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Adjectives in -nat are similarly declined, and retain 

the accent of the name. 
e.g. Cama (Alexander) Camanp 

a Hnkirnat 
Habana 

Ilnkira* Nikit 
Hapa Elias 
Tpoaya = Trini 
cectpa sister 
{Japnua ‘Tsaritsa 
AMAA uncle 

ty Tpounpin 
cect pul 
Iapiobint 
AANA 

Note.—Nouns in -ya take -1b148t ; and Mymp husband, 
Oparb brother, rocn64s Lord, irregularly form mymanut, 
OparauHs, rocnojeHb. 

sions :— 

Nom. 

Ace. 

Gen. 

Dat. 

Instr. 

Loe. 

Nom. 

Ace. 

Gen. 

Dat, 

Instr. 

Loe. 

Peter’s 
Singular. 

Mase. | Neut. Fem. 

Herposp Iferp6so | Merpdosa 
Like N. or G. Herpéeo Ilerposy 

Ilerpésa ILerposoii 
Herposy Ierposoii 
Ilerposbint Ierpdsoro 
Ilerposomb ILerposoii 

Lord’s 
Singular. 

Masc. Neut. Fem. 

rocnoseHb rocnéqne | rocnoana 

Like N. or G.| rocnéque | rocndgut | 
rocuOAHa rocno, neil 

rocn6AHo | rocnéaneii 
rocnOAnuM' _ roendéanero 
rocuOAHeMb - pocné,neii 

The two following examples illustrate the declen-— 

Plural. 
All genders. 

Ilerposi 
Like N. or G 
Herpospixt 
[lerpoppim’t 
Ilerposbimu 
Ilerposix 

Plural. 
All genders. 

rocno4un 

Like N. or G. 

rocnoOsHuXxh 

rocnO,HaMth 

rocnoAunMit 

rocnogHAXxh 

* NiKqTHS. 
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Note that very many family names end in -opp 
and -uub, and are similarly declined, except that the 
locative singular masculine is -6. 

e.g. Bb Ilerposomt unucemb in Peter's letter, but 
a ropopmt o Iletp6sb I was speaking of 

Petrov. 

(3) Formation of descriptive adjectives. 

Most of these adjectives are soft, being formed from 
nouns by adding -iii to the stem. The nominative 
singular is, masc. -iii, neut. -be, fem. -ba; and the accent 

is constant and always that of the noun. The accusative 
singular feminine is also in -b10. 

Otherwise their declension is like that of ‘the soft 

determinatives. [v. § 35 (2).] 

Observe that the rules in § 5 as to mutation of 
consonants must be applied in the formation of these 
adjectives. 

€.2. BOAKL wolf, BOsuiii, BONE, BOAUbA 
bors god, O6miii, OOube, OOmbA 

Anca fox, Alciii, Aucbe, alcbhA 
U ’ . ' La) U 

Absuna or Absuua maiden, absusili, abeuuse, 

Absuuba 

néch dog, nécifi, nécbe, nécbA, Le. 1écba 3Bb34a 

the dog-star 

Also jépeso wood, jepesbinubiii wooden 
Koma leather, kOxanbiit of leather 

This termination -anabiii is hard, and is generally 
applied to words denoting materials. 
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§ 35. THE DETERMINATIVE ADJECTIVES. 

(1) Zhe scheme and the formation. 

This form of adjective is the most common in 
Russian, embracing all adjectives except the simpler 
declensions stated in § 54 (1) and (2). 

The paradigms inserted infra are to illustrate the 
application of the rules in § 5 to these adjectives. 

A short historical statement will explain away the 
apparent complications. 

In Old Slavonic there was a 3rd person proneas 
declined as follows :— 

Singular. - Plural, - 

Mase. Neut. Fem. | Masc. Neut. Fem, 

Nom. il e fl nl fl fl 

Ace. ul e 10 fl il fl 

Gen. erd erd es HXb «AX WX'b 

Dat. emyv emy ell HM'b UML UMD 
Instr. WMb .. AMD é10 uMH uM uMi 

Loc. — em eMb ei Xb AN’ WX'b 

By adding this vocalic pronoun on to the simple 
adjectival Sirus like a postponed article, a determinative 
form was obtained, which in the older language had a — 
slightly different meaning, such as is given in English — 
by the use of the definite article. 

In modern Russian the simple form is obsolete in 
the Nom., but a survey of the paradigm of the full 
adjective will show where the fusion has taken place, 
€.g. MOO, MOOAOH, i.e. MOAOAP HM, and so on. 
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_ Remember that in Russian the r of the genitive 
singular is sounded s._ [v. § 5 (3) (3).] 

Singular. Plural. 

Mase. ‘| Neut. Fem. Mase. Neut. | Fem. 
Hard Soft* Hard Soft |Hard Soft} Hard Soft|/Hard Soft}Hard Soft 

N.piii iii | Oe ee | ad an] ble ie] bia ia | bla if 
oll | | 

accented | 

A. AsNorG| oe ee |yw wo] N.orG.| Nom. | N.orG. 
Mase. and Neut. All genders. 

aro aro oli ell bIX'b HX'b 

oro 
accented 

D. omy emMy ol ell bIM'b UML 
J. pimp um’ | owt eo bIMH uMU 
L. om eMb oll ell bIXL UXb 

The eighteenth century grammarians are responsible 
for two unnecessary complications. 

(i) The invariable nom. sing. masc. hard should 
be -oii, as % when sounded in Russian becomes 0. 

[v. § 32, I.] 

But it was decreed that the spelling should be -oii, 
only when the termination was accented ; otherwise -plii. 

Consequently in guttural stems [v. § 5 (3)] this 
-blii had to be spelled -iii. 

e.g. HOBbIi new, AuKiii wild 

But in such cases Aunii and similar words are still 
sounded d'ikai, as though spelt aukoii; whereas aunie, 
where the ¢ is there of right, is pronounced d'ikiyé. 

* There are no soft adjectives accented on the termination except 
palatal stems (nominally hard). 

+ Commonly contracted, v. § 28 (2). 
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(ii) The only plural nominative form should be -e. 
The -a is purely orthographic, and in all cases the e and 
the a in -bia, -b1e, -bI4, -ble, -if, -ie are sounded alike, viz. vé. - 

e.g. Adpbia dobryié, xyabia (xyadit bad) khudyié 

(iii) When the termination is accented, it is usual 
to write -oro and not -aro. 

e.g. xpadparo of the brave man (khrabrava); but 
yya6ro of the strange man (¢uzZova). 

TABLE OF ADJECTIVES. 

Hard. Full form. Short form. 

Mase. -blii = MMabIil Mua gentle 
Neut. -oe MiLd0e MILO 
Fem. -aa Miaad Mila 

Soft. Mase. -iif cualii cuab blue 
Neut. -ee ciee cuue 
Fem. -aa chuaa cHua 

(2) Hxamples of the determinative adjective. 
Singular. Mase. Neut. Fem. 

Nom. Obs viii Oboe Oban 

Acc. _N. or G. Obave Obayn0 
Gen. Obaao Obaoii 

Dat. hromy Obroi 
Instr. A Oba 

Loe. Ob10.Ns Obsot% 

Plural. | ; 

Nom. Obavie Obsvra Obsbia 

' Ace. N. or G. | Ghavra N. or G. 
Gen. Chaves 

Dat. Obs v1Ms 

Instr. Ohad 

Loc. Obivirs 

Obit, 6518, Ob.10, 6basi white. 



Nom. 

Ace. 

Gen. 

Dat. 

Instr. 

Loe. 

Nom. 

Ace. 

Gen. 

Dat. 

Instr. 

Loe. 

Nom. 

Ace. 

Gen. 

Dat. 

Instr. 

Loe. 

Nom. 

Ace. 

Gen. 

Dat. 

Instr. 

Singular. 
Masc. Neut. Fem. 

upamdit npamée = pada 
N.orG. | upamée pam 

lI paMovo  npamdie 
upaMd.my — npamdii 
LpAaM ols _ Upamdr 

UpAMO.Ms «pam oi 

Plural. 
Mase. Neut. Fem. 

lpaMove IpAMoA pamoia 
N. or G. | upamora N. or G. 

“ paMoirs 
IPAM oLNs 
pA Moi 
IpAMoirs 

pam, UpAMa, UpAMO, HpambI upright. 

Singular. 
Masc. Neut. Fem. 

CHH2it cuuce CUHAA 

N. or G. cnuee CHOW 

cH AZO cunett 

CHHeMy cuHelt 
CHHUMS cnHen 

CHHEMS cei 

Plural. 
Masc. Neut. Fem. 

cunle cHH?a cHH7A 

N. or G. CH? A N. or G. 

CHAULS 

CHAUMS 

CHHUMU 

CUHULS Loc. 

THE ADJECTIVE. 

CHHb, CHHA, cuHe, cian blue 
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Singular. Mase. Neut. Fem. 

Nom. Oapdniic Oapauve dapauod 
Ace. | N.orG. | Gapauve Gapénonw 
Gen. dapanbso Oapanpett 
Dat. dapau bey Oapaupeit 
Instr. dapanbums Oapauben 
Loe. Oapanbe.ms Oapaupeli 

Plural. Mase. |  Neut. Fem. 

Nom. dapaHou Oapanou Oapauou 
Ace. N.orG. | Oapanou | N. or G. 
Gen. Oapanburs 
Dat. OapaHbums 
Instr. Oapanbuwu 
Loe. Oapanburs 

dapaniii, Gapanba, Oapaube, Oapaubu of a ram [v. § 34 (3)] 

Masc. Neut. Fem. Singular. | 

Nom. _ neanncti BeLUKOC BeANKAA 
Act. - )- Nor. BEAMKOC BeAMKY10 
Gen. | BeAUKA20 BEAM KOU 
Lists BeAMKOMY BeUKOW 
Instr. | BOAMKUMS BEAMKOI0 
Lee." BEAMKO.NS BeANKOU 

Plural. Masc. Neut. [| Fem. 

Nom. BeAMKZe BelUK2 1 
Ace. N.orG. | sBeamséa | N. orG, 
Gen. BCAMKULS 
Dat. BEMMIKUMS 
Instr. BEAMKUMU 
Loe. BOLUKULS 

BCANKD, BEAMKA, BEINKO, BEAMKM great, 



Dat. 

Instr. 
Loe. 

Plural. 

Nom. 

Acc. 

Gen. 

Dat. 

Instr. 

Loe. 

THE ADJECTIVE. 

Masc. Neut. Fem. 

 Gospuidié Ooipmde  Ooabmda 

 NiorG. | Gossmde —— Goan 
O01 bI020 | Goapmdii 

OOAbMO.NYy | Soabmcii 
OOAbILU.M | 601611010 

OO.1bWIO.WS | Gorbmot 

/ Mase. Neut. Fem. 
| Oosbmie OOAbIMZA 

| N.orG. | Gospmia | N. orG. 
OOAINULS 

OOABUI WS 

OoAbIN.Wu 

| SOILS 
Not used predicatively. 6o1bmdd, big, large. 

Thus: yyaoi, ayaxb, vyKe, UVKA, UVR Strange. 

Singular. 

Nom. 

Instr. 

Loc. 

| Mase. Neut.. Fem. 

| cB bait cebaee cBbaan 

| N. or G. cBbaee cBbay 0 
| ephaao® : cpbueii 

| cBbae.wy epbaei 

| CBb RUNG cBbiker 

| cBbme.ws cBbueit 

Mase. Neut. | Fem. 

epbare cBbarca 

N. or G. cpbaia | N. or G. 
CBBKULG 

cBBIRUM. 

cabmusu 

cBabmurs 
U ra 4 4 Lan ty 

cBbaL, cBbaa, cabad, cebu fresh. Thus: xopomiii, 
XOpOllb, XOpomd, xopoma, xopomm excellent. 

- 

* Sounded svéziva, 

F 2 
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§ 56. Tue FORMATION OF THE PREDICATIVES, 

Consult § 32 regarding the “insertion” of o and 
to avoid an accumulation of final consonants. . 

(1) The following determinative adjectives have m 
special predicative form, and predicatively the full form 
must be used :— 

(a) All adjectives in -ckiii, e.g. dursiieniii Englis H 

opanuysckiii French, pyccriit Russian, ropogcnd: 
municipal, ete. 

(3) Goanmdit big (physically): -seaik, is used, eg 
STOTh MYL BeauKD this man is tall; but drom 
Aom? Goabmidii, this house is big. 

(y) Adjectives denoting materials in -auuiii, eg 
AepesiHublii wooden, cepédpanubiii silver, ete, 
and the descriptive adjectives, such as Sapanii 

of a ram, v. § 34 (3). | 

(2) The following adjectives are only used in 
predicative form: pag glad, ropasyp skilful. 

e.g. a OvenB pags I am very glad, ona na 
ropasaa she is clever in everything. 

(3) Possessives [v. § 34 (2)] are only declined with 

the simple forms. : 

Possessives in -opp never shift their accent. 

Possessives in -uH'b are thus accented: cécrpna : 

cécrpuHa, CécTpuHO, CéCTpHHBI, as predicatives. 

(4) All other adjectives have both forms, and the 
predicative has to be deduced from the determinative, 
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In polysyllabic derivative adjectives there is 
generally no change of accent. 

e.g, wyaecTBeHA hil masculine, my#ecTBenb, myike- 
CTBeHHa, MYiKECTBEHHO 

Bat in simpler original adjectives there is practically 
no rule but experience. A few instances may be 
given. | 

e.g. (1) HOBbIiT New, HOBL, HOBA, HOBO, HOBBI 

Thus, too, do4pp gay, Oticrpp swift, Beans big, 
Popan proud, rsepap hard, raxt still, roacrn fat, craps old, 
bit whole, uucrp clean. [v. § 32, II.] 

Thus, too :— 

~témubiit dark, Témens, Tema, Temnd, TeM ASI 
Kpacablii red, Kpacenb, KpacHi, Kpacno, KpacHbl 
véuabiit hot, rémean, tensa, Ten1d, TeMAbI 

yépublii black, ucpeu, yepHa, YepHo, YepHbl 

(ii) roapiit naked, roan, road, ros, TOsAbI 

Thus, too, Boicons lofty, qaaéxp far, tamérp heavy, 
Ghani white, mupons far. 

e.g, Aadoniil, Jaren, Jaden, Aarend, Aaron 

(iii) Béabubliit free, Boréab, BOABHA, BOAO, BOADHDI 

Thus, too, aérnifi Jight (in weight), aéroxb, serra, 

JerkO, Jerk; clupuiit powerful, ymupiit sensible. 

(iv) eyxdii dry, cyxa, cyxo, cyxit 

Thus, too, doch barefooted, rayxt deaf, ranap foul, 
Aopors dear, aush alive, mésogb young, Harp naked, 
abut dumb, na0xt poorly, cabnp blind, xpoms lame, 

etc.; OoibHoi sick, OdseHb, Ootbnd, O615H0, OOAbHDI ; 

gecTHOli or 4écrublii honest, 4écrenb, vectHa, 4écrHo, 

4eCTHEL. 
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§ 37. Tun Comparison or ApJEcTIVES.— Formation. 

(1) The Russian adjective has two degrees of com- 
parison, comparative and superlative. 7 

The comparative is in two forms: uninflected, 
e.g. Oorbe paah, from part glad; inflected, eg: rayoue 
deeper, from rayddniil. 

The inflected comparative has a predicative and 
determinative form, e.g. Obabe, Obabiimiit whiter. 

It is formed from the positive in two ways—by 
adding -be, -biimiii to the stem, the accent generall y 
shifting to the termination; or by adding -be, -biniit to 
the stem, the accent remaining on the raven syllable. 

-be, -biimiit, has become the regular form. 

When adding either termination, -be or -be, the rules 

for the mutation of consonants [y. § 5] must be strictly 
observed, and should be re-perused before the student 
proceeds any further with this section. In addition, he 
should remember [v. § 2 (3)] that in older Russian 4 
had a value approximating to a, and therefore, just as 
K, T, X +a in modern Russian make 4a, #a, ma, so, 

too, in the comparatives x, r, x + -be, -biimiit, make 

4aiinnil, wai, mami. 

Similarly, cx or er + -hiimiit or -be make -1e, -Maiimiil, 

e.g. dlcrblit pure, aime, snmaiimii; madckifi flat, 

MAOM AM Mii. 

(2) No inflections for the superlative exist. 

The comparative form is used, or the positive with 

suitable pronouns or adverbs. So, too, “beautiful,” 

“content” in English have no inflected degrees of 
comparison. 
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In some cases, where the shorter comparative is 
used, the longer form is reserved as a superlative. 

e.g. pbicoKiit high, some, spicmiii; superlative 
BbICOTAM MII. 

(3) The substitutes for the superlative are :— 

(a) The prefixing of nan- to the positive or com- 
parative. 

e.g. Bors nanu-avamii npawbps. 
This is the best example. 
4 

JTO Hau-Méubiad cYMMa,. 
- This is the least sum. 

(8) The prefixing of camp, self, to the positive or 
comparative. 

e.g. ro camaa HATepecnad KAMA H3b BCbXD MHOIO 
1 poultanAblX’. 

This is the most interesting book of those 
I have read. 

Hams JOMb CaMplit KpacuBblii BL JepésHb. 
Our: home is the prettiest in the village. 

(y) The addition of a form of secp, all, to the com- 

parative, either scerd or scbxt. 

e.g. Sra waiira uutepécahe Bebxb Koroppia A 
npowntTals. 

This book is the most interesting of any 
I have read. 

U ¥ 4 

Bam copbrs nosé3abe achxt. 

Your advice is the best. 
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(5) The absolute superlative, as in English, is 
indicated by the positive with such words 
as OYeHB very, etc. 

e.g, OObAt Oba Suenb BEYCeHD. 
The dinner was very tasty. 

(c) The superlative also can be formed by using—_ 

Bb Bbicmeil crénenn in the highest degree. 

e.¢. OWL Bb BEIcHeil cTéneHu BeEAMKOAY MER. 
He is most generous. 

§ 538. THE COMPARISON OF ADJECTIVES.—JLtules. 

I. The uninflected form, i.e. with 6é1be more, is 
used :— : 

(a) With adjectives like pag» glad. 

(8) At discretion with lengthy adjectives, e.g. 661be — 
rayOoniii deeper. 

(y) When there is a comparison of two adjectives. 

e.g. Phra Mocksa Odrbe mapora wéaean rayOons. 
The river Moscow is broader than it is deep. 

(6) With adjectives (such as participles, derivative 
words, etc.), which it would be inconvenient 
to lengthen any more. 

7 , VA f 

e.g. Hunorga ne Bagasa cpoero mya Gore ocKkop- 
OAGHH IMD. 

She had never seen her husband more 
grieved, 

Y nerd G6abe aneoii yun, 
He has a keener mind, 

(c) Adjectives ending in -cxiii, -cK0il. 
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If. Only four adjectives have a simple inflected 
_ superlative. 

@.2. BM3Kil low HUA IL 
pBiconlii = high BbICOdAL Mii 

rayooniii = deep rayoouaiimiii 

MéLt BI ii small — mawbiimiii 
(better naii-ménbme) 

Ill. Adjectives in -cpiii, -aiii, -3n1ii, -uiii, and many 

in -riii, -riii, have no declinable comparative. 

eg. abichiii = bald Abicbe 
Wie aie 

cebmiii fresh — cpebarbe 

ropiaili warm  ropaube 

The reason probably is that where the regular form 
-be, -hiimiii is used, the combination of sibilants would 
be too heavy, e.g. Ablmaiimii, cebaaiimiii, ropasdimii, 
and the want is supplied in other ways; v. next sub- 
division. 

IV. The indeclinable comparative with the prefix 

flo- can be used in concord with a noun. 

e.g. A Kynita, mainy 10d601bme. 

I have bought a larger hat. 

When the object of comparison is stated, the prefix 
no- has a diminutive sense. 

, / - y , ° 

e.g. Bama s0magb no-dpierpbe [anopoii. 

Your horse is a little quicker than that of Ivan. 
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V. There are two methods of translating “than” :— 

(1) The use of abut, or rarely néxeim: when a 
phrase follows the comparison. 

7 ‘ a 7 

e.g. JTOTh yporb 1érge bub (HémeAM) MBI AYMAadT. 
This lesson is easier than we thought. 

(2) When the object of comparison is a noun, the 
noun may be in the genitive. 

f os ; , e ) 
e.g. IOpiii yvuate csoerd para Kysboot. 

George is more sensible than his brother 
Kuzma. 

§ 39. THe CoMPARISON OF ADJECTIVES. 

Kxamples, 

I. The regular form of comparison is -te, -biimiii, 
predicative indeclinable and declinable. 

e.g. 100é3HbIi amiable, 100é3nbe, 100é3nbimiil 
en” . * 

-be is often abbreviated to -bii. 

When the positive cannot in any part of its 
declension throw the accent on to the ending, the 
original accentuation is retained. 

e.g. cipasedusblii just, copapesaupbe, cmpapesait- 
Bbiimiit 

Il. Another very common form is -1e, -pmiii, the 
adjective retaining its original accent. 

This is nearly always used when the positive drops 
a suffix, e.g. -HbIil, -Kifi, and the compara termination 
is attached to the root. . 
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~~ 

(J 

With a very few adjectives the predicative neuter 
-e, of the declinable form -nmiii, is used alternatively 
with -1e. 

(a) Where the suffix of the positive is retained :— 

e.g. Kpbuniil 
Jerk 
MéJKIif 
Ooii Kit 
JOBRIi 
ropbkiii 

powerful K pb age 
light (in weight) aérse 
small MéABC 
brisk 

clever 10B4'be 

bitter ropme 

Kpbnyaimiit 
Jeraaii mii 
Melbo ai Mii 

Goiitke (a modern form) 

(b) Where the suffix of the positive is dropped in 
the undeclined comparative, but generally retained 
in the determinative :— 

e.g. BbICcOKIi 
rayooriii 
HU3KIif 

, bd ss se 

nosqAniii 
Gaus Kili 
V3kiil 
alga 

pbaniii 
CAAA KI 

KpOTkiif 
KOporTRiii 
TORKIIt 
ma poriit. 
Aare 

high Bolle —- BS Icmmtii* 
deep rayoue 
low HIDKE AMUSE it 

late nosme* 
near Oa iiKe 
narrow yike 
rare pbae 
sweet  caameyt 

gentle | npdae|t 
short — kopoue 
thin TORBEN 
broad ~~ mitpe 
far Adabwe 

BhIcoyadi Mil 

rayoouaiimiil 
HAKAN 

no3.wbiimiil 

Ona HO i 

pbaaaimiii 
claqqai mii 
KpoTaaii mit 
KpaTqaamiit 
TOHYAMIMIi 
mn posi mith 
Aarba biti 

* V.§ 4 (7) and (9). 
+ A Church Slav mutation from tb. 

t More usually 66.°be kpérniii. 
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(c) When the positive is not altered, there being 
no suffix :— 
e.g. TRépabiii hard TBC pHe TRepA bi Mh 

dorinmii rich Pee f Sorarbitiniii 
dorarbe 

XV Ail bad, lean XY we (bad) — xyAuil 
: / xya‘be (lean) xvabii iii 

NAOCKIi flat HaAcmte 
THI quiet THe TH MELE it 
erporiit stern eTpome eTpoael ii mii it 
Aoporoii dear Aopouie Apama ti mii 

MOAOAOIl young MOAOWHE MAG AMI 

cra ppl ii old clapme cra puniit 
KpyToii steep Kpyge spyrbimiii 
Aemésbiii cheap AewiGB1e 
oor desolate  nyme ny uit 

nycroil 
: empty nyerbe nyerbitaniii 

qncrblii clean aime aucrbiimiil 

It will be observed that in modern Russian the 

RUSSIAN GRAMMAR. 

mutations mostly only occur in the uninflected form of 
the comparative. 

Note, too— 
Aoariit long, AO1bme (irregular, due to analogy of 66.1bmIe) 
Aaséniit far, qaabme or aaarbe, jaababiimiii (from 4aabubtii) 

pano (adverb) early, panbme or pau'be 

With these few exceptions the comparison of the 
adjective is regular; and all derivative adjectives, e.g. 
3HaMenutblii famous, proceed in accordance with the 
rule, 3Hamenirhe, 3Hamenurbamiil. 

So, too, cepaurpiii angry. 

The inflected comparative of such words is rarely 
used ; the superlative replaced, as stated in § 387 (3). 
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III. The following adjectives have no positive :— 

eg. ayume, avauiit better; ménte less; méusue, 

MéHbImiii Smaller; 601be more; O01bue, OO4bmMiit 
bigger. 

Observe the distinction :—- 

MeHbUOH junior  6o1bmdi big 
MéeHbIN Smaller 601bui bigger 

Xopomiii and AOOpplii are used as positives for 
Ayame ; but j06pke, Aoophimiii also exist ; also méapiii as 
a positive for méate; and seanniii aad Ooabmoi for 
661%e, O01bure. 

THE PRONOUN. 

§ 40 (1). PRELIMINARY REMARKS ON THE PRONOUNS. 

The pronouns in Russian present very little difficulty. 

Observe (1) in the pronouns the genitive in -ro is 
written -oro, -ero, and pronounced and accented av0, evd. 
The dative in -my is also oxytone. 

(2) Pronominal adjectives (such as Kor6ppiii, Tandit) 
are declined exactly like ordinary adjectives | v. § 35 (2)|. 

(5) It will be observed that pronouns, though they 
are hard stems, take a soft plural, e.g. cams self, can. 

The reason of this is that in Old Russian the nominative and 
accusative plural masculine were nu and bt. In Russian the old 
feminine plural forms in ht have superseded the masculine; but the 
same survival of the old nominative is found in the old participles 
in -1b, now used as the past ‘tense, e. g. Obits, bin, 
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I. The Interrogative (singular and plural). 

N.Y. 
Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 
Instr. 

Loe. 

kOTOp bl if (which of several?) and ranoi (of what 

RUSSIAN GRAMMAR. 

§ 41, EXAMmpPLes or THE PRONOUNS. 

K10 (kht6) for persons yT0 (sto) for things 
Koro (kav6) ,, ay TO » 9 

Koro *3 es yerd (Civ) ‘> ” 

KOMY 2 . yemMy eae 
KbM'b ee abut a: De 
KOMb =F s 4eMb 

sort ?) are declined adjectivally. 

Nom. 

Ace. 

Gen. 

Dat. 

Instr. 

Loc. 

Kon which ? 

Singular. 

Mase. Neut. Fem.” 

Kol KOe KOA 

N. or G. KOe KOH 

KOero* Koel 

KOeMY Koei 
KOUM' KOetO 

KOeMD Koel 

yeit whose ? 

Singular. 

Mase. Neut. Fem. 

yell Ube 4UbA 

N. or G. Ube YbIO 

uberd (éiv6) "bei 
ybeMY 4 bell 

| 4bUM'b Ube 

| 4YbEMD —-‘aBeii 

Plural. — 

All genders. 

Ou 

N. nae 

ROUX 

KOUM'D. 

KOUMEL 

KOUXD 

Plural. 

All genders. — 

4bu 

N. or G. 
YbUXb 

YbUMb 

UbAME 
UbUXtI 

* Sounded kéyiva, 
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Remarks.—(1) xoii is practically disused except in 
poetry, and a few proverbs. 

- (2) cxdsnno is the only other declinable interrogative 
form. 

Nom. Voce. Ace. cndapno 

Gen. Loc. CROABRIX'D 

Dat. CKOABKUM'D 

Instr. CKOABKUMH 

cré1bko 1s similarly declined. 

Observe.—In the nominative and accusative cKoabKo 
is a noun governing the genitive plural; in other cases 
an adjective. 

e.g. CKOIbKO KHUPD BbI Hallan ? 
How many books have you found ? 

fl cams ne 3H410 ckoabKima crpanimu a Baagbuo. 
I do not myself know of how many countries 

I am the master. 

IL. Relatives. 

These forms are now identical with the interroga- 

tives. But, except in proverbs and poetry, kro and To 
are disused, koroppblii replacing them as relatives. 

kto and to are scarcely ever used in _ strict 
apposition. 

' i 

e.g. Al serpbraas Wedna xotépomy a o6bmaan mow 
AOmasb. | 

I met John to whom I had promised my horse. 

But they are commonly employed in distributive 
phrases where the relative precedes. 

G 
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e.g. Kro Obl am noaBtiacd vy oKHd, BL TOT mbishiestin 
cTpbaaau. 

Whoever appeared at a window, es him) they 
instantly shot. 

Yro Obt BbI AM AAAI, BEI. STAMS rop He ToMOmeTEe. 
Whatever you do, you will not remedy the sorrow 

thereby. 

III. se DOIREET GAA 
ToTp that 

Sing. Mase. Neut. Fem. Plural. All genders. 

Nom. | tTorp TO Ta Tb 

Abe, « ob: N,-oF Giorno TY N. or G. 
Gen. TOTO* TOM TbXb 

Dat. TOMY TOM Thu 
Instr. ThMB TOO Thma 
Loce.. TOMB TOW TBXB 

jT0Tb this 
Sing. | Mase. Neut. | Fem. Plural. All genders, 

Nom. | 3Tors 5To | Sta 5TH 
Ace. | N.orG.| 3170 | Sry N. or G. 
Gen. Sroro STO STAXB 
Dat. 3TOMY JTOiL STUMS 
Instr, — 5TUM'b STOO STHMH 

“Loe. !) 5TOMB STO! ‘OTAXB 

oablit that 

Sing. Mase. | Neut. | Fem. Plural... 

Nom. Ouble, OnbIA 
Acc. | Like any hard adjective OHBIXE 
Gen. in -blil OHBIX'S 

Dat. : OHBIML 

Instr. OHDIME 

Loe. OHDbIXS 

* Sounded tavo, 
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ceii this 
Singular. Plural. 

| .Masc. Neut. Fem. All genders. 

Nom. | cell cié cé | cid cill 
Ace. | N.orG.| ciécé | cio N. or G. 
Gen. | cerd* ceil CUX 
Dat. | cemy ceil CUMS 
Instr. | CUMB cét0 ciuMu 

hoc... céMh ceil CHXE 

Consult § 2 (3). 

All the rest of the declinable pronouns on the 
demonstrative lines in the table follow*the regular 
forms of the determinative adjectives without variation. 

@.g. TakOi, TakOBOii such as that; Sraxiit such as this, ete. 

Remarks.—Practically only rors and Srors are used 
in modern Russian. dabrii is found in legal docu- 
ments, and ceii in set phrases; e.g. cerOqua (Sivdd’nya) 
to-day, ceiivach in a minute, 40 cixb ops up to. the 
present, cito manyty this very minute. 

LV. Universal Pronouns. 

Bcaklii of all sorts, and Kambiii each, are declined like 

the determinative adjectives. 

Bech, all, drops the vowel “e” [v. § 32, I]. 
Singular. Plural, 

Masc. Neut. | Fem. All genders. 

Nom. | Bech BCE | BCA Bch 

Ace. N. or G. Bee = |_~—siBCHO N. or G. 

Gen. Bcerdt ' -Beeli BCBXB 

Dat. BCeMy | BCei BcbMb 
Instr. BCbMB | BCCIO BCbMH 

Loc. BCEMDb Bcell BCBXB 

* Sounded sivé. + Sounded fsivé. 

G2 
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V. Personal Pronouns and Possessives. 

Singular. ; ; 
Ist pers. | 2nd pers. | 3rd pers. Reflexive. 

Mase, | Neut. | Fem. 

Nom. | a | Tb OHD | OHO | ONA — 
Acc. | ment | ter | ero* | e8 | cobs 
Gen. meni | Tedd | ero eit | cedi 
Dat. mab Teoh emy eli cebh 
Instr. | mu61 | 10060 — uM E10 co0o10 

mMHoii = T0001 | co0dii 
Loe. mab | reat | EMh eli ceo 

: Plural. ; 

Nom. | bl | Bbl ont | onl | onbt 
A.G.L.|. Hae BaCh UX'b As 
Dat. HaMb -| BaMb , AM singular. 
Instr. Hamu BaMH uM 

The close similarity of some of these forms with the Latin 
pronouns will strike the student, e.g. tibi reob, sibi ceOb. 

Refer back to § 2 (3) and § 35 (1). . 

The possessives oii, Toit, cBoii are declined like Koii 
[v. § 41, L.], but accent the last syllable of the termina- 
tions uniformly; e.g. moé, mod, moéil, -Moerd, MOeMY, 

mou, ete. J 

Halib our, and Banh your, are declined alike, viz. : 
Singular. Plural. 

Mase. Neut. Fem. All genders, 

Nom. | nats Hale Hala HADIM 

Ace. N.orG. | ndme Hamy | N. or G. 
Gen. Hduero Hamel | HAAXh — 

Dat. HAILeMY Hiei Hallam 
Instr. HaMaM'b HAMeIO HamaMi 

Loe. HameM'b Hameii HAMM XS 

* Sounded yivé, yim, etc. tT Commonly sounded like ace, eé, 
ft Sounded like oun. 
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Remarks.—(1) csoit and ceda always refer back to 
the subject, whatever the person. 

e.g. Bot 1p6gaan cBow vecrs. 
You have sold your honour. 

The 8rd person pronouns when they are nol 
reflexive are the genitives ero, ed, ux. 

e.g. Mub cka3aim 410 kynCu yRE DpOAarD erd TOBApBI. 
They told me that the merchant has already 

sold his (somebody else’s) goods. 

_In vulgar speech uxuiii is used for nx their. 

When cea is attached to reflexive or passive verbs 
it takes the shortened form ca (sounded ca) after con- 
sonants, cb after vowels. 

In older Russian all the pronouns had abbreviated enclitic forms 
[ef. French ‘moi,’ ‘“‘me,”’ etc.], viz. ma, ta, ca for mena, TeOa, ceba ; 
Mu, TH, cu for MHS, Te6b, ce6G. Of these forms only ca survives. 

e.g. Bs orsdanin nabannks 3aKosdrs cedi. 
In despair the prisoner stabbed himself (re- 

flexive), 

Crpukycb Store. 
I am ashamed of this (a reflexive verb). 

Yama pasdisace. 
The cup was smashed (a passive). 

(2) When ero, emy, ef, e6, Xb, Mb, un, eli, é10, 
éub are governed by any preposition, the letter n is 
prefixed to them. 

e.g. Kb Hemy to him (sound knemu) 
Bb Heli in her (sound vnéi) 
porn, HUXD against them 
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v Herd with him [chez lui] 
cb Himu with them (sound snimi) 
61u3b Hef near her | 
la Herd against him (sound nanivé) 
Ha HeM’ On it (sound nanyém) 

But ero paau for his sake (the preposition follows) 
6Kxoa0 er6 4Oma near his house 

10Ab UXb BAAcTbIO under their power, etc. 

In these two instances erd and nxt are possessive 
pronouns, not governed by the preposition. 

(3) As in the nouns and adjectives, the instrumental 
singular feminine -01, -e10, is often shortened to -oil, -eii. 

(4) As the verbs mostly have full personal in- 
flections, the pronouns are not added except for 
emphasis. 

€.g. KAMHEMD we swear 
CABLIY I hear 
nonumMaémb? do you understand ? 

VI. The Indefinite Pronouns. 

These are formed, as will be seen in the table in — 

various ways, by prefixes and suffixes; cf. English 
who, whoever, whoso, whosoever. 

(1) Prefixing nb- accented. 

(2) Adding nuéyab (i.e. as it may be, from 6y4p, 
imperative of 6pitb). [v. § 57, IT. and § 82, IIT.] 

(3) Prefixing roe- with a distributive sense. 

e.g. rvb-nu-6Y Ab somewhere or other 

K6e-ryb here and there 
KOe-KTO various people (say) 

But wbsoropvie _ some people (say) 
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(4) Adding -10. This suffix may be used with nouns 
as well, and gives an ironic or vague sense. 

e.g. yesoBbrs-10 that kind of man 
KakOil-T0 some sort or other 
KTO-T0 somebody you know who 

VIl. The Negative Pronouns. 

These are formed by prefixing nu- nor. 

When declined with prepositions the compound 
breaks up, and the preposition precedes the pronoun 
immediately. 

e.g. HH Ha Koro against no one 

uu Ha KakOws Mbcrb not on any place 

In Russian a negative pronoun requires a negative 
verb, and, contrary to modern English practice, a 

double negative affirms the negative, and does not 
destroy it. 

e.g, Hukorgd ne 651.10 Boiiubl noxdxeii Ha Teuépem AON. 
Never was there a war like the present war. 

il nurab He BUABAL BAMero Opara. 

I could not see your brother anywhere. 

But consult § 85. 

VIIL. Lhe Pronouns of Identity. 

(1) By affixing -ae to any demonstrative, identity is 
implied. 

€.g. ITOTL-iKe the same as this 
TakoBoi-me the same sort as that 

(2) The words camp and cambiii. 

Camp means “ self” ; as in English, 1 myself a cams. 
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Singular. Plural. 
Mase. , Neut. | Fem. All genders. 

Nom. CaM'b camO | cama caMul 
Ace. camoro camé6 | camyt N. or G. 
Gen. camoro* camo CaMUXb 
Dat. camoMy - camoii caMuM'L 
Instr. cCaMaM'h  camo10 caMuMu 
Loc. camOM'L cami CaMIIX'b 

As regards the soft plural camu, cf. § 40 (1) ©), It” 
has been carried all through. 

Campiit means “the same,” and is declined like 

regular determinative adjective. 
For its use to form the superlative, v. § 37 (3). 

IX. The Pronouns of Difference. 

The meanings of apyréi and uudii should be 
marked. Apyroi is “other,” Latin alins, Greek dAXos, 
i.e. anything indeterminate, not what is being thought 
of. mudi is “some other,” Latin céteri, Greek érepou, 

a more or less determinate object. 

e.g. Hisxoropsie dTOrO He MOFyTb MOHATH. 
Some cannot grasp this (fact). 
Masie MOryrb nogymMaTb 970 OD comes, cb yua. 
Some (quidam, certain people) may think he 

has gone mad. j 

Oquit, on [v. § 2 (3)], the plural of ogin one, also- 
means “some”; cf. English, the one says, the other. . 

So, too, nnorga sometimes, from time to time (definite) 

nbsorga sometimes (uncertain) ~ : 
korga-ro at some time or other (indeterminate) 

mpoule, nmposia means “the rest,” “the remainder.” 

In the singular it occurs in the phrase :— 
BL upoyemt for the rest (of the argument, etc.). 

* Sounded samavo. ft Or camoé. 

Beare: PaO ART Tw 
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THE VERB. 

§ 42 (2). PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS. 

The Parts of the Russian Verb. 

(i) The Russian verb presents little difficulty in 
comparison with many other modern languages. As 
was remarked in § 10, the forms of cone are * 
very much reduced. They are :— | 

(1) The infinitive. 
(2) A fully conjugated present tense, used in per- 

fective verbs as the future. ! 
(3) A past tense consisting of an old participle in — 

-1b, with the personal pronouns, the copula, — 
as usual in Russian, being omitted. : 

(4) An imperative formed directly from the present — 
tense. . 

(5) A present “gerundive”* active in -s, and present — 
participle in -ymiii or -amiii. 

(6) A past participle active in -smiii, and a past 
gerundive* in -Bb or -BIlil. 

These last-named forms are comparable with the pre- 
dicatives and determinatives of the comparative, and — 
originate in the same way. In older Russian mu was a — 
feminine suffix of certain adjectives. 

(7) A present participle passive in -emplii, and 
(8) A past participle passive in -1blii or -HbIil. 

The participles are all fully declined like ordinary 
adjectives. 

(9) A verbal noun in -nie. 
The functions of these parts are more fully discussed 

in the Syntax, : 88 and 89. | 

* ‘This s so- called “i ‘ gerundive' ”’ is merely an indeclinable participle, 
only used in agreement with the subject of the sentence. 
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The Deficiencies and the “ Aspects” (sujbl). 

(ii) Thus in Russian there is xo conjunctive, only 
one conjugated tense, only one so-called past “tense” to 
express imperfects, preterites, perfects, pluperfects, etc. 
The future imperfective is formed by a compound tense, 
the infinitive with 6yay, one of the forms of 6nits to be. 

The obvious deficiencies are supplemented by the 
aspects of the Russian verb. 

This subject cannot at present be approached; it 
may be briefly explained. [v. §§ 58 and 92.] 

In English, “I do,” “I am doing,” “I was doing,” 
“T did,” “I used to do,” “I do do,” “I have done,” all 

define the nature of the act; e.g. “Iam doing” is the 
continuous conjugation ; “I used to do” the habitual ; 
“T have done” marks the completion or perfective 
aspect, and so on. 

If the reader knows any Latin, and can imagine 
Latin reduced to one tense, but converting the other 
tenses into separate conjugations with new infinitives 
to match, he will understand what has happened in 

Russian. Old Russian had a far fuller complement of 
tenses, imperfect, aorist, perfect, etc. In modern Russian 
“aspects” replace the tenses and fulfil entirely the 
same object. 7 

If Latin had evolved an infinitive /uwbdrabare, from 

the imperfect /abdrabam, to express the habitual aspect, 
_or labéravire (from labéravi) to express the completion 
or perfective, such separate by-forms of the verb would 
very nearly correspond with the Russian aspects. Such 

_ desideratives as éstirire, from éstius, future participle of 
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éd6 to eat, and the inceptives in -esco, might indeed in 
the parlance of Slavonic grammar be termed “aspects.” 

To those who know a little Greek, the aspects will 
be even more familiar. 

Thus the present forms vogetv to be ill, arroOujaKa 
to die, correspond to the imperfective Goakrs or XBOpaTh 
and ymupatb; the aorist forms évoonca, LooHoat, ! 
amobaveiv, to the perfective odoabrs, BaXxBOpatb, ymepers, 
to be taken ill, to die. E.g. out oGorbas, saxBopar, 

évoonae ; but onb 6oxbas, he was ill some time, évdcer re 
oub yMupaa, he lay a-dying, aréOvnoxe. ' 

And just as vooyjoo, etc., is a future, not a present, 
but has the aorist stem, so 3axnopéto, ympy signify 1 
shall fall ill, ete. E.g. ympérs ors uaxorea he will 
die of consumption. 

How the Parts are Formed. 

(iii) To know every form of the Russian verb, it is 
only necessary to learn the infinitive and 5rd person 
singular present. The rest follow. 

Verbs Original and Derivative. 

(iv) Verbs may be either original—i.e. unreferable 
to any simpler form—or derivative, from nouns or 
other verbs. E.g. in English “to fall,” “to write,” 
are original; “to book,’ “to tabulate” derivative 

(from the noun “book,” and the Latin tabula, table). 
Or as in Latin, dicere to say, iidicare, from index, a 
judge, 
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Derivatives, verbs which mostly represent complex 
ideas, greatly outnumber the primary verbs ; in fre- 
quency of use they are less, as the simpler relations 

_ have to be constantly re-stated. 

In Latin derivative verbs have a vocalic stem, e.g. 
iidica-re, monée-re, audire.* So, too, in Russian ayma 

U 

_ thought, aymarp to think; seséupiii green, 3e1eabrp to 
become green; «app alive, aunts to live (“original”), 

 omNBITE to revive, from «#uBoii alive. 

The derivative verbs being the more numerous, and 
the newest and easiest formations, tend to set the model, 

and become the “regular” verbs. 

The primary verbs, being the most employed and 
the most worn down in daily use, also being drawn 
from more ancient sources, conserve obsolete forms, 

and are sometimes called “irregular ”—arbitrarily and 
inaccurately. Actually Russian has next to no verbs 
that can be really termed anomalous. 

. Further, many “ original” or “ primary” verbs have 
consonantal stems or roots, e.g. Latin reg-ere to rule, 
dic-ere to say. 

§ 43. THe Russtan INFINITIVE. 

The Russian infinitive ends in -1p and is preceded 
by the root in original verbs, by the stem in derivative 

verbs. 

In some verbs -ti accented survived, e.g. nec-TH to 
earry. 

* Russian verbs in -brb, -b10, -aTb, -a10, -nTb, -10 may be compared 
with the Latin -eo, -[a]o, -io, whilst the Russian first conjugation 
consists of root-verbs, like the Latin third. 
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In some few guttural stems, the guttural and -Th 

coalesce into -4b, e.g. nea to bake, for mex-Th; meab to 
burn, for mer-Tp. . 

In some dental roots, the dental and -tb coalesce ~ 
into -ctb, e.g. Becrit to lead, for Beg-Tb; maecth to pleat, 
for tae?-Tb. 

In “original” vocalic stems -15 follows the root, 
e.g. 3Ha-Tb to know. 

Sometimes a consonant is extruded, e.g. «uTs to 
live, for #mB-TB. 

All derivative stems are vocalic, e.g. me1a-Tbh to 
wish. 

§ 44. THE Forms DERIVED FROM THE RUSSIAN 
_ INFINITIVE. 

The -th termination must be removed, and the stem 
or root stripped. 

(1) By adding -nie a verbal noun is formed; 
e.g. KoledaTb to rock, Kosedanie ; Bhats to blow, 

Bbanie. 

(2) By adding -ap the past tense is formed; 
e.g. a Kosedast I rocked.* | 

| | 
(3) By adding -a to the present stem the present — 

“gerundive” y’bia-Th; e.g. Absaa doing. 

* In consonantal stems this -15 is dropped in the masculine 
singular, restored in the other inflections. 

K.g. repers (root tap) to rule, past tense réps, répaa (fem.), etc. 
Je4b (root ser) to lie down, past tense aérs, aerad (fem.), etc. 
-peyb (root pek) to speak, past tense péxs, perad (fem.), etc, 

But cf. for this last the Polish rZek!, and Gech ekl. 
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(4) By adding -ymiii, -romii to the present stem the 
present participle ; e.g. umbomiii possessing 
(umb-18);* -amiit is added with derivative verbs 
in -HTb: MMC-a-Th, DAMymiil. 

(5) By adding -sp or -bmua the past gerundive ; 
e.g. mic-a-Tb to write, nucdaeh, nucdsmia,t and 
by adding -smiii the past participle active ; 
e.g. Bece’ll-1b to enliven, Beceju-Bmii. 

(6) By adding -emblii or -nmbiii the present participle 
passive ; e.g. kynu-Tb to buy, kynimblii; 3Ha-Th 
to know, 3naemblil. 

An easier rule is to form this from the 1st person 
plural present kynoiMm, 3Haems. 

(7) A perfect participle passive in T or n. Tis only 
used in a very few verbs of certain types; 
€.g. ABUBYTh to move, ABNHYTHI, DoCcAaTB to 
send, n0c1aHHblii sent. 

This participle is accented like the 2nd person 
singular present of variable verbs, 

All participles are fully declined as predicatives 
and determinatives. 

Before proceding to learn the verbs, the student must 
be sure he knows the phonetic rules in §§ 2, 5, 6, 8, 9. 

It will be observed that all the forms derived from 
the infinitive are accented like the infinitive. There 
are scarcely any exceptions to this rule. 

* In older Russian the terminations were -YUH, -A4H gerundive, 
-yuili, -auiit participle. Some of the latter survive as adjectives, 
e.g. Moryaili powerful (mov), ropduiit (ropits) hot, cugiuilt sedentary. 
Byayum is still used as the gerundive present of Obits ; OYaymili, the 
regular form, means “ future.” 

+ In consonantal roots the termination is -wmiii, e.g, necra to 
carry, necTu, Hécmiii. 
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§ 45. Tne FORMATIONS FROM THE Ist PERSON 

SINGULAR PRESENT. 

The «imperative is formed from the Ist person 
singular present by substituting ii, b or u for y or 10. 

The addition of -re makes this imperative form 
plural. : 

The same -te added to the 1st person plural makes 
a hortative mood “let us do,” 

The accentuation is that of the present tense. 

e.g. 6yay I shall be, Gyan, Gyanre, Gygem-te 
necett I enliven, peceslt, peceanre 

There are a very few exceptions to this general 
rule, viz. Guth to beat |v. § 52 (2) B], aarb to give 
[v. § 57, IIL], croars to stand [v. § 52 (5)|, Ooarea to 
fear[v. §52 (3)|, embarsea to laugh [v. § 52 (3)], xppirn* 
to cover |v. § 52 (2) e]. 

e.g. pHémM40 I take, Buemait 6n10 I beat, 6eif 
dow I fear, Goii-ca m61ocb I wash, moii-ca 

§ 46. THe ACCENTUATION OF THE VERB. 

I. All the forms derived from the infinitive [v. § 44] 
have e a fixed accent, that of the infinitive. 

Il. Except in a very few verbs the imperative has 
the accent of the 1st person singular present. ; 

III. Verbs which uniformly accent the termination 
or the stem in every part are said to have a fixed 

* The exception in verbs in -niTb is apparent only: if the mi be 
taken as a contraction of -0é or y, i.e. as equivalent to -mderb. 
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accent. Only a few derivatives and most of the original 
verbs have a variable accent. 

IV. The only constant variations in the accentuation 
of the verb are in the present tense and the past parti- 
‘ciple passive, and forms derived from the present stem. 

V. Every verb which has an infinitive of two 
‘syllables or more, and is not accented on the ultimate, 
has a fixed accent. 

VI. In dissyllabic verbs accented on the ultimate 
in the infinitive, the accent may vary on certain 
inflections. 

VII. A verb with a variable accent accents the 
infinitive and 1st person singular present alike, the 
2nd and 3rd persons singular, the 1st and 2nd plural, 
on the penultimate; the 3rd person plural either on 
the ultimate or penultimate, generally the latter. 

VIII. As a rule, the past participle passive has the 
secondary accent when the accent is variable.* 

IX. Russian verbs, original or derivative, with fixed 
or variable accents, are divided into four conjugations, 
which differ only very superficially and slightly. 

e.g, Bibb to see (rule V.). 

BULKY BUAUM1 
BUA UI BHAUTe 
BUAATS BUAATS 

nacath to write (rule VI.). 
nny niet 
HME niumere 
nimers NAW yTb 

*T.g. BOCHUTATS educate, BOCHMTAHHBI ; uncdth write, numers, 
nucanabiii. 

= H 
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ckasats to tell (rule VI). 

ckamy CKAREML 
ckamemD cramere 
CkAMETS CKAKYTS 

Hecru to carry (invariable) (rule VL). 

Hecy HecéMh 
HECELIB necéte [v. § 9 (7) () 
HeceTh HeCYTL : 

§ 47. EXAMPLES OF THE COMPLETE CONJUGATION OF 
TWO DERIVATIVE VERBS WITH FIXED ACCENTS. 

Infinitive : xerd-th to wish  Bbpu-Ts to believ 
Verbal noun : esdanie iekpentel ’ 
Present gerundive: weaaan phpa 
Present part. act.:  meardromiit wbpamiii 
Past gerundive act. : REIS, KELABIN phpups, BbpuBmnl 
Past part. act.: KEAABI ii B bpasiiii 
Present part. pass,: mwesdemblii sbpumpiiit 
Past part, pass.:  — KeAAAHBI it -BbpenHblit 
Present : | Al HEAAIO Bhp 

TbI EAMES Bbpullb . 
OHS, OHA, OHO MEAETE phpurp 

MBI HEIACMD BbpuMb 
BbI #HeAaeTe Bbpate 

onl, ons meadtors phpars 
Past : f, ThI welds, Keldsa - Bhpuas, phpusa 

EAA, WEAAIA, HEAAAO 
Bbpudt, phpuaa, pbpuso 

MBI, BBI, OHM, On merdan, Bbpnan 

OHD, ona, ono) 

* Replaced by Béposanie, from Bbposars. + Rare. 
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MeAATh 

Spare phpurs 
OVAYTD 

Imperative: 2nd pers. sing. meraii wbpb 
2nd pers. pl. s*esdiitre Bbpbre 

Future: OyAY Fr si | 

Bhputh 

Unless spécially mentioned, all the parts of the Russian 
verb are simply and regularly formed as in these two 
paradigms, 

§ 48. THE Four CoNJUGATIONS. 

Some Phonetic Rules. 

Before entering on this section, reperuse § 5,§6,§8,§ 9. 

Remember.—W ords in -epe-, -opo-, -e1e-, -010-, though 
now dissyllables, represent monosyllabic roots in -pe-, 
-pa-, -4e-, -1a-. 
Remember— 
r+emakes xe r+ makes aa r-+ 0 makes my 

And similarly with x and x (changing to 4 and m). 

Remember— 
Tt + 10 makes in Russian yy, in Church Slavonic my. 
A + 10 makes in Russian my, in Church Slavonic may. 
tT + a can make in Russian ya, and in Church Slavonic 

ma or remain. 

T +e or u can make ye, ym or remain. 

A +eor u can make xe, xm or remain. 

A +a can make xa or remain. 

When the dental remains, it is due to the influence 

of the written language. 

Remember—nx, r + -1b are changed to -4y5; but 7 or 
4+ 1 to -cri, and the ending -crit is extended to other 
roots by false analogy. 

H 2 
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Remember—s3 + a becomes aia or remains. 
¢ + 1 becomes ma or remains. 
c + 10 becomes my 
3 + 10 becomes iy 
cr + 10 becomes ily 

Ltemember.-—The euphonic insertion of 4 after labial 
roots before 10, and -enHbiii. 

Before other soft vowels c,3 and er as a rule are 

merely softened in pronunciation, not changed in 
quality. |v. § 5 (4).] 

§ 49. THE First CONJUGATION. 

At the head of § 42 there is printed a scheme of the 
four conjugations. 

The first conjugation forms its present in -y, -emtb, 
-eIb, -eMb, -eTe, -yrb, added directly on to the root, 
without any intermediate vowel. 

It comprises the following classes :— 

I. Guttural Roots.—Infinitive in -4n; e.g. edb to 

bake, azeub to lie down, mous to be able. 

e.g. Heub to bake (root nex) xeab to burn (root mr) 
Past part. act. : ne kM ii Meru 
Gerundive: neq KET 
Present part. act.: — nexymiit KEY Oi 
Past part. pass. : NeveH Abii KE A HII 
Present: neky nevemb KY REM 

nevémb mere KEM  aWKETE 
nevérh nekyTh = ETH WTYTS 

Past: nékb, nerd, Weksd, Mexan; ®erD, arad, MIAO, MTA 

Imperative: teri; «rn 7 aa , 
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Similarly :— 
pesp to speak (root per)—this verb is obsolete. 
seup to lie down (irregular present stem airy, 

siKelb, AryTL; but past +érs, zeraa, zerad, 
jerin); imperative 19rb 

moub to be able (root mor) 

Note.—moub makes mory, MOmellb, MOET, MOMEMD, 
MOweTe, MOryTL ; imperative moru, etc, 

Similarly :— 
Biedb to draw (root Baer) 
cbup to cut (root cbr) 
depéub to shelter (root Geper, present depery, 

Oepexémb . . . Geperyrs, past epérs, 
Sepersa, Oepersd, Seperan) 

crepéyb to guard (root creper, like depé4b) 
crpuanea to have the hair cut (root crpur)* 
teub to flow (root Tek) 
saupisb to yoke (root mpar: note the past 

3aupirh, sounded pryok, prigla, -10, -li) 
B0104b to drag (root Bo10K) 

Practically all of these have a fixed accent on the 
termination. 

IL. Nasal Roots.—Infinitive in -atp(-atpafter m, 4, etc.), 

Remember.—The Russian a represents the Old Slav e 
(French aim, in, in faim, fin); and the nasal lost in 
some forms is restored in fuller inflections; cf. spéma, 
Bpémeun. [v. § 2 (2).| 

e.g. Hayarh to begin (root ubu); cf. imperfective 
HAavHHATS 

* Note past participle passive ocrpuiKenupiil. 
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The present gerundive and participle nayda and 
Haydiomiit do not exist, as the verb is perfective and has 
no present tense; only the past active participles 
HavaBL, HadaBilil. 

But note past part. pass. nésarblii, or navaroii. 

Present (with future meaning) :— 
HayHy HaqvHeM 
Haves HayHerte 
HaqHeTh HavHyTh 

Past: nayairb, Havald, HA9aI0, HATAIM 

Imperative: Hain 

Verbs of this class take the past passive participle im 
tT, and mostly throw the accent back on the past tense im 

-1b and the participle in 1. Otherwise the accent 
always on the termination. 

Such are:—sarb (amy) to press (root mbm); maTb 
(xHy) to reap (root abu), 4aTb (root 4bH); only 
used in compounds, e.g. HaumnaTh begin, 
COUHHATL Compose ; NATb (HY, root mbH), most] 
used in compounds, e.g. pacaits to crucify. 

Verbs of this class take the verbal substantive in -rig 
(as also do the liquid roots, v. infra). 

e.g. pacnitie the crucifixion 
nonitie the meaning (of a passage) 

There is one other such verb (with a nasal root) of 
great consequence, only used in compounds, viz. -ATb~ 
(root em, Latin emere) to take. : 

In compounds, as with the 3rd person pronoun — 
[v. § 41, V. (2)], u is prefixed to the root. 
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e.g. Hanith to hire, upmsHaTh accept, woth to 

understand, sanath to occupy (oneself) or to 
lend, Baath to take up, cuats to take away ; all 
in the imperfective, HanuMmats, npuHumars, etc. ; 

all having a past participle passive, Hanart, 
BaHATD, etc. 

The present restores the original root -em. 

€.g. Haiimy, HaiiMélD, etc., HoiiMY, BO3bMY, 3alimy, etc. 

There also exists a perfective present form in ém.io, Buémaw, 
_ BHémMiemib, conjugated like a verb with fixed accent of the third 
conjugation, but with an imperative accented Buem.ai. 

ILL. Sibilant Roots. 

These are :— 

Hecti to carry (root Hec) 
Beat to drive (e.g. in a carriage) (root Be3) 
rpbi3tb to gnaw (root rpbi3) 
Abst to climb (root abs) 
no13tH to creep (root 10.13) 
nacti to graze (transitive) (root macr) 

Example :— 
Infinitive: sesrin 
Gerundive present : pest 

Participle present : sesy uit 
Gerundive past: Bé3i 
Past participle passive: peséunblit 
Verbal, derived from timperfective : -Boménie 
Present: pesy, pesémb, etc. 
Past: Bésb, pesaa, -10, -all 

Imperative: pest 

Notice.—.x stb has a present absy, rbsems, etc., absyrs : 

imperative absp, 
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IV. Roots in Liquids : -epe-, -opo-, -€1e-, -0.10-. 

(1) e.g. repérp to rub (root Thp, imperf. rupats) 
-mepérs to die (root Mbp, imperf. -mmparb) 
uepérb to prop (root upp, imperf. nupatb) 

Example :— 

Infinitive : tepérp 
Verbal: tpénie* - 
Past part. pass,: téprs, like the roots in nasals 
Present gerundwwe act.: tpyu : 
Present part. act.: tpymiii 
Past part. act. : Téprblii 
Present: Tpy, Tells, TPETL, TpemL, Tpére, TpyTL 
Past: tépb, Tépja, -10, -Ail 

Like the roots in nasals, the verbal noun and past 
participle passive are formed with 1, and the past tense 
and past participle passive throw the accent back on to 
the particle with which they are compounded. 

e.g. YMepb, yMepja, YMepio, YMepau (ymepérp) 
So, too, néaueps (but -néps) to prop. 

(2) Oopérp to fightT m016Tb to weed 
nopoTb to rend MojOTB to grind 
KOAOTB to pierce 

KO1OTA to pierce. 
Present part. act.: Kroarouiii 

— Past part. act. : KorOBmiit - 
Verbal noun: Kor0Tbe 
Past part. pass.: KOA0Tb 
Present part. pass. : KOAeMb\it 
Present (following the third conjugation): Koa, 

KOACIIb, KO1eTL, KO1eM'b, KOAeTC, KOALOTL 

Past: K0101b, KOAOAA, KO16I0, KOAOAM 

* yéprie is disused. 
+ Used with -ca, omitted in example, 
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These five verbs differ slightly from the verbs 
in -epérb, -e1étb, 

(a) The present as in the third conjugation. 

(8) A uniformly variable accent. [v. § 46.] 
(y) A regular vocalic past tense with fixed accent. 

(5) mos6tb is irregular in forming its present: mea, 
MéJeIIb, M6ACTL, MC.ACMDL, MCleTe, MéAI0TS, as though from 

an infinitive me1étp. 

V. Roots in Dentals. 

e.g. Bectu to lead (root Beg) 
ruectu to press (root ruer) 
uBberu to bloom (root usbr), but’ v. § 9 (7 ) (8) 
Kaactb to lay (root Kaas) 
Kpactb to steal (root Kpaa) 

(Kpaay, Kpajeubiii) 
nactb to fall (root maq) 
upact to spin (root mp4) 
cheth to sit (cHAy, cHAens) 

pach to grow (root pact: pacry, etc.; past 
tense pocs) 

-4ectbh to read (root br) 
HAT to go (root bA) 

and by false analogy— 
ckpecrb to scrape (root crped : ckpedy, ck pedémb— 

ckpeds) 
rpectb to row (root rped: rpedy, rpedcuib, rpédn) 
Kiacth to swear (root Kid: KAAHY, KAMHeLb— 

KAAM'b) 

These verbs form the past in 4b added on to the 
yowel of the infinitive, the real root being disregarded, 

C.g. BEAD, BeAA, BEAO, BEATE 
So raéap, upbap, kath 
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Exceptions, rpects and cxpects: rpeos, rpedaa, rpedatt ; 
Ckpédn, cKpedsa, cKpeount ; and pacri (root pacr), pacry, ; 
pacrémb, poc -b, -1a, -10, -Ail. : 

yecrb and natu follow slightly different rules. 

Present : way (in compounds iigy, e.g. naiigy I shall find, 
etc.), HAGMIb, MACTL, HAeMS, WJETE, HAYTL 

Past (from root meq): méas, mad, man 
Participles and gerundives: wai, may, méqmiil 

yectb (only used in compounds, root br) 
Present: -ary, -4TéUIb, -4TYTS 

Past: -érb, -944, -41i1 

Verbal noun: -a7Ténie 
Participles and gerwndives: -aTa, -aTyWiil, -4THBMiil, 

-4TCH ADI 7 ; 

cherb has a present caizy accented uniformly like 
Jeub, Airy. kpacrb accents the present Kpaay, Kpaqéuls, 

ete. 

With these variations, one example will explain all 
these verbs. 

Kpactp to steal 

Present gerundive active : Kpaai 
Present participle active: Kpaxyuiit 

Past participle active: Kpaamiii 
Past participle passive: kpajenb, Kpajenublit 
Present: Kpaay, -€ilb, -6rb, -Em'b, -ére, -VTb 
Imperative: xpagi 

All these forms use the real root of the verb in the 
present forms. 

Past: kpar's, epaaa, pao, xpaan 

So, too, cbs, cbaa, chao, chau 
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For the accentuation of the past tense_in its inflec- 
tions, as a rule, monosyllables derived from verbs which 
accent the terminations throw the accent forward. 

e.g. Jérb, Jeraa, aerad, tera 

naib* (nacrb) and chan (cberb) have a fixed accent, 
influenced by the derivative parts from verbs in -atp 
and -6rp. 

Forms such as pé1b, 04164 (Bectu, Haectu) throw the 
accent forward like 1érb, pocb; so, too, Klsib (KAACTH, 

KIAHY), Kparb (Kpactb). 

Except in original verbs, mostly monosyllabic, the 
past tense, or rather the participle in -1, never shifts 
the accent. 

VI. Roots in sw. These are three in number. 

‘m#uTb to live 
HAbITh to Swim 
cabiTb to have a reputation of (Greek «dveww) 

€.g. OHb CAbIBETL MYApbIM’ he is thought wise. 

One example illustrates all three. 

UTE to live 

Verbal noun: mutié and uTbe 
Past participle passive: -mutbiii 
Gerundive present active: muBit 
Participle present active: wusyouii (but older form, 

used adjectivally, upyiil) 
Gerundive past active: MBI, KUBb 
Participle past active: *xuBmiii 
Present: ®UBY, KUBEM . . . HUBYTS 
Past: Wid, RUAA, RUAO, HUA 

* Cf. Polish padl. 
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VIL. Consonantal roots with a suffival vowel a. 

e.g. Bpatb to speak at random, or lie 
trarb to lie (tell falsehoods) 
Oparb to take (iterative -Ouparb) 
aAaTb to wait (iterative -anjatb) 
pBatb to tear 
cath to sleep 
pats to neigh 
Apatb to tear (present Aepy) 
3Batb to call (present 30By) 

Examples :— 

pBatb to tear Apatb to tear 

Verbal noun: pBanie qpaupe * 
Past part. pass. : pBan Apa . 

Gerundive pres. act.: pei Aepi 
Participle pres. act.: py mii Aepy wii 
Past part. act. : pBasmiii Apasnilit , 
Present : pBY, PBEMIb, pBETL, Aepy, Aepeuib, Aepers 

pBeEMD, pBeTe, pBYTL Jepems, JepéeTe, AepyTL 

Past: pBatb, pBAlA, pBAIO, Apaib, Apada, Apaso, 

pBain Apaanu 

So, too, araTb, Ary, Awe, etc. So, too, Opars, Gepy ; 
3BaTb, 30BY 

There are many similar forms in the third con- 
jugation, monosyllabic and dissyllabic, e.g. 3narb to 
know, cuatb to sleep, unc4rp to write. [v. § 51 (8).| 

* Irregular accentuation, 
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§ 50. THe SECOND CONJUGATION, 

The first conjugation consists of consonantal roots 
attached directly to the terminations. This involves 
phonological difficulties, and slightly complicates the 
accentuation and appearance of the forms. 

The second conjugation is composed of roots with a 
vocalic suffix, and thus greater apparent regularity is 
secured. 

The marks of the second conjugation are: infinitive, 
-HYTL; present, -Hy, -Hellb, -HeTb, -HeM'b, -HeTe, -HYTS, Or, 
accented, -nY, -HéllIb, -HETb, -Hémb, -HéTe, -HYTD. 

The present forms are therefore identical with those 
of the first conjugation, save for the prefixing of the n. 

This conjugation falls under two main heads, which 
must be carefully distinguished. 

I. Perfective verbs conserving the “ny” suffix 
throughout all the forms of verb, and mostly accented 
like the imperfective verb from which they are derived. 
These verbs [v. § 59, I. (2)] as perfectives have a peculiar 
meaning of instantaneity—of doing an action once and 
suddenly. The suffixal vowel of the imperfective verb 
is dropped, and sometimes the last consonant of the 
root as well, to avoid heavy combinations of the 
consonants. 

eg. peprbrp to turn BepHYTb 
eterats — to quilt crernyTb 
nopxith to flutter nopxnyrb 
MaxaTB =: to Wave MaXHYTb 
Asirath to move ABILHYTb 
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e.g. aéprath to pull 
tporatb to touch 
16uatb _—to split 
Tout ‘to sink: 
TarMBaTb to drag 
Kacatbcad ~=© tO concern KOCHYTECA 
mentats to whisper wenHyTb 

There are some exceptions to this rule of accen- 

tuation. 

e.g. raagbrb to look at 
Kugatb _— to leave 

yépnarb to take in water 4epmHyTs 
(of a ship) 

SIATb to gape 
Kpuwath to cry 

Note, however, compounds in rainyts have a variable 
accent. 

€.2. 3aPdAAYTb, 3ardAny, 3aradnemb, ete. 

II. Verbs in -nyrs, imperfective and intransitive. 

In the past tense the simple root is used, with no 
suffixal vowel between the last consonant and 45, 
which latter, as in the first conjugation, drops in the 
masculine singular, 

These verbs are distinguished from ordinary im- 
perfectives by, having the special inchoative meaning — 
of “becoming.” 

AGpHYTb 

TpOHYTb 
JONHYTh 

Fae TOHYTA* to drown 
4 np Taaytb* to pull 

TAMHYTB 
KMHYTB 

-3HHYTb 
KpWKHYTB 

* With variable accent ronems, rane, TAnyTHIii, 
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These verbs are nearly all accented on the pen- 
ultimate. 

e.g. crbnayts to become blind 
coxuytb to become dry 
yaxuytb to die gradually, or wither 
cTbinytb to cool 
ridnytb (rudath) to decay 
THXHYTb to become quiet 

In this class a few verbs have the past tense in -ny,‘. 

e.g. simnyTs to adhere, aumayab; -cnyTb (mostly 
used in compounds, e.g. 3acHYTb, HpocHyTb) to 
sleep, -cuy.t (as the perfective of 3acbinarp, etc.) 

The present runs -cuy, -cHémb .. . CHYTS.* 

III. Examples of conjugation in both varieties, 

Perfective and Transitive. Imperf. and Intrans, 

Kunytb to cast off rndnytTb to decay 
Infinitive: KUHYTS rnOHYTB 
Verbal noun: (KiHyTie) none 

_ Past part. pass. : KMHYTHI (in Tnot H) none 
| Present part. act. : none THOHY Mii 

Present gerundive act.: . none rndnymu 
Past gerundive act.: “kiaysmn rn0HyBmn 
Past part. act. : KAY Bit ~ rhOnysmiit 
Present part. pass. : none none 

Present : KAY, KiHelb, rwOHy, rudnenls, 
KMHeCTb, KMHeEMS, PHOHETS, rMOHeMS, 

KuHeTe, KMHYTh rnhOHeTe, rHOHYTS 
Past: KUHYAb, KUHYAa, THOD, rHOAa 

KUHYAO, KUAYAN rH010, THOM 
Imperative : KWH THOb 

* Cf. the noun cont, cHa, 
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§ 51. THe Tuirp ConJUGATION. 

Preliminary. 

The characteristic of this conjugation is the present 
in -10, -€lllb, -€Tb, -@Mb, -eTe, -10TD. 

This conjugation comprises a number of primary 
original verbs, mostly monosyllables, and vocalic roots 
(thereby distinct from those in the first conjugation) ; 
a few consonantal roots also exist. 

It comprises the enormous and increasing number — 
of regular derivatives in -brp; the derivative verbs in — 
-arb and -atb, which, is the commonest form, and the — 

large class of verbs in -osarb, -esath, together with the 
iteratives in -bIBaTb, -MBatTb. 

Thus, this conjugation perhaps embraces the 
majority of Russian verbs. 

An example of a simple regular verb in -arb is to 
be found at § 47. 

Verbs in -brb are precisely the same, e.g. serenbrh 
to become green, the stem se1enh- being substituted for 

the stem jKe1a-. 

§ 52. THe ORIGINAL VERBS OF THE THIRD 

CONJUGATION. 

I. Those in which the terminations are directly — 
affixed to the root. 

(1) Liquid roots in -o10Tb, -OporTe. 

These have been explained in § 49, IV. (2). 
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@) Vocalic roots.—(a) Roots in a. 
e.g. 3Ha-Tb to know 

This is conjugated exactly like meaars |v. § 47]. 

So, too, cit-Tb to shine (cifto), 

(2) Roots in u. 
e.g. OuTh to beat  autb to flow muTb to sew 

Butb to wind Oputp to shave — rauts to rot 

Ali of these form the past participle passive in -rb. 
e.g. OUTL, BATS, AMTD, etc. 

The verbal nowns are formed either in -utie or -béule. 

e.g. OntbE, Oiénie, ruiéuie, etc. 

The present tense is formed :— | 
0510, Obemb, OberL, ObEmML, ObETe, ObIOTI 

So, too, MbI0, FHII0, 1b10, BIO, etc. 

But 6purs, Gpéw, Gpéems, Spéers, Gpéems, Spcere, Opérors. 

The other forms present no variance; e.g. 6b, 
Oniomii, OuBMiii, OuAD (Ol4a, O10, Onn), Celi Gimperative), 
[v. § 45.] 

(y) Roots in y. 
e.g. aytb to blow odyrb to put on [shoes] 

These are quite regular, the root being ay, ody. 
@.g. AVIO, AYellb . . . AYIOT, Ayii 

AVA, AYIOUi, AYBUNH, AYAD 

The verbal noun and past participle passive are 
in 1, AyTbe, OGYrTie, AyTL, OOyTD. 

(8) Roots in &. 
cmbrp to dare* rphrb to warm 

vents to succeed 

* Not to be confused with ewbiroca laugh. [v. § 52, I. (8).] 

I 
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There are very few original verbs of this type; they 
are all regularly conjugated like the derivatives in -brb, 
or like mesa [v. § 47], substituting the root in b 
for meaa-. 

They are all accented throughout on the root 

vowel $; eg. cmb10, rpbers, yembas. For -ybrb dress, 

VaR Di ads 

For nbrs, v. following sub-section (e). 

(e) Verbs in -pirs. 

[For 6pirp to be, v.§57, II. This verb is anomalous, 
forming its parts—as in nearly all Indo-European 
languages—out of several separate roots. | : 

eg. Kkpbitb to cover, mbiTs to wash, Bbitb to howl, 
pbitb to dig; nbitb to be injured, and nbrs to 
sing, wchieds accents the termination; m010, 
1OEMb, HOETL, NOEMD, HOéTe, NOLTS. : 

bl fully accented is sounded almost as a diphthong 
ivi, and Kpsitb may be taken as an abbreviated form of 
Kpderb. One example will illustrate them all. 

Infinitive: kpbiTb 
Verbal noun: Kppitie* 
Past participle pass. > Kppirs* 
Past participle act.: ‘pvismiii 
Past gerundive act. : KpbIBb, Kpbt Bi 
Past: xppiat, Kpbita, Kpblio, Kp 
Present : Kpow, kpdewi, Kpoers, Kpdem’, Kpoere, KpOWTb — 
Present partverple pass. : Kpoem bli . 
Imperative: Kpoii, Kpoiite 

* From §§ 491, IL, IV., VI., § 50, § 52, I. (2) (8) (y) (e), it will 
be seen that most of the primitive root-verbs, consonantal an 
vocalic, have the past participle passive in t and not in a. 
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II. Verbs with an infinitive in -ars, -aTb; but 
affixing the root directly on to the terminations of the 
present tense. 

. Of these verbs there is an immense number. Some 
instances can be given. Otherwise they are conjugated 
like me1d10 or abaat. 

Present. VR Accentuation. 

TaATh to thaw TAIO fixed 

JAATS to bark AAO s 

KAmaTb to trickle Kanat (Kamat) e 

MA3aTb to anoint many y 
Ul , 

pbsars to cut pbay 2 

4VATh to hear yyt0 
uparatb to hide mpasvy : 
i to wave BbIO = 

opaTb to plough opto z 
Haabatbca to hope Hajbiocs 4 

mwiakath to weep HAagy is 

Ashrath to move ABiamy (4Burato) i 

uncith ‘to write unmy, but names, variable 
numyTs, and mucanHbiii 

embatpea to laugh cm'br0cb invariable 
BA3ATb to bind BAY variable 
Apematb to sleep Apemato E 

menra1h to whisper menuy a 
cka3aTb ~=—s: to: say Ckawky B 
JeneTéth to stammer seneyy 3 

Nearly all the verbs of this class accented on the 
last syllable have a shifting accent, like that of nucarp. 

Notice—(1) crendts, to groan, has mixed forms: 
cTeHaio, crenaeimlb, etc., o7 cron, crénelb, etc.; past 
CTeHAIb OF COHAN. 

12 
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(2) noaredarp to rock, ro.1é6.10 or Koaedato, KoaGOseN 
or Kosedaellb, etc. | 

(3) caarb to send, mai, m4émb, msérs, mser 
W.110TL (imperfective -cp14drb). 

(4) craars to spread, creat, crésemb, ete., eréarorn 
past criaab, cTAadd, Crdas0, CTAAAN. 

(5) abixdrs to breathe, qbimry, AbIMetib, AbLUyTS 
Ab1XA10, AbIXAeuIb, etc., in compounds. 

(6) crpagate to suffer, crpéiay or crpagdio in th 
Ist person; otherwise crpagéio, crpagdemp, ete 
ctpamay is a Church Slavonic form, the tru 
Russian would have been crpamy. | 

§ 53. Tue TuHirp ConJuGATION, 

The Derwative Verbs, 

There are three forms of derivatives in the third 
conjugation :— 

(1) With the infinitive in -ats or -1Tb, and stem in -a- 
-i-, mostly derived from nouns, and conserving fixedly 
the accent of the noun. These are mostly transitive. 

’ 4 ’ 

e.g. Abo thing Absats to do 
padora work paddrats to work 
nevaTb printing neyataTb to print 
4100€3HUKb courtier 4106é3Hn4aTD to court 

There are very few exceptions to this rule of th 
uniformity of accentuation of noun and verb. 

e.g. xBopbiii ill xbopartp to be ill 
dacka affection Jackatbh to dandle 

(2) With the infinitive in -brp accented, intransitive, 
and with an inceptive and imperfective meaning, 
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e2.°3 serew brs to become green  (3e16HbIii) 
Sorarbrp to become Boh (Goratsiii) 
xeathth to become yellow (aéarbtii) 
caadbrs to become weak —(cad6niii) 
Mymath to become aman (mya) 

Remember—x, m, 4, ut + 6 in Russian make xa, ma, 

4a, ma. [v. §§ 37 and 2 (3).] 

These derivatives in -$rb are all oxytone. Except :— 

(a) A few words, e.g. yrpromblii severe, yrprombrs. 

(8) In accordance with the same principle of 
conserving the accent of the noun or adjective all 
inceptives in -brb, from adjectives in -apblil, -mBbIil, 
-OBBIi, -aTblil, retain the adjectival accent. 

e.g. Kpopdebr to become bloody 
MutoctBuBbTL to become merciful 
KocmatTbrb ~=— to. become shagg 
dessrogbts _— to be depopulated (Ge3b a1ogéii) 
odesnamatTbrs to lose memory (6e3b ndmaTH) 

For full model of conjugation of these derivatives, all 
of which have a fixed accent, v. § 47, meadr. 

_ (8) TI. Derivatives in -opath, -esath, @.g. YYBCTBOBATH 
from 4yscrso feeling. 

Infinitive : 4YBCTBOBATL ropeBath 
Verbal nown : 4 VBCTBOBaHIe ropeBanie 
Past part. pass. : — —~ 

. ger. and part. act.: SY BCTBOBABINIi, - MM ~TOpeBaBUiiil, - mu 
Past: 4 BCTBOBA.'b ropeBa.lb 
Present: - YYBCTBYIO, -ellIb, etc. ropro10,-emb, etc. 
Present part. act.: ayeersytmiii ropromiii 
Present gerundive: avectya ropioa 
Imperative : 4 Y BCTBY ii ropwii 
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The accent on these derivatives is fixed, mostly, on the 
syllable accented in the noun or adjective from. which they 
are derived. But in the present, and those forms derived 
From it, -oB, -ew changes to -y, which is accented, when the 
infinitive is oxytone. 

e.g. Bhpa, pbpopath to believe | 
mEépTBa, HEPTBY, MEpTBOBATE to sacrifice . J 

Gechaa, Geckgozarh to converse : 
BapBapb, BApBapcTBoBaTB to be barbarous 
cyujecTso a “ being,” cyimectBopaTh to exist 
BOll-Ha, BOeBATL to War 

The foreign loan-words in -uposars. These if quadri- 
syllabic accent uposdth; if pentasyllabic, or beyond, 
pOBaTb. 

€.g. aKKIMMATH3HpOBaTb to acclimatize 
[out xapaxtepu3aposat, to characterize | 

amoguposath to applaud 

NUBUAUBZHpOBaTE to civilize, ete. 

But notice—sqopospiii healthy, sgopésarbca; 340po- 
Baloch to greet. This is really a derivative from the 
adjective. [v. § 53 (1).] 

II. There are a few original verbs in -oBaTb, -eBaTh, 
which really belong to § 52; but, as they are exactly 
like the derivatives, may be more conveniently treated 
here. | | 

They all accent in the same way :— 
e.g. KopaTh to forge ky, kyémb fixed accent 

ocuonéth to found  ocny, ocayémls ,, fe 
copatb tothrust cyo — a a 
Kiepath to nibble Kastor - oF 

KeBiTh tochew xy ‘s r 
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(4) Jteratives in -Arb, -iTb. 

There is one aspect of the Russian called iterative 
or frequentative, signifying habitual or repeated action. 

One form of this is an inflection in -Arp, -iiTb, -A10, -/10. 

e.g. Aburath to move, perfective qsuay [ v. § 52 (3)| 
Abnratb to move, iterative ABura1w ; 

Hayatb to begin, perfective nayny [v. § 49 (2)] 

HaunHatTs to begin, imperfective 

Other examples will be given in the section on the 
aspects. [v. § 59 (4).] 

The conjugation is regular, like mesaso [v. § 47]. 

(5) Lteratives in -b1Bath, -HBaTb. 
(a) Where the root of the verb is vocalic, in -ath, 

e.g. Jat to give AaBaTh 
ObITB to be ObIBATh 

cTatb to become -CTABATh 

odytica to be shod (perf.) odysarnca 

(3) Where the verb is dissyllabic, or the root 
consonantal in -bipath, -upath, with the 
accent on the root. 

e.g. TCATb to write niicbiBaTb 

3BaTh tocall  30npipatb [v. § 49, VII. | 
and -3bIBaTb 

Topropats to trade ToprosbiBaTB 
Hrpath to play —s arppiBaTb 
XOAUTB to go XAKM BATS 
ropopitb to speak ropapmBaTh 

For other instances, v. § 59, I. (4). 

These forms are conjugated regularly with a fixed 
accent; e.g. OpBito, mitchrBawo, ropdpusar, like meaatb 
[v. § 47]. 
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Observe.—janéth (from qatb) forms its present like 
kopath |v. § 53 (3) IL.], av, qaémb, Aaért, ete. Similarly 
-cTaBaTb has -cra1, -craémb, etc., and -3naBarh (from 3HaTh 
to know), -3na10, -3naémb, etc. 

§ 54. THe Fourtn CONJUGATION. 

Preliminary. 

The fourth conjugation consists mainly of derivative — 
verbs with fixed accentuation. 

The infinitive is in -brp for a few very common 
original verbs, and in -arb, -aTb in four others: rHaTh- 

to drive, cnat, to sleep, croith to be worth (connected 
with erarh to stand), and Goirca to fear. 

Otherwise the infinitive is in -utb, and the present 
terminations -10, -HIlb, -11'b, -UMb, -uTe, -ATb are added 
directly to the root or stem, the thematic vowel u only 
occurring in the infinitive and forms thence derived. 
For a complete paradigm of the derivative verb, v. § 47, 
nbpurs, and cf. §§ 44 and 45. 

The derivative verbs of the fourth conjugation are 
mostly transitive, and often causative. 

e.g. claOb weak, caadbrs to become weak, c1adnth 
to make weak , 

crapt old, crapbrn to become old, craputn, to— 
make old 

Gorarp rich, Gorarhrn to become rich, 6oraraTh— 

to enrich 
JexaHOi (from aéqp ice), seqenbre to freeze (in-— 

transitive), Aeqeniith to freeze (transitive) 

When derived from verbs, forms in -nrp are usually 
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the imperfectives of primitive verbs of the first con- 
jugation. 

e.g. HecTIt 
Be3Til 

BecTH 

Je45b 

§ 55. 

to carry 

to carry 

to lead 
to lie 

I. Verbs in -arb, -aTb. 

Verbal noun: 
Past part. pass. : 
Gerundive present : 
Present part. : 
Gerundive past : 

Present : 

Linperative : 
Past: 

Present part. pass. : 

rHath 
to drive 

rane 

rHAHbIi 

rout 

ronal 

-THABL 

THABIIM 

TOHW 
rOHHIUE 
rOHUTD 
rOHUML 
ronnte 

rOHAT? 

ron 

Halt 

rOHIIM blil 

HOCHTB 

BOBUTb 

BOAUT 

Jomuts to lay 
jematp to lie (intrans.) 

Generally speaking, these derivative verbs accent 

Original Verbs, 

CTOUTS 
to stand 

cToNnie 

cro" 

CTOA MUL 

CTONBL 

CTOM BINH 

CTO 
CTOUIIS 
CTONTD 
CTOUMS 
eroure 
CTOMT 

CTO 

CTOMAD 
_—_—— 

the termination throughout ; there are many exceptions, 
some of which are detailed in § 56. 

THE FourtH CONJUGATION. 

cilatb 
to sleep 

Cia Hifi 

cnaBiin 

CIA10 
CONN 
CHAT 
CHUMb 
cure 
CHAT 

cnn 

cnast 

doatbea, to fear, is conjugated like croith; the im- 
perative is 6diica. 
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IT. Verbs in -trs. 

foots terminating in m, #®, 1 change % to a; | 
e.g. demath. Cf. § 37 and § 53 (2), and § 2 (3). 

These verbs mostly have a fixed accent on the 
terminations. | 

e.g. ropirp to burn, ropto, ropituts . . Topi 
mymbre to be noisy, iy M10, ymin, WMyMiTt 
serbrs to fly, aeuy, 1eTHMIb, AeTATS 
cusbrs* to sit, CHKY, CHANUIb, CHAATL 

Apowarts to tremble, ApORY, ApORUM, ApORATH 
Kpuvatb to cry, Kpaay, Kpayiis, KpudaTL 3 
Jenatb to lie, AemY, enh, AemdTD* 
erysatb to knock, erysy, cryaarp 
moisath™ to be silent, mo1y, moauars 
Goxbrs (impersonal), doairs, Goairs 
Ber'brbt to command, pei, BeAMII 

rangbrs* to look at, MAKY, TAGKUMB, ete. 

Some have a moveable accent. 

e.g. cmoTpbrp to look at, cmorpio, cmérpumb... 
CMOTAPTS, CMOTPIMii, -cmOTpbHAbIii 

Y 4 tepubrs to endure, Tepnaw, Tépaams. . . TEpmATh — 
(but repnumsii, Tépn4seHHbii) 

Aepwath to hold, zepmy, aépuums ... AépimaTb 
(past part. pass. 4épmannbiil) 

* Present gerundive cua, aéma, O19, rasa. 

+ Takes the dative. 
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Abarth to breathe, animy, Abb, AbULATS 
(Also asecondary form, AbIxaTb, ABIINY, AbI Meh, 

abiniyTs in the third conjugation) 
i00nTh to love, 1106110, amOuMIB. . . 110697, 

MOOMM i, AOGUM BI 
, 

Beprbtb, to turn, usually has a fixed accent on the 
termination ; Bépruiib, Béprats, BépTaTD are also found. 

Uj . . a 

Bucbrb to hang (intransitive) has a fixed accent ; 
but in compounds accents the root, e.g. 3aBicbro. 

A few are accented fixedly on the root. 

e.g. CABIMATS, CABLIDY, cibimarh, etc., to hear 

BHABTL, BIKY, BUAITL to see 

As a rough guide it may be stated that verbs of the 
fourth conjugation with the infinitive in -6rs, if in- 
transitive have a fixed accent, if transitive have a 

moveable accent. 

Note-—naatith, to pay (g1a4y, maaTams, madtars, 
miadeHaAbiii), must be distinguished from madKarb, naday 
to weep; 4laTHMb,... UAlatTaTh, to pay, is sometimes 

written, and commonly sounded niérams... m46tTaTs. 

The past tense of this conjugation ends in -bat, 
-aitb, accented like the infinitive. 

In this class the irregular verbs xorbrh to wish, and 
ObmAth to run, must be included. Obmath has two 
irregular forms, 6bry I run, 6bryrs they run, and 

derivative forms. cmorpbrs, to look, is also given in full, 
to illustrate a verb of the fourth conjugation with a 
moveable accent. 
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Infinitive : xorbrp emorpbrp ObRATE 
Past : XOTBAb cuorphis — Obada 
Past gerun.: xorbp, xorbeum cmorpbst ObKABT 

cmorpbama ObaAKABIIE 
Pres. gerun.: xori [not used] — emorpit OKA 
Pres. part. act.: xoru mii cmotpamiit — Obrymiii 
Past part. act.: xorbamiit cMotTpbamiit ObaRAB Mii 
Past pt. pass.: = =— [olcmérpbuupit = —— 
Present: 4 xoay CMOTPIO obry 

Th] XOYEIID cMOTpHID = Oba MIL 
OHA, OND XOUeTL cMOTpuTD = OKT 

MbI XOTIMS eMétpaMh = Oak Md 
BbI XOTHTe cmétpute  Obmire 

OHM, OHS XOTATL cMOrpaTh = OBrYTh 
Pres. pt. pass. : XOTUMBIL — — 
Imperative: xotlt cMOTpH obrin 

Most dissyllabie original verbs in -ith have a 
variable accent, e.g. yuurb to learn, ysy, Yammb; MycTATb 
to let go, nymy, nycrums; the lst person singular only 
is accented like the infinitive, e.g. nycraTb, cayaaTh 
(they serve). . The present gerundive active, present 
participle active, and present ‘participle passive are 
generally accented like the infinitive, e.g. s1064, 
AOA, A0GUMBI (1106Tb to love). 

The past participle passive is generally accented 

like the secondary accent of the present, e.g. xBaTiTb 
to seize, XBa4Y, XBATHINb, XBAUeCHHBII. 

Some verbs have a fixed accent, e.g. mpocrith to 
forgive, mpomly, mpocThuib, Mpoménnsiii, etc.; but such 
are mostly derivative, e.g. aap gift, Japiith to present, 
Aliso marvel, yansitea to marvel. 
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§ 56. THe FourtH CoNnJUGATION. 

Derwative Verbs. 

The infinitive always ends in -uts, and the accentua- 
- tion is fixed; v. § 47 for an example. 

As stated in § 54 these derivative verbs are mostly 
accented on the terminations. 

e.g. from adjectives and nouns :— 

yépublii black yepuuts to blacken 
nbiHblii drunk mbanits to make drunk 

to dodge 
to be cunning 

Myrka* torment myuutTs to torture 
rpyctb = sorrow rpyctuth to grieve 

XiTpblii. =cunning =  =XuTpitb 

Lut those derived from verbs mostly have a variable 
accent, €.g. CTaBuTb (CTaB110, CTABUIIb), HOCITb, BO3ITS, 

BoAutb, Gygurb (to place, carry, convey, lead, awaken), 

from craTb, HecTH, Be3TH, BecTU, Oybrb, v. § 54. 

But very many conserve the original accent, 
especially if the verb has more than two syllables. 

e.g. cops dispute cuoputbh to dispute 
ccopa quarrel ccoputh to set at variance 
cladblii =weak c1aduTh to weaken 
crapbiii = old craputb to make old 
KHCAblH = acid Kicauth make acid 
HM3'b low down uu3suth to degrade 
HUM ==—poor HunmaTh to impoverish 
bbpa faith sbpurs to believe 

* Distinguish from mya flour: myysiits to flour. 
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Trisyllabie :— 

rorosblii ready roroputh to make ready 
(past part. pass. roroRAcHHbIil) 

JKOHOMS economical 9koHOMUTS to economize 
(trans. and intrans.) 

To this last principle that trisyllabic verbs retain 
the original accent there are many exceptions, especially 
in all adjectives and nouns denoting substance. 

e.g. Oordtblii rich durataTh to enrich 
Beceiblii merry Beceluth enliven 
3el6Hblii green 3elenuTh to make green 
3010To ~=—_ gold 30i0Tuth to gild 

(30.10496HHBIii) 
J6\b ice, icy Jegenuth to freeze 
ropopb speech rosoputs to say 

§ 57. ANOMALOUS VERBS. 

A few anomalous verbs remain over for discussion. 

They are either of mixed conjugations or obsolete forms. 

I. Mixed conjugations. 

(1) The same root throughout. 

(a) pesbrs, to roar, forms its present like a 
verb of the first conjugation, e.g. pesy, 
peséwy ... pesyms, and therefone,, all de- 
rivative forms such as pesywil, pep 
(gerundive), ete. 

(8) xorbre to wish [v. § 55, IL]. 

(y) -abrp (only used in compounds, oabrs to 
dress, etc.) and cratb, to stand, form their 
present in xbuy, vbuew» ; crany, cranewo ; 
and belong to the first conjugation. 
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(5) nocbrith to visit, o6parith to direct, from 
the 1st person present in m instead of 4; 
thus, nocbwy, nochrim,; odpawy, oOparume. 

(ec) -mu6uth (only used in compounds, e.g. 
omuodutbca make a mistake, perfective ; 

imperfective ommOatbea, omndatocs, etc.) 
forms its present as in the first conjuga- 
tion, its past as in the intransitives of 
the second, e.g. omméych, omndérca . . 
ommdytca ; past owddca, owidrach, owid- 
doch, owuwdiuch. The participles are 
omndaomiiicr, omndmiiica; gerundives, 
ommdaach, ommmOmMCH. 

(¢) Distinguish spbrs, spto, sparb [spénupiii| to 
look at; and spbrs toripen, 3pb10, 3pbems, etc. 

Il. Using different roots. 

E.g. in English “to be,” “I was,” “to go,” “I went.” 

(1) narn forms its present from the root ug, its 
past from meg. e.g. 

Present: WAY, ujeb .. . WAYTS 
Present part. and gerundive: nayuiiii, wat 
Past: méab, Waa, 10, Wan 

Past part. act. and gerundive: meqmiii, weqmu 

(2) 6b1Tb to be 
Verbal noun: Opitie 
Present: ectbh; CytTb 
Past: Opis, 6p11a, Ob110, Opin 
Future: Oyay, Gyxemb, Gyserb, SyAemb, OVAete, OYAYTL 
Future participle: Oyayumiii. But v. § 44 (4), footnote. 
Past participle: Opipmiii 
Past gerundive: 6yismu or 6518. 
Imperative: Oyjb, Oyabte 
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(3) baarn, to drive, has as its present form byl 
brews, baer, bens, Baere, bayrs, and thence 

the gerundive $ayuu, the participle baymiit, > 
the imperative bsmait or b3au; but in the past 
bxarb, bxapp, etc.; bawdrs (iterative). 

The present tense of 6pitb is scarcely ever used. 
ecth and cytb only survive in definitions, and are then 
used for all the persons. E.g. bors ecrs nernna God 
is the truth; otherwise, Ilérpp Oyeub mygpp Peter is 
very wise, 910 MOé a TO TROé this is mine and that 

is yours. |v. § 86.] 

The compounds of 6siTb are peculiar, The future 
tense is -6y,y, e.g. 3ads1Tb to forget, sadyay. ; 

upodbits to stay (perfective), npodsisars (imperfec- — 
tive) 

H3ObITb, U30b1BATS to lose or squander 

BbIOITL, BbIObIBATE to retire, resign 
AoObITH, J0ObIBATE to earn 
uepedvitD, nepedbisats to frequent 
upudvith, upHdbiBdts to arrive or increase ; uphObiab 

(fem. ). profit | 
ordbiTb, Ordb1BATE to depart or get rid of 
yOuiTb, yOn1BAT to decrease 

as 

III. Obsolete forms. 

(1) sgars, to build, has a reduplicated present svsary, 

SUMOCMb, SUHCOeTL, stcdeMb, 3tiacdeTe, stiacdyTb; and 
thence snaAymiil, 3imkayuu ; and the imperative suacdu— 
(suxdb). For the rest it is like snaw. 

OY Tad PT; 

(2) There are four verbs in “m,” like the Latin 
sum and the Greek verbs in pu. 

Ce i ae 
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(a) Bbup I know (root pba*). 

This is entirely obsolete; but one form survives in 
_ the expression bors sbcrp God knows. 

. _ U - 

The derivatives are numerous, e.g. BbAombIii an 
- * U 

acquaintance, pbgomocrb the gazette or the news. 

ahe Infinitive BbcTb is also a feminine noun, meaning 

“news”; the iterative form pbaath is in. common use 

in “compound verbs ; -whgarh being the perfective and 
-phabl Batb the imperfective ; the old imperative BbAb 

survives as a conjunction, more or less equivalent to 

P Pid? 

VOU. 

(8) ecub, v. antea under Gpits. 

(y) bets to eat (root ba). 

Present: bw, bub, bemo,t bain, barime, yams 
Imperative (irregular) : Bun, bute 
Past: xs, baa, 610, ban 
Part. and gerundives: bai, bayuiit, bpm, bemiii, 

$jOmblil, -0cnupiii 

(8) garb to give (perfective). The present form 

(perfective future) :— 

jamb, Aalllb, Jacms, Aadu.wh, Oadume, Oadymn 

The imperfective forms are supplied by ,asarb. 

“fy. § 53 (5).] 
Imperative: qaii 
Past: faab, Jada, Aaid, Waa 

Part. and gerundives: gavin, 2apmiii, AAnublil 

* Greek visa, English “I wot.” 

+ Cf. Latin est he is, ést he eats; German ist and iszt. 

K 
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§ 58. THE ASPECTS OF THE VERBS. 

Preliminary. 

In § 42 (2) (ii) the “aspects” of the Russian verb 
were mentioned. They could not be adequately ex- 
plained until the accidence of the verb had been fully 
treated. 

To recapitulate: the verb in early Russian had a 
present, imperfect and aorist (or preterite) indicative, 
and a compounded perfect and pluperfect like the 
English “I have read,” and the Latin gavisus swum. 
There were some few traces even of a future, but no 
conjunctive or other moods. 

Russian discarded all the inflections save that of 
the present, and modified the stem or root to express: 
the same tenses; e.g. a csucrban I whistled, is “ jai 
siffé”; a cBicrayan is “je sifflai”; a cpucraap is “je 
sifflais,’ I was whistling; « csicrbipars I used to 
whistle (now and then). 

Each of these “aspects” has its conjugation; and, 

thus, those Russian verbs which have all the aspects 
- possess nearly the same richness as the Greek verb 
with its present infinitive and participle, aorist forms, 
perfect forms, etc. 

The perfective regards the action accomplished o ‘| 

to be accomplished, not the process of doing it. 

e.g. Vaurb-4 Ball’ MAJbYUKS CBON yponn ? 
Does your boy learn his lessons (as a 

rule) ? , | 
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Htrs, 40 onb UXb BoIyduTL cerdqua is the perfect- 
ive; there can be no present to an aorist or preterite. 
‘The present form is used as a perfect contem- 
plating the completion of the act. The answer is: 
“No, but he will learn them to-day.” 

The answer might proceed: m Takb OVAeTb XOAUTS BL 

‘WKosy cb nonegbipuuka (i.e. the imperfective future) 
“and so will go to school from Monday next.” Or 
again, a OYAY cTOHTh emeguGBHO Ha O{HOMD HM TOMB ike 
mberb I shall stand every day at the same spot. 
Crany can also be used as the auxiliary, but signifies 

rather “I will begin to.” 

e.g. Bh OyAyilemb roay Tbl cranemb paddrarh BL 
KOHTOpS. 

Next year you will start working at the 
office. 

The primary division, which very nearly all Russian 
verbs have, is into imperfective and perfective. Some 
have further forms, derived from either or both in 

certain cases, from the imperfective. 

The abstract, e.g. ppiGa usdsaerh Ovictpo the fish 
swims quickly (as a habit), Srorh naopégb 04b1BGTB 
O4eHb xopomd this swimmer is swimming very well (at 
this instant). 

The inceptive, e.g. Soxbrs to fall ill, sadoabrs to fall 
ill gradually. The zterative or habitual, only used 
colloquially and in the past tense ; e.g. Xoqute-1W BbI YacTO 
BB Teatph? Hrs, tenépb ne xXomY, HO KOrAa-TO xamu- 
Bait. Do you often go to the theatre? No, I don't 
now ; once I used to go occasionally. From the per- 
fective the perfective form in -nyts [v. §50,1.] has been 

K 2 
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in some verbs specialized into the “instantaneous” or 
“semelfactive” aspect, an act done on a single occasion, 

e.g. danpemenO crydaTb Bb OKHO. 
It is forbidden to knock at the window. 

(Imperfective or iterative: cryaarb, cry4y.) 
Kro STO TaMb CTYINTS BL ABepb ? 
Who is that knocking at the door ? 

fl ne Morb BOiiTH, TAKS CTYKAYAT. 
I could not get in, so I knocked. 

—— sl Oe 

Further, certain verbs derived from adjectives have 
causative and inceptive forms in -n7b and -brp [v. § 53]. 

Tntrans. Trans. 

e.g. 3exéublii green 3eaenbTh 3edeHIITh 
ciadbili weak caadbrs caaduts ete. 

Aspects, 

ie a hegeg al 
| : 

Diminu- Incep- Perfective Imperfective Causa- Incep- 
tive tive | tive tive 
110 Ba | | | in-use -br ” 

Instantaneous Itera- Abstract Incep- 
tive tive 

Some verbs have no perfective. |v. § 59, IV. | 

e.g. npeaBuabrp to foresee 

saBichrp to depend 
codepxaTb (coaépRuTL) to contain 
Upunaslenarh (-ay, -KUTL) to belong 
noAsexath to be subject to 
comarbrs (-b10) to regret 
mpegctoith (-crow) to impend 
couyBcTBOBaTb to sympathize 
npegyysctBosath to forebode 
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§ 59. THe FORMATION OF THE ASPECTS. 

I. From original verbs. 

(1) First conjugation. 

The simplest form of the uncompounded verb is 
imperfective. 

| e.g. neub to cook 
wkeab to burn 
HecTi to carry, ete. 

With these may be reckoned the primitives of the 
third and fourth conjugations. 

e.g. claTb =msio~=—s:d L._ send 
Outb O60 ~~ I beat 
cnatp cna I sleep 
raath rouw I drive 

There are some exceptions :— 

e.g. 4eub airy I shall lie down 
nactb naay I shall fall 
cherb ciay I shall sit down 
ctatb crany 1 shall stand 
Aath = Jami. hall give 

The perfectives of monosyllabic verbs are formed 
with prepositions, i.e. by compounding the verb. 

The imperfectives of cbcers, etc., are :— 

cbctb cag litbca 
edb = LOMUTHCA 
CTaTh CTAHOBUTECA (CTAHOBAWCh, CTAHOBHTCA) 
Aath = AaB [v. § 53 (5)| 
wacth nagarh, Wajaw 
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But these verbs, when wncompounded, form iteratives 
out of the full root with an -ArTp suffix, 

e.g. claTh «= to. send_~— - cba 
Oparh = to take = -Ouu path 
wath «=o to Wait) = - KN aTD | 
Apatrb =totear -auparTh 
3paTb ~=—sto call = -31 BAT 
KEI to burn -uraTh . 
tepéTrh torub -THpaTh — 
KaTb to press -jKMMATH 
KATh to reap = - 7K HATS 
‘Sct to eat ~baars . 

[wbeth] to know  sbaats 

Similarly in the third conjugation, in the vocalic 
stems. . 

e.g. Onth to beat Oupar, 
Avtp toblow 4ypaTb 
3nHatb to know 3nasarb, etc. 

In the last-named verb a distinction must be made 
between -3nd00, -3H4emb, etc. (from -3naTb), and -3Hal0, 
-3Haémlb, etc. (from -3napatb). [v. § 53 (5).] 

When these primitive verbs are compounded, the 
imperfective takes the derivative form in -arp, and the 
perfective the original form in -rTb, -4b. 

e.g. cméab to burn down, coary I shall burn down, — 
ckurath (imperfective), cxurato | am burning ~ 
down 

4 
? 

nom64p to help, nomory I shall help; nomorars 
(imperfective) 

Similarly mpn3udtp to recognise, npu3ndio I shall 
recognise; but imperfective npn3naparp, upusna I 
recognise, : 
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3adbiBaTb (imperf.) 3adsiBd10 I forget 
but 3a0vith (pertf.) sadyay I shall forget 

pascbsatp (imperf.) pascbsd10 I disperse 
pascbarp (perf.) paschio I shall disperse 
yMupatb (imperf.) ymupaw I am dying 
ymepérp (perf.) ympy I shall die 
nonuMatb (imperf.) nonumawo I understand 
nonits (perf. ) noimy I shall understand 

[v. § 49, ID] 
posctapath (imperf.) Boscraw I rise 
Boscrath (perf.) nosctauy I shall rise 
BbIHOcHTS (imperf.) BbIHectu to carry away (perf.) 

Observe-—npoxéctb, upountats to read through 

(perfective) ; npowiTsrBath (imperfective). 

(2) Second conjugation in -nyTb. 

These verbs, as has been explained, are all either 

perfective or imperfective in themselves. 
e.g. yracuyth to be extinguished (imperf.), past 

tense yrach; 3acOxuyTb to dry, 3acoxb ; KitHYTh 
to throw, imperf. kugarb, past tense KiHya’p. 

Perfectives in -nytb are often called “instantaneous” 
or “semelfactive,” because they denote a single action. 

e.g. Kpuydrp to shout, kpikayrb to shout on one 

occasion 
Aep3arb, Aep3suyTb to venture 

(3) Third conjugation. 

The manner in which the original verbs of this 
conjugation form their perfectives has been stated in 
§ 59, I. (1). 
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Derivative verbs in - -}rb are “inceptive” in meaning, 
e.g. seleubrb, viridesco, to become green, and naturally 
iinperfeotine. They must be compounded with a pre- 
position to make them perfective. 

Derivative verbs in -arb, -atb are naturally imper- 
fective, and compounded with various prepositions 
become perfective, e.g. abate to do, cxbaars. 

Most original verbs in -atb, such as mucats to write, 
can only form their perfective by means of a prepo- 
sition, as such verbs.cannot vary their form any further, 
or make use of a suffixal stem, e.g. nucarh, perfective 
Hanlncarts. 

Thus nanugy means “I shall write.” 

To the third conjugation belong the iteratives in -aTh 
and -pipatb. ‘The former are always accented on the 
termination, the latter always on the root which is in 
its fullest form. 

e.g. “decrb, -aTy: yuTaith to read (imperfective), 
uposutTars (perfective), aiTbiBato (iterative) 
I read here and there. 

gpatb to call (perfective in compounds only), 
e.g. cosBatb to call together (iterative co3pi- 
BaTb). 

Verbs whose radical vowel is o change the o to a in 
forming the iterative. 

e.g. JomaTb to break J&MbIBATh 
Opocath to throw Opacbi Bath 
(abstract sense: OpocuTB concrete) 

and even yesouTh to appropriate ycpdnparh 

oA? ere ot 

ee ee 
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In some cases, the difference between the imper- 
fective and iterative is merely accentual, the iterative 
termination -Atb being always accented. 

Imperfective. Iterative. 

e.g. ApilraTbca move OWb ABuKeTCA ABUTATh -ABHTAAD 

Obrath run  Obraw Obrath = -Obraap 

MO13aTb «= creep = 10.13a10 MOASATH = -1O0.A38'b 
Wasath fall  madgato wagath «= - 1agalb 

This distinction only applies to some original verbs of 
the type of uncars [v. §52(3)], in which the suffixal 
vowel -a- is dropped in the formation of the present ; 
such verbs having a fixed accent in the imperfective on 
the root, and the infinitive termination -atb unaccented. 

(4) Fourth conjugation. 

Many of the original verbs in -utb or -brb, -10, -u01b, 
have another form of conjugation in -ats, like the 
iteratives in -drb. In some cases the original form in 
-uth, -brb is perfective, the imperfective being in -aTb 
(as was seen to be the rule in monosyllabic verbs like 
3HaTh, MOUb, Oepé4b, 3HaBaATb, -MOTATby -Oeperdtb); in 
others the original form in -utb is imperfective, and the 
alternative -aTbL or arb has an abstract meaning. 

Again, some verbs in -atb derived from intransitive - 
monosyllabic verbs, such as ae4db, ctatTb, etc., are 

causative. 

Perfective. Imperfective. 

e.g. Mpocrirh to forgive* wnpomarh, 
ABUT show ABAMT 

* Ipoctitsca say farewell, npocrive good-bye. 
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’ Perfective. 

e.g. AHMMTE 
NYCTUTS 
CTYDMUTS 
XBaTHTh 
KVIMTB 

poaurped 

Hacaagqureca 

nocbrirh 
yobauts 

deprive 
permit 
tread 

seize 

buy 

be born 

enjoy 
visit 

to convince 

Imperfective. 
Abstract or habitual. 

@.g. JeTATh 
TWAABATh 

Obrath 

CaKaTh 

JOMATH 

Similarly nocuts 
BOAUTH 

BOBUTS 

Ja30Tb * 

OANCTATh 

rOHATh 

Imperfective. 

AMmath 
NYCKaTh 
cTynath 
XBaTaTh 
nokynats (distinguish 

Kynatb to bathe) 
pawkjatbca* 
HacdaKAarbca* 
nocbmarh* 
vobauqarh* 

Concrete meaning. 

fly Jerbrh [v. § 58] 
Swim  M[JDbITb 

run =—s Oba (but Gbrars iterative) 
plant cagurs 
break JOMUTh . 

carry HecTil 
lead BeCTII 

bear Bestil 

climb xbsrh 
U 

gleam 6.ecrbrb 
drive rHamtb 

When these verbs are compounded, the derivative 
form in -aTb, -atb is imperfective, the original form 
perfective. 

€.g. OTHAbIBATh OTHAbITh to Swim away 
yObratp yObnath to run away 

* Church Slav change of 4 to #4, and T to m, 

O_O 
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e.g. Al somaio Kapasjama. 
I (generally) break pencils. 
Meapbab 1OMuTCA Bb ABepb. 
The bear is breaking into the door. 
Ropadap ornapipaers. 
The ship is leaving port. 
Adjka yxé ornabisd orp 6épera. 
The boat has left the shore. 
Hbuqgsi yObravrs ors mrpika. 
Germans run away from the bayonet. 
Codaka cxwariiia Kocth U yObRAAA. 
The dog snatched the bone and ran away. 
Wbmust upumait so Mpénniw cp thus 4T60br 

rpaouts. 
The Germans came into France to plunder. 
Hiwne1 Upaman Bb béssrio a orpaduau Bch 

ropoaa. 
The Germans came into Belgium and plundered 

all the cities. 
Thirdly, the alternative form in -arp, -aTh may be 

iterative. 
Imperfective. Iterative. 

e.g. xpanuth keep xXpanath 
BUA'bTb see BHAaTb 
yaapuTh strike y,apaTb 

In compound verbs the form in -ars, -fth is used for 
imperfectives, the form in -nt for perfectives. 

©.8. Orsbay I shall answer. 
Orsbaaw I am answering. 
Pasopi0 Balla rOposa u cejGHiA. 
I will destroy your cities and settlements. 
Bs, npogoaménie ABYX wbcaneBh Koposb pasopiia 

Hel pidTeAbCkie TOpOAa. 
For two months the king had been des- 

troying the hostile cities. 
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Generally the iteratives are formed in -ABaTb OF 
-bIBaTh, Verbs in -brb taking -pipatb. 

e.g. ropoplith speak  ropapHBaTh 
mpocuth ask pam Barb 
XOAITh =. gO XAiKU BATS 
nM aybrh look at = rauAblBaTh 

BIA BTB see BIA bIBATh 

Il. The formation of the perfective in derivatwe verbs. 

As has been stated, derivative verbs end in “brs, 
-aTb and -nTb. 

Most verbs in G4 are inceptive and naturally 
imperfective, and generally, if uncompounded, have 1 no 
perfective. 

e.g. caadbrb to become weak 

Verbs in -arb form the perfective by compounding, 
and this rule applies to original verbs like umecars, 
nuniwy, unmer., as well as to derivatives, such as 
MEAATH, WORCIATH. | 

As to the choice of preposition, there is no general 
rule; Ha, pa3b, 10, 0, y, BbI, cb, etc., can all be used. 
Only practice can distinguish the perfectives from the 
compounds. 

I Perfective. 
, 

e.g, baath to do CA'bAaTh 
melath to wish  nomesarh 
paaabrs to rule opaagbrh 

emorpbrp to look nocmorpbrb 
BuAbrh = to see. — sya bTb 
nucath to write nanucath 
tparuth tolose — uerparatp 

Verbs in -utb mostly have a secondary form -atp, 
which in the uncompounded verb has an iterative 

——i 

a ee 
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meaning. Some uncompounded imperfective verbs in 
-utb form their perfectives, like those in -arb, by com- 
pounding with a particle. 

€.g. CTpOuTh to build locTpOuth 
rpaouth ~=—s to plunder — orpadurts 
cepautpca to be angry pascepgursca 
TpesouuTh to disquiet  BerpeBomuTh 
njaTar, to pay 3aldariurh 

Again no general rule can be stated. 

III. Aspects formed from a different root. 

Of these there are very few. 

Perfective. Imperfective. 

e.g. HATH to go XOAUT 

noiimaTh tocatch sopirs (but nondr, un- 
derstand, noHuMmatb) 

vaaputh tostrike 6urb, and yaapats 
nojonith to lay KlacTh (kla,y) 
B3ATb totake  dpatb 

Concrete. Abstract. Iterative. 
? = u s 

e.g. bxaTb to drive ‘baqurs B3KaATS 
clbiiath (cabiiny) to hear —cabrxatb (capiury) 
AblmaTh (AbimuTb) to breathe Abixdrb (abimers) 

e.g. Al bay Bb ropog KamAblil AeHb. 
I go to the city every day. 

U 4 

fi ‘'bxaib JOMOMi Ch BO30M'S. 
I drove home (in a carriage). 

Hlourn exequésuo xouY 1bUIKOMb JOMOii, HO 
korga-1o a ‘$3Kdab BMberb cp OApunoms. 

Almost every day [ walk home; but 
sometimes I drove with the master. 
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IV. The aspects of compound verbs. 

The general rule is that all compound verbs are— 
perfective. The imperfective is formed by the iterative 
form in -aTb, -Tb, -b1BaTb, -uBatb; if a derivative form 
exists in -atb this serves as the imperfective, and the 
iterative in -aTb, -Tb, -blBath conserves the iterative 

meaning. 

Perfective. Imperfective. 

e.g. BblHecTH to carry out Bb1 HOCITS 
BbIHOcITh to endure BBIHAIMMBATh 
odsbxath to drive round o0vbaadre 
BbipesTH = to cart out BbIBOSIITS 

but peipoauts to lead about  BbIBamMMBATS 
BbIBOsUTh totake about BbIBAMMBATS 

| (in a carriage) 
BbI3BaTh. «=o to. Summon BbI3bIBATh 
Bbiurpatb to gain at play  BbliirpbiBaTb 

Observe.—sb takes the accent, except in the imper- 
fective, which retains the accent of the uncompounded 
verb. All other prepositions are unaccented, except in 
the past tenses and past participles passive of mono- 
syllabic verbs, e.g. u36pan chosen [v. § 49, II.], nanars, 
npojars, ete. 

€.g. BbLiITH to go out BbIXOAUT 
mposecti to pass (time) mpoBogiTb 

OOHOBUTE to renew OOHOBAATE 

Observe NOAOKUTh suppose NOAarath 
yioxnTh pack YKAaAbIBaTh 
AosouuTh report (a fact) AOKAaAbIBATS 

Sie 

a eS ee 

——— 

—— a oe 
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Observe :— 
Perfective. Imperfective. 
BbIObKATE to run away Bblobrars 

but seiObratp to attain by a run .-Bp16brusarh 
BbIATH to go away BbIXOAMTB 

but BbIxoaiTb  —_ to gain BbIXAKABATS 
gabxatb (3abay) to go beyond 3ab3KATS 

but sab3qnth to tire out 3ab3ikM Bath 
mposectit to lead through —s npoBoguTs 

but mpoBoAlts to accompany HpOBOHATH, OF 
I POBAKH BAT b 

In some cases the only perfective is the semelfactive 
in -HYTb. 

€.g. ABMHYTb to move ABuratTb 

kupuyth to nod KA BATS 
Tponyts totouch porate 
mennyth to whisper mentatTs 
KpukHyTb to cry Kp daTb 
B3A0XHyTb to sigh B3ABIXATB 

In forming imperfectives the general rule is that 
the iterative form of the uncompounded verb is the 
stem of the imperfective of the compounded verb. 

e.g. UpomésjiutTh to delay I1poMé4jAMBaTb 
oOManytb __ to deceive OOMAHbIBaTb 
noracuyTb* to be extinguished noracatTs 
norndnytb* to perish norndaTs 
B3raaHytb to look up BSAA AbIBAT 

gamKHyTb _— to lock up 3aMBIKATB 

Observe.—tanytb (imperfective) to pull, tTarmpars; 
but im compounds, nporanyrb to stretch forth, nporaru- 

Bath. [v. § 50, I.] 

* But past tense mors, noracs. 
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e.g. Ou'b BoITAHYAD OrpOmMHaro AGUA, 
He pulled up a huge bream. 

Haut Weanniab tAnerhsiMny AOOparo ceMBANIHA. 
Ivan Ivanyé works hard like a good family — 

man [pulls the shoulder-strap]. - | 

Moii Apyrb HeOAHOKpaTHO BbITATABALb MCHA W3b 
TPYAwATO NOAOMEHIA. 

My friend more than once has pulled me out 
of an awkward situation. 

Other instances are :— 

eS 

Perfective. . Imperfective. 

y3HATb acknowledge Y3HaBaTh (v3Halo) 

[§ 53 (5)] 
oclaobrs to become weak ; 

, . oclad barb 
ocaaduytb (semelfactive) t 
nophpurp believe NOBbpaTh 
HOpyaurs to commission  nopydaTh — | 
npoaoimuTh to continue TposoaKarh 

nombrurp to mark nombyarb 
yObRAaTE to run away yobrats 
nepenisits to swim through nepemsbisars 
vbxarp to drive away ybamatb 

(in a carriage) 
OTOrHATh to drive away OTTOHATS 
onucaTh to describe ONNChIBaTB 
upurorésuth to prepare NPUrOTOBAATE 
upuAbsath —to affix , puA'babi Barb 
puKedb to scorch UpHKATATS 
mpukasatp — to decree | Ip Ka3b1BaTh 
upumMuputh to reconcile  puMUpATS 
130 path to choose u30n path 
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The learner must not confuse those verbs derived 
from compound nowns or adjectives. Such verbs are 
naturally imperfective, as the formative stem contains 
the particle, which is not added to the verb. 

Imperfective. Perfective. 

e.g. Ge3b n0K6a Without rest Ge3noKOuTD — OOc3T0KONTE 
disturb 

pasyMb reason pasymbrp ypasybrp 
understand 

oobsD dinner oobsath dine moodbaath 

3a00Ta trouble sadoraT bed osad0THTbCA 

Haci‘bA-crBo inheritance uacabjopath ynacabgosath 
npeasyscrsie foreboding npeayyscrsosath 
couyseTBie sympathy — couyscrBosarb |v. § 58] 
6e3b al0séit without de3110AbTh to become de- 

people populated (odes.1104brb perf.) 
The accentuation of compounded verbs is that of 

the simple, save with spl, v. § 59, LV. 

Except sropurb to repeat 
nopropith to repeat, imperfective nostopiéTs 
ficnutoea to clear up (of the weather) 
‘M3bacuuTL explain, imperfective u3bacuith 

V. Causatives and inceptives. 

As stated in § 53 (1) and § 54, verbs derived from 
adjectives have transitive forms in -itb, and in- 

_ transitives in ~brb. 
e.g. ciniit blue, consis to tun blue, cuuith to 

make blue 3 
Markit soft, Marit, and pasmaraarb 
caa Abii sweet, yclaguTh and ycramath 
MO4OAOH young, MosoabTs to grow young, 

MojOAutE to make young, etc., etc. 

L 
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Similarly, transitive verbs in -uTb are derived from 
intransitive primitives. . 

e.g. aeub to lie down no1oKUTE to lay 
chet to sit down ~  nocagits to seat 
cratbh to stand (crany) cranosiraea to stand, — 

| and cragutb to place | 
e.g. A nocrapmat Ba3zy Ha KOAOHAY. 

I put the vase on the column. 

VI. no and 3a as forming depreciatory and vneep- 
tive verbs. | 

no when compounded with some verbs gives a 
depreciatory or diminutive sense, 

e.g. MbITBCA to Wash 
nombitbca to wash here and there 
nomyTuth to create squabbles 
nokYypuBaTE, nokypiirs, to smoke occasionally 
HOKY Mat (perfective nobcrb) to eat by snacks 
noKapMaAnBatb (noKopMuTb) to feed slightly 
nokiunpath to waver (noKayath perfective, 

nokaguytb to shake) 
nokamaats to cough a little (nondmawsats) 

3a often creates another inceptive aspect, to begin 
doing. 

€.g. 3aBApUBaTh (saBapiTh perfective) to simmer 
gasbmuBatp (3apbcatb) to veil, begin veiling 
sacBuctath to begin whistling 
sacmbitbca to begin laughing 
gacbIxATb (3acOxnytTb) to start drying 
gaTMeBaTb (3aTmutb) to grow dusk, etc. 
gatonyth to start sinking (saTdmanpatb), 

saronlith perfective | 
sachaarp (sacbarb) to begin to sow 
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But compounds with 3a are often perfective. 
e.g. Pyeckie 3atonman* Kopidin Bp Cepacronoancroii 

oyxrb. 

The Russians sank the ship in the Bay of 
Sebastopol. 

§ 60. REFLEXIVE AND Passive VERBS. 

As stated previously [v. infra, § 10, § 42 (2) (i) and 
(ii)| the Russian verb is very defective; it possesses 
only one conjugated tense, and no subjunctives. 

The passive is mostly supplied by the reflexive, es 
and cb being added to the terminations [v. § 41, V. (1)]; 
a being added to consonantal terminations, cb to 
vocalic. This ca is nearly always unaccented ; there 
are very few exceptions. 

e.g. fl Absaiocn I become, am made, baaerea, 

ubaapmucs, ete. 

poaursea to be born, poqurca, poauacd, poAnauch 
or poquancn. 

Deponent verbs also exist, ie. reflexive forms in 
which the reflexive idea has vanished, or is not expressed 
or required in translation. 

e.g. a MOtoch I wash myself, I wash 
KopO1b Bepayica Jomo the King has returned 

home 
crbigutsea to feel ashamed f 

* Distinguish saronirp, saronsenunii (saronsith) to sink; and 
gaTOuuth, saTOnAeHAbI, 3aTanaAuBaTb, to heat. 

+ Distinguish crsiyp shame, cremnreca ; and erin, (perfective), 
erhinyth (imperfective) to be cold. 

zy 
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* Similarly in French “se suicider,” “s’approcher de” 
are always reflexive or deponent. 

= =e 

But when a verb has as its express object the same 
person as the subject, the enclitic form ca and cb 
(which are always sounded ca and cb [v. § 41, V. (1)]), 
are not used, the full form ce6a taking their place. 

e.g. Asexchit ne Baaghers coodil. 
Alexis has no self-control. 

M4abunkt 834635 Ha Kpbiiy Mm yOlaca. 
The boy crawled on to the roof and was killed. 

On NOK6HYHAD COOdi. | 
He committed suicide [ended by himself]. 
Ont orosopiicd To erO hepbl MOryTS ObITD 

nephput m cedk orpagiia, STMMb OTD BCHKUXD : 
Haperkdalil. : 

He defended himself on the ground that his ~ 
figures- might not be correct, and guarded 
himself on this score from all blame. 

Tht He HCNOIb30BaNb CBOETO NOLOAREHIA a A NPOBEAD — 
cBoé Bpéma Oe300163HbIMb OOpazom'b. 

You made no use of your position, and I spent 
my time uselessly. 

OO a 

, f i , 

fl Bcerg’ um'bi0 upm ced’ uoprpérs weap. 

I always have my wife’s portrait with me. 

The Passive is also expressed in two other ways :— 

(1) With a passive participle and the verb 6nitb as 
in English. 

e.g. hOmnata 66144 YOpana uBbramu. 
The room was decorated with flowers. 
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(2) With the verb in the third person plural, with 
_ the indefinitive meaning of “one,” “on,” “ man.” 

e.g. SOBYTS Mead 10 eamisin Monaxospis. 

My family name is Monakhov [they call 
me... ..] i 

The reflexive forms are never used loosely to express 
‘one another.” Thus [v. § 82, IV.] :— 

Padésie Pocciu, Aurain, Mpannia u Tepmaniu 
yOuBatorh Apyr'b Apyra. 

The workmen of Russia, England, France and 
Germany are slaying one another. 

Crbqozasa apyrs 3a Apyroms. 
They followed each other. 

THE NUMERALS. 

§ 61. PRELIMINARY: 

The inflection of the Russian numerals is at first 
sight very difficult. The problem can be simplified. 

(a) In the first place, nearly all the numerals are 
nouns, and are therefore followed by the genitive plural. 

_ (8) Secondly, being nouns, when compounded, e.g. 
asbern (two hundred), each part follows its own 
declension. 

9 (y) Thirdly, 48a, tp, setsipe, 2, 3 and 4, take the 
equivalent of the old dual, i.e. the genitive singular. 

(6) Fourthly, the noun in ordinals is governed by 
the last element of the numeral, 
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e.g. Tb kO3b five goats 
but 4Bb Kost two goats (Ko3%, plural 46361) 

Tpu pyOai three roubles (plural py6ai) 
Tpuguatb Tpu no$3Aa thirty-three trains 

Also cro one hundred 
avkern two hundred (Old Slav dual terminator) 
Tpitera three hundred (gen. sing.) 
natpcoT, five hundred (gen. plural) © 

Other notes on the use of the numerals will be 

found in § 81. 

§ 62. I—The Numerals 1-10. 

Part of 
Arabic. Cardinal. speech. Ordinal. Collectwe.* Fraction. 

1 oqunp Adj. népsoiii : 
2 asa - BIOpOoli Anoe, Hapa oAOBIHA 
3 1pH ‘5  Tpériit — Tpoe Tpérs t 
4  yersipe ,, derBéprsiii yérBepo uérBeptb} 
5 natb Noun narsiii nATepO naranS 
6 wmecrb nf mecToit mléctepo mecraa§ 
7  CeMb - ceAbMOil cémepo ete. 
8  poceMb —_,, BOCbMOii BOCbMepO 
9 JAéBATb bs AeBiTbiii — AéBaTepo| 

10 = AeécaTh ” AeciTbiii — AcaTepoO 

These are the ten simple forms. 

* The most common are abde, Tpde, 4éTBepo, nirepo, cémepo ; ; but all 
are equally common in the form BABoe, BTpde, etc., meaning 2nd, 
twice, three times as much. Families are thus designated : y nerd 
soe, rpoe, 4érBepo, Abreii: maT, mecTb, ceMb, etc., Ye4oBbRS Abreii ; 

of an assembly, ux 6yaerb nate, etc., 1eL0BbKS. 

+ Declined like 6apduniii [v.§ 34 (3). 
} Feminines in un, 

§ Supply uacts part, All the other fractions are similarly formed, 
|| Very rare, 
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Ogun is declined exactly like cam» [v. § 41, VILL]; 

the vowel “un” drops out. 

Thus—o,uns, 04n6, 04nd, oguord, OAudii, etc. 

Plural. 

Masc. and Neut. Fem. 

e.g. Nom. OAnIt oan 
Gen. Loc. ognuxh OAHbXb 

Dat. OAHUMS oAnbMb 

Instr. OABUME OAnbME 

The plural means “some,” cf. English “the ones.’ 
Both forms, ogni, oan, are bonerally sounded alike 

(oqutt). 
e.¢. Bhab na Sruxb n6akaxb ocrés0ch TOABKO AGCATS 

KHArS. 
There are only ten books left on these shelves. 
Y mena ocrasoch Aumb Tpa pyOad. 
I have only three roubles left. 
Kiakt na ObsY y Ment ocrasoch TOABKO Tpu Aid. 
Unluckily I have only three eggs left. 

ABa, Tp, YeTbIpe are declined as follows :— 

Masc. and Neut. Fem. 

e.g, Nom. ABa sb =SssTpM~—sYeTbIpe 
Gen. Loc. ABYX' TPEXb YeTbIPeXD 
Dat. ABYM TpéMB 4eTbIPéeMS 
Instr. ABYMil TpeMA  eTbIpbMi 

uth to AécaTb are regular nouns like Kocrs, yacrE, etc. 

e.g. Nom. ATb 
Gen. Dat. Loc. nati 

Instr. HATbIO 

But, as nouns, the numerals are only followed by 
the genitive in the nominative or accusative ; in oblique 

‘ 
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cases they take the case of the nouns; the numeral is 
attracted to the case of the noun. 

66a, 6066 both, is declined similarly to gpa. 
Masc. and Neut. Fem. 

EE 

e.g. Nom. 66a 666 
Gen. Loc. 00660x1 oobuxs 

Dat. O0OUMD oobums 

Instr. oo0uMnH oobumu 

IIl.—The Numerals 11-90. 

Arabic. Cardinal. Part of speech. Ordinal. 
11 = out HaguaTS Noun  ojuanagiarsiii 

12 = aBbadguats s Apbuasnarblii 
(collective qrokuHa) 

13 TpwnaAuaTh sf TpUnA, Mati 

14 yerbipnagnath 4 yeTbIp Ha Mat blii 
15 = waTndanars : laTHAgAgarhl it 

16 wecTHag ath * mectHag yar it 

17  —cemndauats “ ceMHAaANATBI ii 

18 —s- BocemHaruATH pocemM HAA UaTbI ii 

19 = AeBaTHAAATH | . JeBaTHAA atoll 

20; {Baath J Apa uarhl ii 

21 = ABaAMATh OAUH'S [v. $61 (5)] ABAAMATh NépBblii 

22  ,pBagnaTb Apa, etc. ,, ABaAllaTbh Bropoil, etc. 

3 TpuAuaTh Noun = rpaquarpiii 

40  copoKs ms cOpOKOBOIi 

50  naTbgeciTD* a NATH ACCATHI it 
60  mlecrbgecits sj mect HM AecuThl if 
70  cémbLgecaTs A ceMUAecaT bl il 
80 = BOcembAecaATS Tp BOCLbMHACCHTHI ii 

90  jeBanocto is AepaHOcTblii 

For the fractions, v. n”Tb. 

* Sounded pidd'isyat’. 
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The cardinals from 11-90 are mere compositions of 
the simple forms and jécats (10). 

(1) The “teens” are formed by saying one-on-ten, 
two-on-ten; the preposition ua is accented, except in 
OAUHHAAMATh and yersipHaguath, and AécaTb is contracted 
to Auatb. 

The numbers 11—19 are all declined like jécats. 

e.g. Nom. ceMHagiath 
Gen. Dat. Loc. cemndaganatu 

Instr. cCeMHAANAaTbIO 

(2). The numbers 20 and 30 are similar compounds, 
two-ten, threé-ten. They are declined thus :— 

Nom. TpuAuath 
Gen. Dat. Loc. tpnanati 
Instr. TpUAUATbIO 

(3) copoxn (40), and gesanocro (90), are nouns of 
the first conjugation. céporn accents the termination 
throughout, e.g. copora, copory, ete. 

(4) The cardinals 50, 60, 70, 80 decline both parts 
separately and similarly. 

e.g. Nom. Voc. Acc. cémbgecath 
Gen. Loc. Dat. cemmgecatu 
Instr. COMBbIOACCATBIO 

As though the two words were not written together. 

III.—The Numerals 100—-1,000,000. 

Arabic. Cardinal. Part of speech. Ordinal. 
100 cro Noun cOTbIii* 
200 = apbern Adj. & noun ABYXCOTDIii 

(joined) 
300 = tpucra ‘s *: TpExcOrTbl ii 

400 — 4erpipecra 7 P TeThIPEXcorBlii 

* Collective corna. 
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Ee ee 

— 

Arabic, Cardinal. Part of speech. Ordinal. 

500 = nateeors Two nouns NATHCOTHI 
600 wmecrscoTh mh # WecTHcorblif 

700  cembcors te - CeMMCOTBIii 
800 sBocemBcors . oo BOCEMBCOTBI i 

900  yeBarBcérs : \e ACBATHCOTBIi 
1,000 sr eicaga Noun TbICAY HBL 
2,000 asbreicayn = Adj. & noun —_ qpyxtbicatabiii 
3,000 = Tpu THIca4H 3 -t TPSXTbICATH bli 
4,000 versipe toIcaun _,, 73 qeTbIPEX'b- 

and so on ToICATHBII 
60,000 mecrsgecits Three nouns mecrageciTn- 

THICAYS ThICAT ABIL 
100,000 cro TeIca4b Nouns cTO- or cTa- 

TICAIHBIIt 
1,000,000 muasious Noun MHAAIOHHBI if 

cto is declined as follows :— 

Singular. Nom. Voce. Ace. cro 
Gen. cta, etc. 

Similarly gesandcro. But when ero is used in a © 
long figure, with others, all the oblique cases are 
uniformly cra (the genitive); and similarly jepandcro. 

Plural. Nom. Voc. Ace. cra 
Gen. COTL 
Dat. CTaMb 
Instr. craMal 
Loe. cTax'b 

All the compound numerals in this division decline — 
cach part separately. | 

Y , 

e.g. ABbcru, ABYXBCOT, ABYMCTaMb, ABYMACTAMM, 
ABYXCTaXt, etc, 
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Thicaua is a regular feminine noun; but the instru- 
mental singular is sometimes ticaupwo, as though it 
were a noun of the third declension. 

cto, cOpokb, AeBandcto, when declined with nouns, 
extend the genitive ending to the dative and instru- 
mental, optionally to the locative. 

e.g. Nom. Ace. cro cépoks auctosp 140 leaves (of paper) 
Gen. cTa COpOka ANCTOBL 
Dat. cTa COpoka AUCTAM'. 
Instr. cra Copoka AMCTaMH 
Loe. cra COpoka AUCTAX' 

IV. (1) Frequency. Examples of use :— 

OAUHL pasb once, Or OAHAMABI 
ABa pa3za twice, or ABAAAbI 

tpu pasa thrice, or rpiaAbI 
yerbipe pasa four times, etc., or derbi pexAbI 
math pass [v. § 24 (4)| 

This is the only and regular way of forming this 
series. 

(2) Distributives are formed with the preposition 
10, e.g. 16 ABa, m6 TpH, no yerbipe; but with all other 
numbers in the dative: no natu, 16 cry, 10 copoKy, 00 
AepaHnocty (or 10 copoKa). 

(3) Nought is nyib, masculine. 

(4) The nown is governed by the numeral immediately 
preceding, however high the whole numeral may be. In 
the nominative, or accusative, the noun thus enumerated 

is in the singular after ojiab; gen. sing. after aa, Tpa, 
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yerbipe ; gen. plural after all the others. In the oblique 
cases, Le. all except the accusative and nominative, the 

numeral and noun alike are in concord in the appro- 
priate oblique case. 

€.g. ABAAUATS OANA vynTE 21 na 

TpuAuaTb Tp KoHA 33 horses 

MéHbIMe ABaAnaTH HATH MuBYTS less than 25 minutes — 
= ———— a 

(5) Decimals. 

HYAb WhABIN'S ACBATS ACCHTBIXE KOUCHKM Ch BepcTbl. 

‘9 kop. to the verst (nought wholes and nine — 

tenths .. .). : 

Orb oAHOii 40 cra mecriiaecaTa BépcTb, 10 OAH 
whaoil, serpipe TBICAUM TPHCTa CéMbACCATL OATS 
ACCATHTBICATHBIXG KONEHKM CL Maccamipa. 

From 1 to 160 versts at 1'4375 kop. per passenger — 
per verst. 

(6) Compound ordinals. Only the last numeral is— 
declined. : 

e.g. Apaanarh qepitaro Aekadpa (wbeana) Bb TeICAYa 
BOCEMBCOTL ACBAHOCTO CeAbMOM TOAY. 

. On the 29th Dec. 1914. [v. § 24 (1).] 

Bn cro AeBaHOcToO CceAbMOMb TOAY AO ponscere 
Xpucrosa. 

In 197 B.c. 

Tocrinana cp 661be ub AByMAcTaMH HOMepaMn. 

A. hotel with over 200 rooms. 

I[bud KOMHaTSD nonmmderca abroms AO navihgecatH 

II pOMEHTOBS. | 

The price of rooms is reduced in the summer ~ 
by 50%. 
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As a complete example, 2,367,134°8295 arSins 
{apmuat a measure of length about a yard) would be 
thus declined :— 

Nom. j[ea maasidna, Tpitera MeCTLACCHTh CeMb THICAY, 
cTO TpilAnarh uerbi pe wh«bixb, BOCeMB THICHYD 
awherm jepandcro ATH — AeCATUTEICHIHbIXS 
apuliua. 

Acc, As genitive or nominative ; in this case as 

nominative, 

Gen. Avyx> MHAALONOBL, Tpexcor mecrilgecaTn ceMit 

THICAYD, ¢cTa TpuAuaril 4eTbIPEXD ubabix, 

BOChMIL ThICATD ABYXCOTR geBaHOcra ATi 

ACCATHTHICANHLIXL apmina.* 

Dat. Avym MHAMOHAML TpémMcTamML WecrigyecsTa cemit 
ThICAVAMD Cra (or cry) TpaAuaTu eTbI pom 
babi, BOCDMH THICAYAM'D JeBaHOcta (or 

AeBanOcTy) MATH ACCATUTHICAUHLIMD apmiiisa. 

Instr. pyma Massidnamu tpemactamu WecTbI0-ACCATbIO, 

cemb:0 THICAYAMM, CTA TPUAaTbIO eTbI pba 

uwbabIMH, BOCbMbIO ThICAYAaMM AeBAHOcTa (or 

ACBANOCTOML) MATH ACCATUTHICATHLIMU apmiAa. 

Loc. /[Byxb muasionaxb Tpéxcraxt mecri-jecata, cemit 
THICAUAX, Cla TPMAUATH YeTEIpPex, WhaBixs, 
BOCDMIL TbIChYaXb AeBaudcta (or AeBandcrb) 
HATH JCCATHTICATHBIXD apuiitua. 

(7) apa, Tpu, 4erbipe, in the nominative or accusative, 
are followed by the noun in the genitive singular or 
by the nominative or genitive plural of adjectives. 

* Gen. sing., the decimal being expressed by ,8295. of an ariin. 
The last numer al always governs the noun. 
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This arbitrary rule is based on the fact that gpa, 
Tpu, YeTbipe in the older language took the dual; the 
dual having become obsolete, use was made of what- 
ever inflections most closely approximated to it. 

e.g. Nom. aba BbicOKaxtb (or -ie) coagata two tall 
soldiers 

Gen, ABYXb BbICOKUXS COAAaTS 

Dat. ABYMb BbICOKAMD COAAATAMD 
Instr. AByMA BbICOKUMH COIAaTAaMn 

Loc. - ABYXD BbICORAXD COAJATAXS 

With nouns only used in the plural, there are — 
alternative forms, 4Béu, tpou; otherwise the collectives 
are used, 

e.g. Bopota the gates 4érsepo Bopérs four gates 

But the ordinary collectives, with the genitive 
plural, may be used instead of 4B6u, Tpou, sérTBepo.* 

aoe and tpde are declined like 66a, but accent the 
terminations ix, 1M, UME. 

yétpepo and all the other similar collectives form 
the oblique cases like plural adjectives, accenting the 
termination, e.g. maTepbixs, etc. 

(8) no1oBina, standing by itself, is “a half.” 

It is also used in composition with other words, 
e.g. noatopa 14 (for noan-Bropa; cf. German, andert- 
halb 14, dritthalb 24); also in words like nosyata 
half a pound, noasaca half an hour, noaréga half a year, 
etc. For further notes, v. § 81, IV. 

* So, too, in Latin: templum, tria templa; but aedes, plural 
trinae aedes. 
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Both parts are separately declined; all the oblique 
cases of oat being mousy. 

Masc. Neut. Fem. 

1§ arsins 13 versts 
e.g. N.V.A. noaTopa apmiina NOATOPbI BepCTbl 

Gen,  noiytTopa apmann* HOAYTOpbl BEpCTL 
, 

Dat. eis 3 apmunamt  Toayrop Beperams 

Instr. one tapminam NOAYTOpPOIO BepcTamH OAVTOPbIMT 

Loe. nt apmnnaXh  woaryroph peperaxt 

Singular. Plural. 

Half-pound 
N.V.A. to1eyuta HOY Y HTBI 
Gen. nojyeynta HOAYSYATOBE 
Dat. = noayoyurty NOAYoYHTAME 
Instr, moiy®yHTOMS NOAYSY ATAM HM 
Loc. soayeyaTh NOAYY HTAX'b 

However, usage varies with regard to no.Topa, and 
the masculine forms are often employed with feminine 
nouns. The noun-component is declined in full in 
compounds like nospyuta, and bears and retains its 
own accent. 

Tléagenb and n6ano4b, “noon” and “ midnight,’ are 

declined noayana, noaynouu, and so on, the accent 

always resting on the second syllable, and the noay 

being invariable. | 

_ Similarly, nostopacra 150, noayropacra, in all oblique 
cases. ; 

* v, § 24 (4), 
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Other fractions are expressed much as in English, 

e.g. ab cb nosopiinoi Oyrbiann two and a half bottles 

TplguaTh WATh MH CeEMHAAMATH TPUAUATh BOCDMBIXD — 

Bo4 
yeTbipe H Tp yérBeprn 4} 

(9) Dates. 

The date and the month are put into the genitive, 
aud the year, if accompanying, into the ordinal with the 
genitive réja (roqy) year. If the year stands by itself, 

the locative Bb rogy is used. 
. , u % 

In dates the plural of roap is 11a (abro summer). 

e.g. ABAXNaTh oitTaro qekadpi ThIca4ua AeBATLCOTS 

yeTBéptaro roga, 25th December 1904 

Bb TbICAa BoceMbCOTL MATHAAMATOM TOY 
in 1815 

mecrblecitb abTb TOMY Hazigy sixty years ago 

Numerals preceding the noun are exact denotations ; 
when they follow, approximate. 

7 7 Ul 4 be ’ . 

e.g. rdga uépe3b Tp in about three years’ time 
noch tpéxp abra after three years 

§ 63. THE ADVERBS. 

The adverbial forms of adjectives are simply the 
neuter singular predicative, excepting adjectives in 
-ckiii, which form -cku; e.g. crporo sternly, 4époro dearly, 
paubme earlier, 9kOHOMMYeCKH economically. 

Other adverbs will be learnt in the course of reading, 
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§ 64. THE PREPOSITIONS, 

These are very commonly used in Russian, and are 
dealt with in §§ 70-80 in the Syntax. 

§ 65. THE CONJUNCTIONS. 

The conjunctions are best acquired in the course of 
reading. As the Russian verb possesses no moods, and 

3 there is no inversion of sentences, the conjunctions 
resent no difficulty. Some few may be noticed here. 

nw “and.” 
aa “yes,” isalso used for “and,” but has a corrobora- 

tive strengthening significance, and belongs to the older 
anguage. 

u also is used in a sentence to mean “also,” 
a “but” or “and,” when used in eontradistinction 

ther than conjunction. 
no “but” in contradistinction, or denial. 

emé “also.” 
nin “or.” wan—nau, “either... or. 

Hu—nu “neither—nor.” As will be seen in § 85, 
these require a double negative, i.e. a negatived verb 
as well. 

99 

§ 66. THE INTERJECTIONS. 

These are best learnt from reading. Russian being 
a phonetic language, these primitive sounds are written 
as pronounced, not conventionally as in English; 

e.g. “hush” for “sh,” “ough!” for pain. 
e.g. in Russian yxp! oxb! axb! ete, 

Other interjections are developments from recognised 
words, e.g. “ Lo” (from “iook”’). 

So, too, in‘Russian yap! woe! 
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SYNTAX. 

§ 67. PRELIMINARY. 

In comparison with most other European langue 
Russian syntax presents comparatively few difficultie 
The order is much the same as in English—subjec 
verb, object, adverbs. 

_ There are no subjunctives, the use of which become 
technical as in French; gender is in the main sex, ¢ 
determined by the suffix. Thus in French “sa majes 
le roi” is feminine, and a following sentence must run 
“elle a bien voulu.” In Russian, Eré Umneparopcroe 
Beansecrso Tapb coussoinap; the verb is in th 

masculine, though Beanyecrso is neuter. 

In German, again, “das Madchen” the gil, 
supposed to be followed by. neuter pronouns; 
Russian, as in English, child anti (neuter), sui 
person (neuter) may be followed by ons, ona, accordir 
to sense. Or again, aécatb is feminine, but “the 
remained ten” (neuter, general impersonal sense) ; 
octasoch AécaTb. |v. § 62, L.] : 

The Russian richness in inflections gives th 
language a freedom of order such as was possesse 
by ancient Latin and Greek. But whereas the ordé 
of Latin was conventionalised and stiffened, Russia 
retains the natural order of words, with the libert 
of slight transposition for emphasis ; adjectives precede 
unless otherwise desired; in fact, much the sam 
considerations obtain as in English. But ambiguit; 
ceases, the inflection defining the relations. 

*v. § 83, IV. 
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In one respect, as stated in § 33, Russian 
shows less flexibility in the formation of compound 
nouns. German (amongst modern languages) is 
he most adaptable, e.g. “ EKisenbahnfremdverkehr- 
verbindungen” Railway - foreign - traffic - connections. 
English tacitly has the same power, with some 
ambiguity, e.g. The Foreign Office Clerks’ Providence 

iety; the wooden baby’s chair. In Russian all 
uch relations must be stated by means of adjectives ; 
2.9. werbsnan Aopora the railway, BOGHHBI€ 3alachl War 
Eoplies, Ha nojAnuéickoMD xpaHénia in police detention. 

§ 68. THE ARTICLE. 

_ The article does not exist in Russian. Nevertheless 
01 is occasionally used for the definite article, and 
Aunt for the indefinite, where the sentence requires 
mplification. 

e.g. In the folk-tales :— 

MUsb-Ob1b OUND Obanpiii BAOBEL'b. 

There once lived a poor widower. 

Tors cambiii toprosens Koropplii mab mpdqar, 
Belocunégb coBbryerh tenépb Mena KyOuUTb 
MOTOCHKACTD. 

The same dealer who sold me a bicycle now 
recommends me to buy a motor-cycle, 

§ 69. THE CAsEs, 

I. The Nominative.— As in all languages, the 
ominative is used for the subject of the sentence. 
t can never be governed by any preposition. 

M 2 
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II. The Vocative has survived only a very fe 
strictly ecclesiastical phrases. : 

ec, Bowe from Bors God 
Técnoan from Toendéan Lord 
Orue from Orént Father | 

Xpucré from Xpuctécp Christ 
Kaine from Kaaszp Prince © 
Iucyce from Inc¥cr Jesus 
Coine => from Crint the Son 
Tap from Japs Tsar 
Baagpiko from Baagbixa Lord 

In modern Russian the nominative takes its place. 

IL. The Aavissie is properly the case to denot 
the direct object; e.g. Jack (nominative) built a hous 
(accusative) Hsdns nocrpén.as Jom. | 

However, in modern Russian, except in the singula 
of the second declension, special accusative fordia 
longer exist. [v. § 13.] 

Hence a rule has sprung up that, except for nouns ¢ 
the second declension in the singular, the objectiv 
case shall be the genitive whenever the object is | 
living being; also, without any exception, wheneve 
the sentence is negative (in which event the genitiy 
is really partitive; eg. “I did not see him” i 
equivalent to “I saw nothing of him” *). In every 
case the nominative form is used. 

e.g. IIpaneci cioad A0s0Kn. 
Bring the apples here. 
Hpuneai 3aBTpa TBOerO Apyra. 
Bring your friend to-morrow. 

* Cf. in modern Spanish the use cf 4 when the object is 
person, e.g. “‘ él conduzo 4 Juan” he brought John. 
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Al ne Buybi, vemoqana. 
I did not see the portmanteau. 

Ona He Hamid AOmMasn. 

She did not find the horse. 

Hukorgd ne noiimaems pprdst. 
You never catch a fish. 

H mpaBerb ABYXb AOWMAACH. 

I have brought two horses. 

Besides this very limited use as the objective case, 
is accusative case, but never its genitive substitute, 
found with the following meaning: to indicate 

luration in space or time. 

e.g. A amjarh tedi Beé Yrpo, ubastii Aeub, BCIO HOUB, 
BCIO HeA'bao, Wosyaca. 

I was waiting for you all the morning, the 
whole day, all the night, all the week, half 
an hour. 

fl ryaiab Tpu vacd mM MpoMésD MecTh Bépcr. 
I walked for three hours and went six versts. 

H mpoméa, scé pascrodnie méxay Bapmasoii 
u KpaKosoms. 

I went all the distance between Warsaw and 
Cracow. 

Aéranks nposerban NOAOBMHY NYTH Kb HamemMy 
nombersio. 

The airman flew half the way to our country 
house. 

lV. The Genitive. 

In modern Russian the genitive is used for a variety 
f purposes. The simple genitive indicates the relation- 
hip of possession between two substantives, 
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In English there are two methods of indicating tl 
genitive: the possessive case in s, and the preposition 9 

(i) The simple genitive is used in three distinct: 
ways: (a) subjective, (@) objective, (vy) defining. 

e.g. (a) Wilson’s house, i.e. Wilson has a house, 
(In such cases an active verb may De 
substituted. ) | 

Ceesar’s hatred, i.e. Caesar hates. 

(8) Henry IV.’s assassin, i.e. Henry Iv. was 
assassinated. | 

The torpedoing of the Mormidable, i.e. tk 
Formidable was torpedoed. (Le. a 
passive verb may be substituted.) 

(y) A man of great talent, ie. a greatly 
talented man. | 

In the last case an adjective may be substitute 
and such phrases are really inversions of adjectives. 

These subjective and objective genitives may | | 
compounded. 

e.g. U 21’s torpedoing of the Formidable, i.e. U 21 
torpedoed the Formidable. 

In other languages there is great ambiguity on this 
score. In Latin the genitive is used both subjectively 
and objectively: thus “Czesaris odium” may mean 
either that Czesar hates, or that Caesar is hated; 
too, in French, “la haine de César.” 

In English there are irregular attempts to dis 
tinguish by means of the two forms, eg. “ Cees 
hatred, ” or “the hatred of Ceesar.” " 
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Lastly, a subjective or objective genitive may be 
eneral or particular, permanent or casual. In the 
ormer event, an adjective can in very many cases be 
ubstituted. 

e.g. God’s love = the Divine love. 
The king’s banner = the royal banner. 

But one does not speak (except jokingly) of the 
“royal pocket-handkerchief” or “the ‘divine’ love (of 
Zeus) for Semele.” } 

In Russian we find the simplicity of French with 
the accuracy attempted by English, which has a rich 
stock of adjectival forms. 

(1) Subjective genitives (nearly always possessive). 

When general, the adjective of the governing noun 
is used; when particular, the genitive. 

e.g. Hora caond pa3qaBitia uépens Turpa. 
The elephant’s leg shattered the tiger’s skull. 

(Possessive genitive.) 
Hora caona mourn 6e3t Bo10CE. 
The elephant’s leg is almost hairless. 

(Generic genitive.) 

Cion6saa KOcTS crOuTL AOporo. 
Ivory [literally, elephant’s bone] is dear. 

Rapaiiaban, yOiiiga Teapuxa versépraro. 
Cavaillac, the assassin of Henry IV. 

(Objective. ) 

lodnnossi | naémupie] yOtiner. 
Ivan (the Terrible’s) [hired] assassins, 

(Subjective. ) | 
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Ilérskuubl {uM TAHYANCH O,HOOOPAsHO. 
Pétya’s days dragged on monotonously. 

(Subjective and general.) 

I'menmubt Tocvgapa. | 

The Emperor’s birthday (as a mere fact). 

PocysapeBbl uMeHHHDI, } ° 
The Emperor’s birthday (generalized, e.g. as 

public holiday). 

SakaTh cosa. 3 

Sunset (as a particular fact on a certain day), 

Coiuequblil 3akaTh. 

Sunset (as a natural phenomenon). 

Coagarckan crap buocrs. 

Soldiers’ savagery (in general). 

But Cenpbuocrs COATS. 

The soldiers’ savagery (in particular), 

Bxoab Bb ABOpéeb.* 

The entrance of the palace (in particular). 

But Avopudspie Bxojbi crporo oOxpanAwrca Cco.- 
AataMu. 

Palace entrances are strictly guarded by 

soldiers (in general). 

Jopéra (or moccé) xb Mocks; ors Mocks:t. 
The Moscow high-road (direction to or from). 

* Ie. in a direction ; cf. English “ the entrance into the 
station.” But in French only “entrée de la gare,” “‘la route 
de Versailles,” 
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Mockovckia Joporu Ovens Xopomu. 
The Moseow roads are very fine. 

Mopckoe quo. 
The bottom of the sea (generally). 

Auo mops. 

The bottom of the sea (particularly). 

Al UID BL OTHOBCKOMD AOMB. 
I lived in my father’s house (with my parents). 

fl Kuat BL AOMS ora. 

I lived in my father’s house (i.e. his, not mine 
or Mr. Smith’s). 

(2) Objective genitives. 

These, too, may be general or particular, but the 
word in the genitive cannot be adjectivally expressed. 

However, Russian avoids ambiguity by using the 
genitive or any other case with a suitable preposition, 
e.g. such as would be required by the verb corre- 

. sponding to the governing noun. 

e.g. Rpecrbauckad 11000Bb Kb DécrpbIML ykpauléniams. 

The peasant love of gaudy ornaments 
(general proposition). 

1006s 3toro My4MHbI KD KCN AHAMD. 
This man’s love of woman (in particular). 

Hénapucrp Kb [ésapr. 

The hatred of Ceesar (felt against Czesar). 
(Contrast nénasncts [é3apa the hate Casar 

felt.) 
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Y nerd chabnad 11000Bh Kb MCKYCCTBY. 
He has a great love of art. 
Yoiiicrso Dayapga Broporo. 
The murder of Edward II. 

Hagémapi UWéra na noppiménia. 
*Peter’s hopes of promotion (in particular). 

({lérnubi in general.) 

Pascka34 ak STOM CKA3KH. 
The narrator of this fairy tale. 

Cxa30uH lit ppinaps. 
A fairy knight. 

In conclusion.—(1) The possessive or other adjectival 
form must be substituted for the noun in the genitive 
in all phrases, where the sense is generalized. 

(2) When the genitive is objective, the relationship 
is usually more closely defined by a proper preposition ; 
but the possessive adjective is almost always in- 
admissible. 

-. (3) In Russian, except for the proclitic pronouns 
erd, eff, uxt, the genitive always follows the noun, © 

(4) The possessive adjective is also used to avoid a 
succession of genitives. 

e.g. Moriaa Bbpsi Haxogiaach BB rayOunh Kadgouma. 
Vera's grave was at the bottom of the cemetery. 

But Woxpobuocrn Bhpuuoi cMépti. 
The details of Vera’s death (“de la mort de 

Véra”). | 

(ii) There exists a partitive genitive [v. § 24 (1) | 
in “y” with some nouns of the second declension, 
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and a distinction is made which can only be learnt by 
practice; generally speaking, when quantity, not 
quality, is implied, the form in “vy” is preferred to that 
mn * 2." 

e.g. [ogaiite mab yar. 
Give me some tea (donnez-moi dw thé). 
Aba eyuta céxapy. 
Two pounds of sugar. 

Y nach ectb ABa cOpta Yas. 
We have two sorts of tea. 

(iii) The genitive (and similarly the dative) fre- 
quently replaces the English nominative, in the 
impersonal constructions, for which the Russian 
language has a predilection. 

e.g. distpa, MOmerb-GoITh Mend He GYAeTL 3abeo. 
To-morrow, may-be I shall not be here; 

literally, “there will not be of me here.” 

Mu$ ue xoverca cats. 
I do not want to go to sleep. 

Ero ubrp 4oma. 
He is not at home. 

(iv) The genitive is replaced by the dative, in 
many instances, of ownership or possession. 

e.g. [bad Srump somagins avbern pyOsci. 
The price of these horses is 200 roubles. 

Oub Mab crapplit Apyrs. 
He is an old friend. 

Such sentences are really instances of the dativus 
commode, | 
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(v) The genitive is used after comparatives 
[cf. § 38, V.] ) 

e.g. [faa MOORE CROC Nem HAMIL. 
The uncle is younger than his niece. 

Poccia Bb ceMHaANATS pash OO1bme Opanuin. 
Russia is seventeen times bigger than France. 

(vi) The genitive is the objective case, as stated 
in § 69, III. 

(vii) The genitive is used after the adjectives and 
verbs denoting fulness, worthiness, deprival, fear, desire, 
expectancy, and value. 

e.g. #n3nb 01nd ropa. 
Life is full of sorrow. 

Onb JOcTOHHS Hakaszauia. 

He deserves to be punished. 

Bams sonpéch kacderca BbIMle-1340KCHHDIXD 
HV HRTOBD. | 

Your question touches points previously 
defined. 

{{ npomy Bamero npoménia. 
I beg for your forgiveness. 

Onb AMMIACA KU3HH. 
He deprived himself of life (committed 

suicide). 
Cyap anmiasn Werpa Wsdaosuga sebxp npas 

COCTOAHIA. 
The court deprived Peter Ivanovié of all 

rights of position (civil rights). 

Bek avoqn wesd10TS 340pOBbA. 
Everybody desires health. 
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fl Goch rp6ma nm MOanin. 
I fear thunder and lightning. 
JTO CTOUTD ACHers. 
This costs money. 

-But if the price is stated, the accusative. 
e.g. bymara crourb tpu pyoaa nyAD. 

Paper costs three roubles a pud. 

[luKorsd we OmMAAAD TAKOrO CUAcTHA. 

I never expected such luck. 

(viii) To denote dates on which. 

e.g. Tpérparo qua Anna ymepaa. 
On the day before yesterday Ann died. 
Ilecrnagnataro gekadpi. 
On the 16th December. 

(ix) In all cases where the object of the verb is 
impliedly partitive, ie. the word “some” might be 
added, or when in French the “ partitive article” du, 
des, would be used. 

e.g IIpunecite puna. Bring some wine here. 
Apportez du vin. 

So, too, after a// words of quantity. 

e.g. maao little, nemnoro a little, gondibno enough, ete. 

(x) As in Latin to denote descriptions. 
U , 

e.g. Onb yesoBbKD Kerb3HOH HacTOi4BBOCTH. 
~ He is a man of iron persistence (will). 

llérpp Beankiii 66114 BbIcoOKaro pocta. 
Peter the Great was a man of great height. 

Ont Oblab Torsa Mecrugecatn ASTD. 
He was then sixty years old. 
(Or, emy Gpl40 Torsa mecrbjzecitTL brs.) 
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V. The Dative. oe 

As in other languages, the dative marks the personal 
relation or effect. 

e.g. Mab no1é3H0 YnTatTh 10-pyccka. 

It is useful to me to read Russian. 

The dative is also extensively used instead of the 
genitive. [v. § 69, LV. (iv).] 

As in Latin, French, German, and other languages, 
many verbs which in English take a direct object are 
intransitive and take the dative. 

e.g. rposirh komy threaten 
yAuBlitbcd Yemy be surprised 
3aBMAOBATh KOMY OF YeMY envy 
cmbarbea yemy to rejoice at a thing (but 

embatTbca Haq Kbub of a person) 

phputs Komy or vemy believe (but pbposars 
wp Bora believe in God) 

Other instances of verbs requiring a dative are :— 

KALOBATECA KOMY Ha Koro to complain to A of B 
MOAMTECA KOMY 3a 4TO to pray to someone for 

something 
KiduaTbca KoMy to greet (to bow down to) 
MCTHTh KOMy 3a TO to take vengeance on 

somebody for something 
HanloMMHATb 4YT0 KOMy to remind somebody of 

something 
yuh kord yemy to teach somebody something 
yuutca uemy to learn something 
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But only practice can supply a full knowledge of 
such usages. 

e.g. Wemy sbi cm'bétech 2 
What are you making merry of ? 

U , 

fl Bhp TO1bKO MatemMaTGeCKAMD AOKa3aTeAb- 
cTBaM. 

I believe only mathematical proofs. 
, U . 

Al cubroch nay Bamams BeIcoKombpiews. 
I smile at your arrogance. 

Orcéab rposiTb MBI Gygemy IlTBéay. 
From this spot we shall threaten the Swede. 

Mobi yAuBiinch ero CKOpOMY BOsBpaléenio. 
We were astonished at his swift return. 

fl 3aBhayio Bamemy OorartcrBy. 
I envy your wealth. 

Hf sapnayw Pormuabay. 
I envy Rothschild. 

VI. The Instrumental. 

This case denotes the instrument by which something 
is done, or the agent by whom something is done. 

Thus :—(1) It is used after passive verbs. 

e.g. [laps 65115 nomd3anb apxieniicKonoms. 
The Tsar was anointed by the archbishop. 

Iapb 6b1ab nomasanb MYpoM>. 
The Tsar was anointed with the chrism. 

(2) It also denotes the means by which a thing is 
done or made. ~ 

e.g. Jlepésba pyOaTh TOnOpAmH. 
Trees are cleft with axes. 
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(3) It is used predicatively (like the dative in 
Latin) after verbs of becoming, or 6pirh in the past tense. 

e.g. Updas Ona MoM cryrou. 
John used to be my servant. 

Ons ¢ybsaica GoABABIM'S. , 

He made himself ill. 

Hence such irregular concords may arise as: onb 
Wa3Bait Meas AypakOmt he called me a fool. 

(4) It is used to denote the mode or manner where 
we in English should say “like...” 

e.g. Opéa serbas crpbadw. 
_ The eagle flew like an arrow. 

Onb BooOpamders cedd BeANKUMTD TOCYAApeMD. 
He fancies himself a mighty emperor. 

(5) The instrumental is also used with words of 
measure. 

e.g. Onb NposoaKarb HATH ubpupi Mb ATOMS. 

He continued to go at a regular pace. 

Mope saben rayOundii BE AécaTh cAimens. 
The sea is here 10 sazens deep. 

Temnepatypa Goapndro moBbicusach AByMA 

rpaaycamu. 
The patient’s temperature has gone up two 

degrees. 

But Drove cayb Ha apmint mupe TBoerd. 

This garJen is an arsin broader than yours. 

Moé s610K0 BL ABAANATL pasb crame Tord, 
My apple is twenty times sweeter than that 

one. ' 

an ee 
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(6) The instrumental is used with words of quality. 

e.g. Srorp TIOPCMIUKS JOOP AY MOD. 
This gaoler is kindly in soul (has a kindly soul). 

(7) The instrumental is used to denote time in 
which something happens; e.g. 3um6i0 in the winter, 
BecHOw in the spring, noubw at night, yrpoms in the 
morning. 

(8) Many verbs, especially those denoting wsing, 
governing, naming, are followed by the instrumental. 
These can only be acquired by practice. 

Such are: 161b30BaTBcA to use 
Ha3biBaTbca to be called 
Biagbrb to govern 

ropautbca —_— to boast of 
#épTBOBaTh to sacrifice 
II paBuTb to guide 
CABITb to be reputed. as 
u3zoupatsca to be elected 

e.g. Cosjatbl KEPTBYIOTH KU3ZAbIO 3a OTUMBHY. 
Soldiers sacrifice their lives for their country. 

fl ropxycb cBOUMA poguTeraMa. 
I boast of my parents. 

Ero na3sndunin (a306pdan) onerysoms. 
They have appointed (chosen) him as guardian. 

Ons ne paagbers cao poxHeIM A3bIKOM®. 
He does not understand his own language. 

VIL. The Locative. 

In modern Russian this case is never used except 
with the prepositions npu, Bb, 0, Ha, 10. Hence it is 

often called the prepositional. 
N 
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§ 71. THE PREPOSITIONS. 

Preliminary. 

I. In order further to assert the relationships of 
nouns and verbs, as in other languages the cases are 
not sufficient. They have to be more accurately and — 
extensively defined by means of prepositions. 

II. Prepositions and particles are either simple or 
adverbial, e.g. in English “by” and “ beside.” | 

III. Most simple prepositions are compounded with 
verbs; but yepesp through, Kp to, 6e35 without, cannot 
be thus used; nor are Bo3- up, BbI- out, Hepe- again, 
ipe- in excess, used except with verbs. 

IV. Most prepositions govern only one case, some 
govern two, and some three. 

V. The prepositions and the cases they govern are — 
all stated in the Table § 70. 

VI. Prepositions governing the objective take the 
accusative (or nominative) of inanimate things, and the 
genitive of living things [v. § 69, III.]. 

In a few instances only the older practice survives 
of a preposition taking the accusative with nouns — 
denoting a living being; e.g. the idiomatic use of Bn 
in BL rocTu, Bb HANbKD, to be a guest, nurse, ete. 

VII. Monosyllabic prepositions preceding mono- — 

syllabic nouns (including under this designation dis- 
syllabic nouns in liquids, e.g. répog, 6épers [v. § 5 (5)]) 
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or dissyllabic nouns of the second declension often 

accent the preposition, especially in adverbial phrases. 

e.g. Ha 10ab' On to the floor 
Ha BoAy on to the water 

In older Russian this rule was much more general. 
[v. § 80.] 

§ 72. PREPOSITIONS GOVERNING THE ACCUSATIVE, 

Three prepositions govern only the accusative 
yepe3b (Or Tpe3b), 1po, CKBO3b. 

9? 66 mpo means “ for,” “ concerning.” 

e.g. Beans mpo ceda, a Tocnoab upo Bebxt. 
Each for himself, but the Lord for all. 

IIpo Koro ropopiius ? 
Of whom are you speaking ? 

Combined with verbs it gives the idea of 
thoroughness. 

e.g. [Ipounrats to read through. 

cxBo3b right through. 

¢. TBo3qb ckB03b AOcky Upomé.ss. 
~ ‘The nail has gone right through (pierced) the 

board. 

Oub Upoiisérs HEBPeAUMbIMD CKBO3b OTOH Mt BOAY. 
He will pass through fire and water unscathed. 

Cuorpbrs Ha 4TO CKBO3b WAABODBI. 
To look through the finger (i.e. overlook). 

Oud Mpomésb CKBO3h OrOHb BOAY a mbguoia 
TpyObl. 

He passed through fire, water, and brazen 
tubes [proverb: i.e. every danger| [or 
yépe3s . . . |. 
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yépe3n through and across. 

e.g. Uépesp pbry across the river. 
Yépess creks6 BUAHO. 
One can see | Bugno it is visible| through glass. 

Yépesp nerd maOrie nocrpagasn. 
Through him many have suffered. 

fl y nerd Oyay 4épess negbaro. 
I shall be with him in one week. 

§73 (1). PREPOSITIONS GOVERNING THE GENITIVE ONLY. 

These prepositions always govern the genitive; not 
merely the objective case. . 

6e31 without. | 

e.g. best aénerb without money. 
bes naqéxabi without hope. 

61n3b* near. 
e.g. ban3b ropoga near the town. 

Baust moerdé myma crotia Hacracea. 
Nastasya was standing near my husband. 

BAOIb along. 
e.g. Baoib yanubr along the street. 

suberot instead of. 

e.g. Bubero pecéaia rope Oniso. 
It was woe instead of joy. 

BHyTph* inside. 
e.o. Buytpi semogana inside the portmanteau. 

Bub* outside. 
e.g. Bub Esponti outside Europe. 

* Whence adjectives Oinmiii, BHYtpennniit, subunit, 

,t Not to be confused with the adverb mberh together; e.g. 
Buber ch 10660 together with you. 
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B031'5 beside. 
e.g. Bésab néan beside the stove, 

BOKPY''b Or Kpyromt round. 
e.g. Boxpyrb néprea round the church. 

Ain for the purpose of. 
e.g. Jaa sbuéuia for the purpose of being healed. 

Ao defines the limit “up to which.” 
e.g. flo crapocrm Aonu.. 

He lived up to old age. 

Unraii orb naydaa Jo Kona. 

Read from the beginning to the end. 

Or, Adagona Jo Mapitaa. 

From London to Paris. 

Ao toryqua. 

Until mid-day or before mid-day. 

Ao Powgectsa Xpucrosa. 
B.c., i.e. up to or before the birth of Christ. 

Ao Wapa Huxosta Hoxoadesuaa. 
Before Tsar Nicholas Nikolayevié. 

Hix Ost40 40 AecaTH. 
There were up to (07 about) ten of them. 

Ao in compound verbs gives a sense of finishing ; 
e.g. JounTats to read to the end. 

nu3b from, out of. 

e.g. Hsp orua out of the fire. 
H3n Apyxoor out of friendship. 

u3b is scarcely ever used in measurements of time 
(v. Orb). 
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u3b-34 up out of. 
e.g. COJHNe BhIMAO H3b-3a Abey. 

The sun rose out of the wood. 

W3-34 neat “ Thanks to her.. .’ > 

u3b-n04% from under. 

e.g. 35-104 Mena B3HAM CTV’. 

They took my chair from under me. 

u3b in composition with verbs retains its original 
meaning. 

Before heavy consonants it becomes 30; e.g. 
n30K {ATE to await. 

Before soft vowels it retains the 1; e.g. uspbaenupiii 

(6110) moth-eaten. 

Before unvoiced consonants it is written and 
sounded ne; e.g. ucrparuth to squander. 

Kpoms besides. 

e.g. pom raxixs opumbposs. 
Besides such examples. 

Kpomb somagéii ont 3azérb emé aBromodnab. 

Besides his horses he brought a motor. 

Kpomt toré in addition to this. 

The “ gerundive ” or undeclined participle, neKs14a4, 
is used absolutely to mean “except, excepting”; e.g. 
UCKAIOUAN AHTANYART HUKAKOM HapOsr cBoddgentD except- 

ing the English no nation is free. 

mMumo past an object. 
U / / 

e.g. Opérp aerbat MuMo Moero cada. 

The eagle flew past my garden. 
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OKos0 about. 

e.g, Oxoso ABopa round about the courtyard. 

Oxoso ath yacoBh about five o’clock. 

BOKpYrb signifies rather “encircling” all the way round, 

e.g. Boxpyrb moer6 4OmMa ®pykTOBblii Cab. 
There is an orchard all round my house. 

orp out of, from. 

e.g. Orb kaanénia Baagumiposa. 
From the time of Vladimir’s reign. 

A noLysHAD NOAApPOKD OT MAaTepH. 
I received a present from my mother. 

u 4 

Hl noxpacnbap orp crpi{a. 
I blushed for shame. 

oTb, as distinguished from us3p, indicates the source 
whence, rather than motion whence. 

e.g. Jopora orp Mockssr go Ierporpaga. 
The road from Moscow to Petrograd. 

But Own apibxaap usp Mockset. 
He arrived from Moscow. 

oTb corresponds more with the Latin a); u31 with ez. 

When compounded with verbs, ort, like u34, retains 

its meaning, and changes to oro, ors. 

e.g. Oropsarsca to tear oneself free, 
Orpbxare to drive away. 
Ornbsap departure. 

10416 means the same as Boab. 

nosaqu behind. 

e.g. Iosaqn aepésun behind the village. 
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ndci%’ after (in time or order). 

e.g. [ocab yxoja orb AOamnocra. 
After retirement from service. 

Hlécab Koposd Bomérp erd eayra. 
After the king his servant entered. 

potas, against or opposite to. 

e.g. porns, ABopua crours co6dp.. - 
Opposite to the palace stands the cathedral. 

Poccia 66perca npdtuss Hbuness. 
Russia is fighting against the Germans. 

paju for the sake of. 

e.g. Pagu Teoéit matepm. 
For the sake of your mother. 

cBepxb besides. 

e.g. Ceepxb pasyma beyond reason. 

Crepxb ®As0BanbA, MOAyIAeTh Harpary. 
In addition to a salary, he gets an emolument. 

Crepxt toro furthermore. 

cpeal or nocpeau in the middle of. 

e.g. Ilocpeai dcrposa in the middle of the island. 

Other adverbial phrases are also used with the 
genitive, but need not be noticed here. 

y means “at,” “by” (of place). 
, 

e.g. Y abap at work. 
Y nort kord at one’s feet. 
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y with the verb ects replaces the verb “to have.” 
e.g. Y meni ecth xabon.  [v. § 87]. 

I have a loaf. 

Y ceOa an 6Apunt ? 
Is your master at home ? 

y with the personal pronouns, or proper names, has 
much the same force as the Latin apud or the French 
chez. 

e.g. ¥ Ierpospixt peergd xopomiit 066A». 

They dine well at the Petrovs. 

In composition with verbs its use can hardly be 
profitably defined. 

§ 73 (2). Tur PREPOSITIONS GOVERNING THE DATIVE. 

Of these there are only two. 

KE can be used with some nouns to indicate ap- 
proximate time. 

e.g. Kb pévepy toward evening. 

Otherwise kp merely amplifies the ordinary meaning 
_ of the dative “to” or “ for.” 

e.g. Kn 6épery to the bank. 

IIpumario kaary KD HeMy. 
I will send the book to him. 

Kb is never combined with verbs. When used with 
nouns, the consonant k is merely sounded in front, like 
Y and d@’ in French: “1’ame,” “d’autres.” Before dentals 

and gutturals Kb is softened to x in pronunciation; 
e.g. Kb TOMy 1s sounded xtomy ; Kb AOMY, XAOmy. 
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Before heavy initial consonants kp is sounded, and 
is sometimes written, Ko. 

e.g. Kho asopy to the courtyard. 

Similar rules apply to Bp and cs, which may be 
written and sounded so and co. . 

Bon peri in spite of. 
Bonpeku erdé crapaniam, despite his endeavours, 

§ 74. PRepostrioNs GOVERNING THE INSTRUMENTAL, 

Haj means “above,” “ over.” 

e.g. Haab semaéio over the earth. 

Bpatb Bepxb Hag, Kbmb (abup) to overcome 
someone. 

Bowuwba BOA HALO MHOD. 

God’s will over me. 

Dbaa Bucur, Hagd erd rosoBoil. 

Sorrow hangs over his head. 

Mémay may be added to this paragraph, as it is 
only occasionally used with the genitive. It means — 
“ between.” 

ec, Cuybrs M6RAY ABYXD CTYALCBL — TO1OEHIC 
Pymoinin. 

Sitting on the fence [between two chairs |— 
Roumania’s situation. 

Méaay aBymi AepéBbamn Op110 OKHO, 
There was a window between two trees. 

It can.also have a derived meaning, “among.” 
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§ 75. PREPOSITIONS GOVERNING THE LOCATIVE. 

One preposition, mpu, governs the locative and no 
other case. pu originally meant “at.” 

e.g. IIpu aomb near, by the house. 

IIpu Komp in the presence of. 

IIpu cpnabreaaxt before witnesses. 

pn Hakosas Arexcanrzposuys. 
In the reign (07 time) of Nicholas Aleksan- 

drovic. 
Ont npu sapogt. 
He works in the factory. 

Ont O1b agoTanToMs npu CKodosens. 
He was adjutant to Skobolev. 

Also causal— 

e.g. [pn Oorarcrss posnocumca. 
In prosperity we enhance ourselves. 

The meaning of npa, when compounded with verbs, 
is best learnt by practice; no rule can be conveniently 
stated. 

§ 76. nogt, upeas, and sa. 

These govern the accusative and instrumental; the 
former when motion is implied, the latter when a state 
of rest is implied (cf. 77 in Latin or German). 

I. 3a primarily means “ behind,” also “ beyond.” 

With the accusative :— 

eg. ‘Bxarp 3a rpaniny. 
To travel beyond the frontier, i.e. abroad. 

Mats jasnd 38 copors abre. 
I am long past forty years old. 
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3a AecaTh AGTS cBoéeii CAYO! upioopbas COA 10 
OMbITHOCT. 

In ten years’ service he gained great experi- 

ence. 

Notice also :— 

| MbI caduiuch 3a CTO.A'b. 

We were sitting down at the table. 

Also with verbs of “ holding,” “ SraRpEnes 

e.g. Ero p3iau 3a pyky. 
They seized him by the hand. 

Meni Jepuasu 3a n464n. 
They held me by the shoulders, 

In combination with sto, 3a means “ whata...!” 

e.g. Uro 3a myma! what a noise! 

Also “for the sake of.” 

e.g. Mygenuku yMepiu 3a lcruny. 
The martyrs died for truth. 

Moaltcb 3a oTua. 
Pray for your father. 

And “in price.” 

e.g. IIp6jaab Kuury 3a deTbIpe pyOai. 
I sold a book for four roubles. 

With the instrumental] :— 

e.g. rors rOCHOAUAS KUBETS 3a Tpanuner, 

This gentleman lives abroad. 

3a cagomb behind the garden. 

Al coabap 3a crosOm. 

I sat at the table. 
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Or “giving the reason.” 
e.g. 3a Henpibsj6mb oTua MbI OTAOIAM Hallly 

NOb3AKY. 
On account, of my father’s non-arrival we 

postponed our excursion. 

Bauhma? why 2 

Also with verbs of “ fetching.” 
e.g. Ment nocadan 3a cAxapoms. 

, They sent me to fetch the sugar. 

3a, In composition with verbs, expresses an incipient 
action [v. § 59, VI.], but sometimes a completed action, 
e.g. 3acHyTb go to sleep, 3ansaTiTh to pay up; in com- 
position with nouns, expresses “at the back of,’ 

“behind”; e.g. 3aropoqubiii suburban (also mpttropogt 
suburb). 

II. n04s properly means “under”; with the accusa- 
tive implying motion, with the instrumental static. 

e.g. fl Opdcuap erd nOAD CTO‘. 
I threw him under the table. 

Onb AeKUTE 1OAb 164b00. 
He is lying under the stove. 

In regard to time. 

e.g. ro CAVIMAOCL NOAb BeYeps. 
This happened in the evening (cf. Latin sud 

vespere). 

-Also in derivative senses. 

e.g. [oab STHMM YCAOBIAMM He MOTY NOAuMCcATECA. 
Under these conditions I cannot give my 

signature. 

III. mpeg or népeap means “before” (of place, and 

of time). 
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The accusative and instrumental similarly refer to 
motion or rest. 

e.g. Al apiaca népegs cyabei. 
I appeared before the judges. 

Ilépexb BopOtamu CTOATL ABa CTOAOA. 
‘In front of the gates there stand two columns. 

IIpea 3aKdnoms Bcb papnbi. 
All are equal before the law. 

Observe the adverbs Bb nepeal. in front, Bb nepésb 
forward, Ha nepeau beforehand. 

noah and upesb, when compounded with verbs, 
conserve their meaning. 

€.2. NOAHMMATh = flOAHATH raise 
HOAUMpaTh WoAnepéTb prop up 
HpelctaBatb npeacrath stand before 
IpeActaBiith wpeactasuTb to present 

Like ort, noap and npeap keep the +t before soft 
vowels, and npeap changes to upeay before heavy 
consonants. 

e.g. IIpeabasurh to present. 

I peayemorpérs to foresee. 

Ilogzbaats to nibble, eat from below. 

Il peayemorpbrs Bcb Mé104n. 
To foresee all details. 

I[pexbaBurh BEKCeAL Kb B3bICKAHIIO. 
To present a bill for payment. 

Onn noavbxaas wa Koub. . ; 
He came by on horseback. 
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§ 77. Tur PREPOSITIONS Bb, 0, AND Ha, 

These govern the accusative and locative; the 
accusative as usual relating to motion, the locative to a 
state of rest. 

I. Bb primarily means “in.” It is sounded as a 
part of the following word, like ks and cz, and similarly 
may, if the following word have heavy initial con- 
sonants, be altered to Bo. 

9? 

BB With the accusative is primarily “ into,” 

e.g. (1) Hann somés> Bb KOMBaty. 
John went into the room. 

A baqnay Bo Open6y prs. 
I travelled to. Orenburg. 

(2) It is used in statements of time. 

e.g. Bo npéma nyremécraia a chy TAA. 
I was bored during the journey. 

Bs nats abrb OKOWNY MOii TpyAt. 
In five years I shall finish my work. 

Bs nonegbanunks on Monday. 

(Distinguish no nonexhibanKams every Monday.) 

Ba aésatb uacdst at nine o'clock. 

TpitKabi Bb Aenb three times a day. 
(Distinguish Bb Aesitoma uacy in the ninth hour; 

i.e. between eight and nine.) 

(3) And in statements of price, measure, etc. 

e.g. Jopora BL BocemBaguaTh BepcTs. 

A road eighteen versts long. 
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(4) One idiomatic use with the accusative plural 
should be remarked, viz. :— 

Mena 38410 Bb TOcTH. 
They invited me as a guest. 

On NOMéEID Bb OOUNEPEI. 
He has become an officer. 

Ilocrpurych Bb MOHAXH. 
I shall take the tonsure as a monk. 

In this idiomatic use the accusative, and not the 

genitive, is used as the objective case [v. § 71, VL]. 

(5) Similarly :— 
Chiat Bb OTHA. 

The son is like his father. 

BL with the locative means (1) “in 
e.g. bapanb Bb cros0B0il. 

Master is in the dining-room. 

»” 

(2) “in,” in measurements of time. 
! ! i 

e.g. Ba centadpb mbcans in September. 
Bs thicaya JeBaTBCOTh DATHAAMATOME ToOAy in 

1915,* 

(3) “in,” in measurements of distance. 

e.g. Mot qdiaa orcioga Bb Tpéxb Bepcraxs. 
My estate is three versts away. 

(4) After certain verbs. 

e.g. Kaatbca Bb rpbxAxb to repent one’s sins. 

Iipusnapatica BL OMMOKS to confess a mistake. 
Odsunath Kord Bb yOiiicrBb to convict of 

murder. 

+ In these phrases rogy cannot be omitted, and no other locative 
form is admissible, : 
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In composition Bb conserves its meaning. 

e.g. Bxogurb to enter. 

The original form so is kept in some accented 
adverbs ; e.g. Bosce altogether. [v. § 80.] 

With verbs commencing with a soft vowel Bt is 
still hard and written Bt. 

e.g. Bubxatb (vyékhot’) to drive in. 

II. The preposition na primarily means “on.” 

With the accusative. 

e.g. (1) A xoqiip Ha nAdmagb. 
I went on to the square. 

[lait TYM4nb Ha CbIpy1O 36MA10. 
A mist fell on the damp earth. 

fl nosonnaca Ha Tedd. 
I relied on you. 

(2) In reference to time. 

Ha uerséptbiit Jenb on the fourth day. 

Ornymy Teda Ha Tp daca. 
I will let you go for three hours (40 tpéx> yaca 

until 3 o’clock). 

(8) In reference to the effect produced. 

Kymaiite Ha 3f0poBbe. 
Eat for your health, i.e. may it do you good. 

fl crbgosaat emy Ha 3.10.* 
I followed him to do him hurt. 

* Or Hd 340. 

02 
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(4) “ Against,” “in respect of.” 
fl cepaitaca na Tpuropia. 
I got angry with Gregory. 

He nAayiica Ha TBOerd Opara. 
Do not make complaints with respect to — 

(against) your brother. 

With the locative. 

e.g. (1) Bama kalira na croak. 
Your book is on the table. 

(2) In words denoting time, 
Ha Poasecrsb. 

On Christmas day. 

(3) In words indicating the points of the 
compass. 

Ha chpepb in. the North. 

: (a) Mott Oparb ‘xeniich na paunymenkh — 
HAeMAMHUNa  KOTOpOH BbIAeTD BAMyRD 3a 
pycckaro nO4qaHnaro. 

My brother has married a Frenchwoman ~ 
whose niece is going to marry a Russian 
subject. 

(8) Urpain Bp Kapri. 
They were playing cards. 

Hrpain Bb maxmarst. 
They were playing chess (i.e. a game). 

But Wrpaan na cepunns. | 
They were playing the violin (the musical — 

instrument). + 
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(y) Observe ua Pycit or Bb Poccin in Russia. 
(Pycb is a poetical form.) 

In composition na has no meaning limited enough 
to be stated in these pages. 

III. The preposition 0 (064 before vowels, 660 before 
very heavy initial consonants) primarily means “on” 
or “ against.” 

With the accusative. 

(1) Ons yAapuica oO kamenb he hit against a stone 

(2) O6n Sty nOpy at this time. 

With the locative. 

(1) Concerning, about. 

e.g. Mbl ropopiin 0 TBROéML HecuacTiN. 
We were speaking of your misfortune. 

(2) Of time (when the time is not exactly stated). 

e.g. O Hacxb at Easter. 

(3) With numerals, when the objects enumerated 
are constituents of something else, and not accidental. 

e.g. Cryib 0 Tpéxb HORKAXD a Chair with three feet. 

(But Crbna Bt tpa apna a wall 3 arsins high.) 

In composition 0 indicates the completion of the 
act, and some generality. 

e.g. Odoiiti to go round (and survey). 
Oraanyreca to glance round. 

Before heavy consonants it can take the full form 
060; e.g. odo4patb, O6Anpars to flay. 
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Before verbs beginning in soft vowels it is written 
and sounded 06s. - 

e.g. OOsacnutTh to explain. 
Odsitie, o6némb, an embrace—the capacity, 

contents. 

Before verbs beginning with nu, » +m are fused 
into bl; ¢@.g. odbIrpath to beat at play, cf. cbirparp 
from cb + urpars to play (a piece of music or at cards). 

As a preposition 065 is the correct form before 
words beginning with a vowel, and occasionally 060 
before words with heavy initial consonants. 

§ 78. THE PREPOSITIONS 00 AND Cb. 

I. no, with the accusative, states the limit in space 
or time, or the purpose of the action. 

e.g. Ilo xpdii cpbra to the edge of the world. 
Oona pyky 16-10KOTD. 
Bare your arm up to the elbow. 

Msi npodyjem> 3abeb no MMacxy. 
We shall stay here till Easter. 

Ilo cié Bpéma a Hu4yerdé He CABIXA.D. 
Up to now I have heard nothing. 

Ilo Bbkt cBoii (n1m 10 cMépTb) He 3adVAy. 

—— 

I will not forget (for all my life) up to my | | 
death. 

A méas Bp abcob 10 Maatny. 
I went into the wood (to gather) raspberries. 

[loman 16 Bogy. 
Send for water. 

Distributively, 10 48a, 10 Tpu, 10 Yerbipe [v. § 62, I. 
and IV. (2)]. j 

| 

} 

) 

uid 
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i Notice—uno ty crépouy, 10 upasyto (pyky), 10 xbsy0o, 
that side, to the right, to the left. 

no with the dative indicates extensive space, in 
which something happens. 

e.g. (1) Io ropams over the hills. 
Ilo ro6poagy through the town. 
Il1bitb 16 mopw to sail the seas. 
+ ys 

Ja TpaBa pacrérb 10 OBparams. 
This herb grows in the ravines. 

(2) Distributively— 
Ilo yrpamb every morning. 
Ilo natu in fives (and with every number, 

except Aba, Tp, Yerbipe). [v. § 62, TV. (2). | 
Ilo novams every night. 
Ilo cpeqaamp every Wednesday. 

(3) “ According to.” 
Ilo-m6emy* in my opinion. 
Ilo crapomy in the old-fashioned way. 
Ilo umny according to rank. 
Ilosemy ? why ? 
Ilotomy aro because. 

10 with the locative. 

(1) With words of time, means “after.” 

e.g. [oroms thereupon. 
Ilo poagectah after Christmas. 
Ilo Ierph Beankoms after Peter the Great. 

* In this single phrase moemy is accented méemy. So, too, n0 TBdemy, 
cpoemy. Thus :— 

Ilo Moemy mpouéccy Bbim.10 10-mMdemy. 
My law-suit came off to my liking. 

+ Whence norémxu, nordmerso descendants, 
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(2) “On account of.” 

e.g. send 10 MyaS Ha3sbiBaerca. 
A woman bears her husband’s name. 

Ilo KOM> BbI BL Tpayph ? 
For whom are you in mourning ? 

lo in composition confers a diminutive sense to the 
verb [v. § 59, VI], e.g. noradabisath to glance here and 

there; or indicates the completion of the actions, e.g. 
noourh to smite down, nocaatb to send at last. 

II. (1) cb with the accusative is used in general 
ineasurements of space and time. 

e.g. Pyéséii ch uaTOKD u3AepmarD. 
I spent about five roubles. 

Tams « updauas cb beau. 
I stayed there about a month. 

Out poctoms cb orma. 
He is about as tall as his father. 

Bépers c6 cro (cb coTHIO) OyAers. 
It will be about 100 versts away. 

(2) cp with the genitive has the primal meaning 
“down from.” 

e.g. Onb COME: Cb D.1aTbOpMEI. 
He left the platform. 

(n3t implies rather “away from,” in space: e.g. 1034p 
Apiinyasca u3b Mockspt the train moved out of Moscow.) 

Oud coma ch yma. 
She has gone mad (literally, out of her mind). 

Cp Tbxb nopb from that time. 
shAY CO AHA BA ACH. 
I waited from day to day 

— 

ee ee, a 
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It may also have a causal meaning, like ort. 

e.g. Cp tocku from melancholy. 

cb with the instrumental has an entirely different 
meaning, i.e. “ with,” “accompanying.” 

e.g. fl npnay cb cynpyrow (cympyroii). 
I will arrive with my wife. 

Ou absasn dro ch pagocroio. 
He was doing this with pleasure. 

Ous yesoBbus ch yMOme. 
He is a man with sense. 

Concha quite. 

hiro rosopitat ch Kysbmoii ? 
Who was speaking to Kuz’ma ? 

In composition cp can have either the meaning 
“from ” or “ with,” e.g. caumatp to take away, crbagire to 
travel away ; or coeqnuats to unite, coumuith to compose, 
cxbaats to finish doing. 

Before soft vowels cb is retained entire, e.g. 
cibgath to devour ; or, before u, amalgamates, e.g. cbIcKaTh 
to search (ct-ncKatTb) ; or remains as co, e.g. coeAMHATS. 

§ 79. THE VERBAL PREFIXES 803, BbI, Hepe, upe, pas. 

B03 adds the sense of “up” to a verb. 

Before unvoiced consonants it is written and 
sounded soc, e.g. socuutath to educate. 

Before verbs beginning with ¢ + a consonant it is, 
however, written pos and sounded boc, e.g. Boscranie 
insurrection, 
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In Old Slavonic the form was B13t, hence in modern 
Russian g3 and B30 are also met with. 

e.g. B3lerbre to fly up 
B3AYTb nbust to inflate prices 

Or before heavy consonants— 

e.g. BaAMparb, but ssoapars to tear up 
B3upatb (for B33upars), but posspbre to look up 

(Cf. cxexp,* but comry to burn utterly.) 

Before verbs beginning with soft vowels the 3 is — 
pronounced and written hard. 

e.g. B3bb3KaTh to drive up 

As with other similar prepositions, + + u after is 
fused into bi. 

t ' ; Be 

e.g. B03b + uMbrb becomes Bo3bimbrb to conceive 
(doubts, fears, etc.) 

Similarly pa3-, pa3b-, pa3bl-, pa30-, pac-. 

2 BbI probably means “out,” and signifies the com- 
pletion of an act. 

e.g. BbIOorbrb to become utterly ill 
Bb1Obxath (perfective) Bbi6brarb (imperfective) 

torun out [v. § 59, IV.] 

BbIrHaTb drive out, pbiromits (imperfective) 

BbI always takes the tonic accent except as stated — 
in § 59, I. (3), IL, and IV., when the imperfective is the 

* Sounded ZZe¢, 
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iterative of the simple verb, in which the imperfective 

retains the original accent. | 
e.g. BbINpocuTs to question, BbINpAmMBaTb 

BbiraqaTh to guess, BbITAAbIBaTb 

nepe implies repetition, or change. 

€.g. lepeayMarb to reconsider 
nepeduts to kill many, to massacre 
nepedsipath to be in many places 
Hepegonpocith to re-examine 

. nepesambibath to break to pieces 

nepenucath to copy 
epecMatpuBatb to review, survey ; lepecmorp? 

revision 

pe implies excellence, and is nearly the same as 

peat ; with adjectives it forms a superlative. 

e.g. npesodé3nbiii very kindly 

ipesblmatb to surpass 

mpesupats to despise 

But it is often merely a bye-form of nepe. 

e.g. Ipespamarb, opespatuts to transform 

past has a motion of scattering or dissipation. 

e.g. pacrekats to flow (in various directions) 
pasctanapauBatbh to station people apart 
pasbirpusats to play out to the end 
pasbb3yb a departure (of many people in 

different directions) 

pasysatE to take off one’s shoes 
pascbaarb to sow (scatter seed) 
pascmarpuBats to survey all round 
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§ 80. THe ACCENTUATION OF PREPOSITIONS AND 
+ Panrienigs 37 | 

The general rule is that, as in other languages, 
prepositions are proclitics, i.e. atonic words pronounced — 
with their noun, which is accented ; e.g. “in-the-hotse,” 
“on-the-table,” “ss gomy,” “na croab.” But in older 
Russian, and to a slight extent in modern Russian, 
certain of the simple prepositions—not the adverbial 
prepositions—when used with monosyllabic or dis- 
syllabic nouns, are accenied, the noun becoming the 
enclitic, | : 

e.g. H& Oonp on the side 

Further, when particles are used in compound verbs, 
in some cases the particle takes the accent, the verb 
becoming enclitic. This only applies— 

(1) to the prefix spr [v. § 79 and § 59, IV.]; — 

(2) to monosyllabic verbs [v. § 49 and § 52, 

| (1) and (2)] 
and generally only to the past participle passive. 

€.2. UpOKUTh UupoduTHIi to live through 
Hauath = Haga to begin 
n30paTb «= W30paHb to select 
HaHAT HAnAAD and 

nanat, to hire+ 
Ha3BaTb «=: HAS Bab called 
HOAAATh «= WOAAanHbIii ~. a Subject (of a State) 

This list contains some of the most important 
phrases in which the old accentuation of the preposition 

* But past part. pass. naydrprii. 
+ So, too, all dissyllabic compounds of -atp. 
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It will be observed the words are nearly all 
~monosyllables, or dissyllables with liquids, such as 
6épert shore [v. § 5 (5)], or dissyllabic feminines, and 
that the usage is practically confined to the accusative. 

Verbs that accent the preposition are also mono- 
syllabic. 

The forms accenting the particle are mostly used in 
set phrases, 

e.g. 

like adverbs. 

Ha Gob (or Ha GOKD) to one side 
na Oepers (or Ha 6épers) to the shore 
Ha r010 (of weapons) naked 
Ha To.oBy (or Ha roaoBy) on to the head 
Ha Aymly (or Ha Aymy) into the mind 
Ha 3eMA10 (or Ha 3éM410) On to the earth 
Ha 340 (or Ha 310) in despite 
Ha 101% on to the floor 
na m04e (or Ha nae) on to the field 
Ha HOB for a night 
nacmbxt (to hold up) to ridicule 
nadacro (to wipe) clean 

So, too, in verbs. 
e.g. Hanaat I hired 

3aHAb (34HATL) busied 
upéjanabii devoted 

uposanablit betrayed 
u30panp selected 
Ha3BaHHblii called 

Similarly with the negative ne: né gaat, 
Hé Opaab, Hé ObIAO, HE NMAD. 

uépermab (or nepesias) overflowed 
étgaat (Oddal) he has given away 
npd«aat he has lived through 
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Other instances are :— 

nd ayry (10 1yry) over the meadow 
10 Moplo (10 MOpt0) over the sea 
no Gepery (m0 6épery) along the bank 
Bosce at all 
13h Abey out of the wood 
6 3ema10 (0 3éM410) against the ground 
3a Hory by the leg 
y Mopa (y mOpa) by the sea 

No very general rule can be stated. In modern 
Russian the preposition is sometimes accented before 
simple monosyllabic or dissyllabic nouns, mostly when 
used with the accusative. 

§ 81. THe NUMERALS. 

Under this head it is proposed to enumerate some_ 
idiomatic uses of the numerals. 

I. The date (ancao), days (qum), ete. 

The days of the week (uegbaa) are :— 

Honexbananky Monday (Heabas, Church Slavonic 
for Sunday) 

Bropuakp Tuesday 
Cpeaa Wednesday (i.e. the middle) 
UYersépra Thursday (i.e. the fourth day)* 
llaraaga Friday (i.e. the fifth day) 
Cy666Ta Saturday (i.e. the Sabbath) 
Bockpecéute Sunday (literally “ Resurrection ”) 
Hegbaa the week 

* In ecclesiastical parlance, yerseproK. 
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The months (wheans) are :— 

fAlnpipp January (anpapé, etc., accenting 
termination) 

Mespiin February (eespaai, etc.) 
Maprp March (mapra, etc.) 
Aupbas April (anpbaa, etc.) 
Maii May (maa, etc.) 
Tons June (ina, etc.) 
Tro.1b July (itoaa, etc.) 
Asrvern August (Asrycra, etc.) 
CentiOpp September (ceuradpa, etc.) 
Oxta6pb October (ontadpa, etc.) 
Hoi6pp November (Hoadpa, etc.) 
Aenadpp December (gekadpa, etc.) 

The calendar of the Greek Church is still used in 

Russia, and is now thirteen days behind the Julian or 

- Western calendar. 

Instances are given of the use of these words, 
illustrating the rules. 

e.g. Rordpoe (KaKde) uncad y Hace cerogna ? 
What is the date to-day ? 

Ilecrbnaquaroe anBapi. 
The 16th of January. 

Ilirnana ABaquaTb nATaro (mATOe) Mapra. 
Friday the 25th of March. 

Do not use capitals in designating the days and 
months. 

When the year is mentioned, the year and number 

all go into the genitive, unless the day is named, 
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e.g. Cpeaa (Bb cpeay) TpiauaTs néppoe Mapta ThICAda 
_BOCEMb-COTh COPOK' BOChMOrO TOA. 

Wednesday the 31st March 1848. 

But Jesatudgnataro wespaik Thicaya RKocembcdorh 

mecrAecdTh épBaro rosa. 

The 19th of February 1861. 

These would be commonly abbreviated :— 

e.g. Cpeqa (Bb cpeay) 31-oe mapra 1848 r. 
19-ro eespaat 1861 r, 

Generally both dates are indicated. 

e.g. 25/12 iii. 15. 

II. Age. The following instances illustrate the 
rules :— 

Créanno Waamny (Wpany) abrs ? 
How old is Ivasko ? 

Kandi BOspacrs Aunbi Hlerposnni ? 

How old is Anna Petréyna ? 

Et mecrpjecits AbTB. 

She is sixty years old. 

Ond poqusdch BocbmMOro Mad ThICAYAa BOCEMBCOTL 
cOpOKb Broporo roJa. 

She was born on the 8th May 1842 

Emy njérb ABaquath népBblil roa 

He is in his twenty-first year. 

Mats rpaagats abrb orpogy. 
I am thirty years old. 

Emuy 606.1be Asaqnari-Bocemi abs 

He is over twenty-eight. 

Emy yué 34 copons abro. 
He is over forty. 
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III. In forming compound nouns and adjectives in 
which the first element is a numeral, the rule is to use 

the genitive of the numeral, e.g. AByxb-aTanablii two- 

storeyed ; AByrpiBenunka* twenty copecks; TPEXb-TOAOBBI it 
subi a three-headed dragon ; uerbipéxcdtniii the 400th ; 
Apagnaruabraiii twenty years old; mnaTayrdibHuK, 
pentagon, etc.; except rbicaserbrie millennium, and 
compounds with cro, such as croabrie century. 

IV. The time of day. 

_ The Russian for hour is uact; for a watch or clock 
yacbi (plural). 

The following sentences give the rules :— 

horophlii Tenépb Yacb Ha BAMIMXb Yacax ? 
What time is it by your watch ? 

Cx6ibKxo tenépb Bpémeun ? What is the time now ? 

Cx6abxo updduso? What time was it that struck ? 
Tenépp 4Ba yaca. It is now two o'clock. 

Ceiigach Wectb uacoBs. It is now six o’clock. 

Ceiivdch He 661bmIe CeMH WacéBt. 

It is not more than seven o'clock. 

Ceiiuact o4ua Munya nAtTaro. 
It is one minute past four. 

Ceiiuact uérsepts nitaro. It is a quarter past four. 

Ceiiuach nos0sina uitaro. It is half past four. 

Ceiisach TpiAuath AéBatb TpéTbArO. 
It is 39 minutes past two. 

Ceiigach Tpu GéTBepTH TpéTbArO, 
It is a quarter to three. 

* apy Old Russian for jByx. 
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Ceitudcn Gen sérnepra AéBaTD. 
It is a quarter to nine. 

Ceiiqach 1o10BiHa OAUHHagAlataro. 
It is half past ten. 

Ceiiudch Oe3b aecatu (MuHYTD) ABbuAAUATS. 
It is ten minutes to twelve. : 

U a . - 

Onb ybxaib Bb COPOKD AeBATH NOCAG serEipexs. 
He went away at 4.49. 

V. Fractions. 

There is little to add under this head, but the : 
student must specially note the compounds with no.', 
nosy, a half. woab as a regular noun signifies sex or : 
half.* 

e.g. My#ckOi 01% the male sex 
nonoiam by halves : 

(1) When the compound signifies half of a whole, : 
he nominative has noa- with the substantive in the — 

genitive; the other cases are declined regularly with . 
the prefix no.y-. | 

e.g. moayacé half an hour, noaysaca, noayaacy, ete. 
noasepcrbi half a verst, no1yseperbi, noayBeper’ : 

Thus, too, m64genb mid-day, n61no4b midnight; 

HOAVAHA, MOAVHOUH, etc. 

After the preposition no, the locative of nojjenb is 
noayaum (a relic of the time when jeu was a feminine 
like xocthb) ; e.g. AbCKOIbKO MUBYTS HO no1yann a few 
minutes after noon. 

Thus, too, noaropa [v. § 62, IV. (8)} 

* Distinguish noat floor, and nos skirt, 

kde ee ee 
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It is most important to distinguish noaqnd, 101864H, 
half a day, half a night, which signify duration, not 
a point of time. 

In these words only the first element is declined, 
the second already being in the genitive. 

e.g. A O6apcerBoRaIL NOAAHA, WOAHOGH, OAGAaCA, etc. 

I sat up half a day, half a night, half an 
hour, ete. 

In older Russian, as in German, there were other 

compounds with nosy-, for 24, 34, etc., viz. noaTperbiro, 
23, ete. 

These are obsolete. Modern Russian, like English, 

says Aba cb nososunoil, etc. [v. § 62, IV. (8).| 

e.g. Wdécab no1ymunyrbi Stoi paddrsl ona yerasa. 

After half a minute of this work she was 

tired. 

In this connection the word cyrku, cytoKs, may be 
noticed, meaning the whole day, i.e. 24 hours, including 
Aeub day and nous night. 

(2) Where “half” is used loosely, and not in 
terms of strict measurement. 

These are compounds prefixed with nosy- invariable. 

e.g. NOLyOCTpOBB a peninsula 
hee 

nosyM'bea 0b a crescent moon 
NOLYTOMS a half-volume 

(but norr6ma, no1yroma half of a volume) 
NOAY-OMOn HidtbAblt semi-official, etc. 

P2 
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VI. Russian money. 

The unit is the pyéap (py6ai) or nba need worth 
about two shillings. [v. § 4 (9).] 

The divisions are as follows :— 

90 copeks gesandcro konbeks or AéBaTs rpuBens : 
BO. s;, BOCEMBACCATL ,,  ,, BOCEMb _,, 

1 aaa C6OMBACCATD ~=—s',,_—si,, COMB 2 
0 | Sagagean WeCThACCITh =,,_~—s,,_:*WWCTH a 

BO eo WATBAeCATED «=. ,,_—Ss«s,:«sOATHHA OF NOATHHHAKL 
40s, COpOKb » 9) TeTbipe rpuBenHuka 
<a TpHAMATh i a ms 

fou Seas ABAAUATH MATH ,, ,, TETBEPTAKS 
5 pea [Baa uarb >» 5) ABYrpaBeHH bi ii 

15% 34 WATHAANATS ~=—g,_—Ss,-: ATH-@ATBINHBIIi 
Oo 2 AéCATh » 9) TPpHBeHHUKL 

ae ATS gg HATATERD 

ik ee Tpu KOUCHKM , aIToINB*™ 
Eg ABS " ,, Tpoulh 

Weare Konélika 
: eee NoOAKOMe Ka », ACHemKa 

, eae yérbepTb Konéika ,, NO’yoKa : 

VIL. Frequencies. 

Besides oqndabi, etc., there are some other locutions — 
that should be noticed. 4 

(1) In the multiplication table eqinomani is used — 
instead of ognAxabi, and yerpipewgbi is retained for this 
purpose. From five onwards the instrumental of the — 
numeral is used, but is accented nathi0, mécrb10, BOCEMbWO, — 
ACBATLIO, OJUHHAAMAThIO, etc., and not on the ultimate, — 
as usual. 

*-Obsolete. 
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(2) Before comparatives the forms used are BABée, 
Brpde, BYéTBepO, BHATepo... Bb AécaTepo; and thence- 
forward BL O{uHHaAuath past, etc. 

e.g. Mocksd 10 npoctpauctBy Bb ABaANATh CeMb pas 
doabmie Cépnyxosa. 

Moscow in extent is twenty-one times bigger 
than Sérpukhoy. 

VIII. A note should be added that one cardinal has 
becoine obsolete, namely tbma or tua 10,000 (except in 
some phrases, and as an expression for a multitude). 
There is a derivative, TémauKkt a commander of 10,000, 

and tuatmymiii, “ multitudinous.” 

IX. Cards. 

The names of the suits and the cards (Képrot, 
feminine) may be useful to the student. 

The four suits (macrb, feminine, third declension) are : 
hearts uépsu (sepséii, feminine, third declension) ; 
diamonds 6y6ub1 (6y6ons, feminine) ; spades niu (nHKn, 
feminine), and tpées1 (tpees, feminine) clubs. Trumps 
are KO3bIpb (mmas.); a game without trumps arpa Bt 6e3- 

KOspipaxs. A trick is s3atka, B3iTodKa ; urpOKs the player. 

The cards in each suit are :— 
TY3D ace - Mmecrépka six Baiéth knave 
Abolika deuce cemMépka seven Jama queen 

Tpoiika three ocbmépka eight Kopoap king 
yerpépka four eBaTka nine 
natépka five gecitKa ten 

€.g. Kopoib Tep Beit ; UaTépka OydénD; TpdiiKa 
HKD; JeBATka TPE. 

Notice the phrases: urpatb, cbirpats (perfective) pt 
KapTbl ; mpourpats to lose; slurpath to win (imperfec- 
tives NpOurpbiBaTh, BbIMpbIBaTh). 
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§ 82. THe PRONOUNS. 

I. The Interrogative Pronouns. 

These are used as in English, kro referring to persons, 
like “who”; aro to inanimate objects and neuters like 
“ what,’ and Koréppiii corresponding to “ which.” 

Note, however, that in English the genitive precedes 
the noun by which it is governed ; in Russian it follows. 
[v. § 69, IV. (3).] | 

e.g. John’s house. Jom» Msana. 

Thus: Bs gomb Koroparo MyKuKAa THI BONE! ? 

Into which peasant’s house did you go? 

Il. The Relative Pronouns. 

As in English, the interrogative and relative are 
now identical in form. 

KTo is used when the subject is a person, or in cor- 
relative and indefinite sentences, answering to Tors, 

BCAKIi, BCS. 

e.g. Tomy, KTO AKETb, He Bhpars. 
A liar is not believed. 

Bcb, kro UpuOblAn, U3YMMANC. 
All who arrived were astounded. 

yTo is similarly used, when the generality is not 
personal. 

e.g. Bcé 410 ThI CkKa3iA'b—JypaqectBo. 
All you have said is folly, 
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Otherwise, for nouns roréppiii is used; and, as 
always in Russian, the génitive follows and never 
precedes. 

e.g. Ondcnocru, KoTOpbiIMb A noABepra.ica. 
The dangers I have risked. 

Jom», Kpbima Koréparo cHecend Bbrpows. 
The house the roof of which has been carried 

off by the wind. 

kakOii may be substituted, where the sense allows; 
it means “ such as.” 

Observe.—The relative is never omitted as in English. 
But in common parlance uo in the nominative 
tends to replace kro and koropsii for all numbers and 
genders. This is not an admitted literary use. 

e.g. 5ro TOT CAMBI HUM, YTO MPAXOAMAD Kb BAM 

YTpOM. 

This is the same beggar as visited you in the 
morning. 

Til. The Indefinite Pronouns. 

These are of two kinds; first, nro and 40, etc., 
unaccented (cf. in Greek tus, 71, contrasted with is, +4), 
and next, compounded pronouns with to, nu, and other 
particles. [v. § 85 on negative sentences. | 

e.g. Bcé 470 Hu ecTB.* 
Anytbing whatsoever. 

CxOibkO HU paddrasu. 
However much they worked. 

* HH as compared with ne is like the Latin né, Greek mh, e.g. 
nay b,7. ay HOY uh} Whatever it may [not] be. 
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t 

Kbmp 651 1TH! nM pogliaca, TH BCéTakM OO43QnT 
NOBMHOBATHCA 3aKOHY. 

Whatever you were born, you must obey the 
law. 

hr6-HH6yAb. ° 

Whoever it may be. 

hr6-Hudyab nycth upanecérs Muh crakant BOAbI. 

Let somebody bring me a glass of water. 
(OvAb imperative of Onith; v. § 57, IT. and 41, VI.) 

The distinction between kakoii-ro... and rakoii nm — 
is almost identical with the English “some” and “any”: 
someone (but I don't know who exactly); anyone 

(and there is no discrimination nor knowledge of anys 
individual). 

IV. The Reciprocal Pronouns. 

To express “each other,’ “one another,” there are 

two phrases: Apyrh Apyra, OAH Apyroil. Apyrb Apyra 
is used for a// genders and numbers. The latter part 

of the phrase is varied, to be in agreement with the 

verb or sentence. 

e.g. Ont nenapnabin Apyrb Apyra. 

They hated each other. 

Out cudpuan Apyr cb apyroms. 
They quarrelled with each other. 

Apyrb Apyuny (from apyaika, feminine) is popularly 
also in use. 
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But with regard to things, the usual phrase is ojinp 
“Apyroii, both of hicks are declined in full. 

e.g. Bosnbr cxoqliinch pasobraancr Oopich Ona Ch 
Apyroii. 

The waves met and parted, fighting one 
another. 

V. The Negative Pronouns [v. § 85 and § 41, VII]. 

In Kussian, negatives are doubled, but do not cancel 

each other.* There is no means of expressing in 
Russian “I did not see nobody.” 

e.g. Hukanoit né 65110 Dpwuitabl Kb erd yxogy. 
There was no reason. 

All negative pronouns are resolved when governed 
by a preposition. [v. § 41, VII.] 

e.g. Hu kb KakOmy u3% BelmeyrdsanAbIxt opumbposs 
5To He MOAXOANTD. 

This does not comply with any of the 
previous examples. 

The only apparent exception is when the second 
negative negates a different verb or a noun or adjective. 

> 

e.g. fl ne cunTato eré HeySTHBbIMT. 
I do not consider him impolite. 

IuntO He MOMeTL He y3HATL erd MHAOCEpAia. 
No one can not-recognise (fail to recognise) 

his clemency. 

* E.g. in Greek ovdels ob« aaikra: no one has come, but ov« 
éradey ovdey could mean, as in English, ‘“‘he did not experience 
nothing, but...” 
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§ 83. THe RussiAN APPELLATIVES, 

Under this head a few notes will be found, as to 
the Russian methods of speaking to others, writing to 
others, and addressing letters. 

I. Conversation. 

Intimate friends and relatives use the pronoun TbI ; 
the politer form is Bb. The Russian for “tutoyer,” 
“ dutzen,” is ThIKaTh. 

BbI takes a predicative adjective in the plural. 

€.2, BbI O4enb 1100é3HbI you are very kind (unlike 
the French “vous étes trés aimable’’) 

But a noun following is in the singular, as in 
French, e.g. Bol Moi ayamiii Apyrb you are my best 
friend. 

Servants when speaking of their masters use the 
ord person plural. 

e.g. Joma-in Oapnut (iam Gappimas) ? 

Is your master (mistress) at home ? 

Oan yuan. 
He (she) has gone out. 

Russians in addressing one another use not 
the family name, but the Christian name and 
patronymic. 

tussians have three names: the Christian name, 

the patronymic, i.e. the father’s name, and the family 
name. 

e.g, Jésp Hurosdesnyn Toacroi. 
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The “patronymic” ends in -opayp (-eBn4ab) or -OBb 
(-ess) (for the lower classes) in the masculine,* and 
-OBHa (-eBHa) and -osa (-eBa) in the feminine. 

The Christian name is called ima, the patronymic 
érgecrso, the family name oamiaia. 

e.g. Rakb 30BYTb Bach 10 MMeHH, OTYecTBY, vam iin 7 
Rakb Balle ima, (Bame) OraecrBo, (Bata) 

amuaia ? 

In ordinary narration and conversation all classes 

are designated by the name and patronymic. 

e.g. pn Hunosaé Asexcanaposays. 
In the reign of Nicholas II. 

Buepa a serphraats Maps Aaexchesny. 
Equivalent to “yesterday I met Mary,” 

“yesterday I met Mrs. or Miss...” 

The Russian equivalents for Mr., Mrs., Monsieur, 

Madame, are rocnogusas (plural rocnogd), and rocnoma. 
The use of them is very much more restricted than in 
other European languages. 

Tocnojunt, rocnoma, are only employed when the 

relationship is distant. Thus, the master of a factory 
would address his equal (whose name we will suppose 
to be Bacnaiii Uasiosuye Tepenésrma,) as Bacmaiii 

*The patronymic is accented like the name from which it 
is derived; where monosyllabic names throw the accent on to 
terminations, or the termination can be accented, the accent is 
similarly thrown forward in the derivative. E.g. @oma, Oomi4t ; 
Kyspma, Kyspmuus; Cassa, Cappnun; Dérps (lerpa), Tlerpésu4b ; AjeK- 
cAnApb (Aaexcdngpa), Aaexcangposuys. A few feminines are formed 
in -nuna, e.g. Oommuum(4)na, CAassnm(4)na, - KysbMannm(4)Ha; dAyKa, 
Aykwnum(4)na; Huxdva, Hoxdiraim(s)sa. 
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llassosnat; an underling (such as a clerk) as Tocnojitat 
Ilepené1kunt; a mere workman or lower servant as 
Baciaiii. He would not address him as Iepenéaknat, 
unless he were a superior giving a direct command to 
an inferior; e.g. the master speaking to a foreman. 

Again, if a doctor is introduced, he will commonly 
be addressed as qdxtopp (as we say “colonel” or 
“lieutenant” or “doctor’’), unless he is of higher 
standing, when the polite form would be rocnoqun, 
AOKTOPD. 

When comparative strangers address one another, 
they will say rocnogunt bamkanb; as they approach 
intimacy, they will use the form Hani Ryspmian; and 
as close friends, Wasa; but seldom bam«ant, as in other 
languages, the surname. 

Il. Between masters and servants. 

The servant speaks of his master and mistress, 
and their daughter, respectively as Oapunb, Oappina, 
OapbimHd. 

In shops, restaurants, ete., an attendant calls the 

customers or masters cyapb, cyAapbind (an abbreviation: 
of rocyaapb, rocyaapbina), or adds an enclitic ep; these 
phrases are equivalent to the English “sir” and 
“madam.” 

e.g. Caymato-cp. I hear you, sir. 
Ja-co. Yes, sir. 

Yro npuxdmere-ch ? What are your orders, sir? 

This cp is supposed to be an abbreviation of cyaapb. 

The master and mistress (patr on and patronne) of a 
business house are xosimHb, xo3iera. 
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Ill. At meetings the company is collectively 
addressed as Misocrupbia rocyjappinu m MiL10cTHBbIe* 

rocyAapu, or more simply as rocnoga, equivalent to 
* Ladies and Gentlemen.” | 

IV. Titles, 

Majesty is Besnuecrso. The monarch is called 
—rocyjapb (rocyaappina), and these words are written 
with a capital, unless the reference is historical to a 
deceased monarch. 

e.g. Eré Umueparopcxoe Beansecrso Pocysapp. 

Ea Umneparpuna Beansecrso Cocygappina. 
Ijapb, uaptina, are used in ordinary speech. 

The Royal family has the title Bsscouectso. 

e.g. Eré Hanepéropcxoe Bercduecrso Hacabqunns. 

Hecapésuys Asexcbit Huxosdesus. 
His Imperial Highness the heir Tsesarévié 

Alexis. 

Otherwise the forms are napésa4t, Hapésna. 

Grand Dukes (who belong to the Royal Family 
more distantly) are styled Beanniii Kunass. 

e.g. Eré Uaueparopcxoe Baicouectso Beankiii Ruasp 
Huxosiii Haxosdtesuy. 

Ea [mmeparopcxoe Bricovecrso Beatkaa Kuariiua 
Eansapéra Hakosdesua. 

The daughters of a kaa3b are styled Kaamua. 

* A rendering of the German ‘“‘ gniidige Herrschaften.”’ 
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Dukes (kua3b) have the title ciiteancrso (brilliance). 

e.g. Eré Citterscrso Kuass Waseas Werposuap Aoaro 
pyniil. | 

Earls and barons are also styled ciftreibcTBo. 

e.g. Ero Ciateascrso [paws (rpaeiaa) . . 

The civil ranks are as follows :— 

Eré Bstcoxonpesocxognteabcto (excellency), for a 
Abiicrsutesbubii Taiinpiii Cosbrauxn (something 
like a Privy Councillor; also called Crarcniii 
Tenepast). 

Ero [pesocxoguresscrso, for a Taiinpiii Copbranks. 

Eré Burcoxopogie, for a Crarexiit Cosbranns. 

Eré BeicoxoGsaropogie, for a Rosaéxcniii Cexperaps, 
and for the lower ranks. | 

Ero Baaropoaie. 

In the army, ranks from a nopyauns (lieutenant) to 
a mTadb-KanaTans (captain) are styled Ero Baaropogie ; 
from a kanuTéas to no1KdsnaKt, Eré Beicono-Gaaropoasie ; 
from a general of infantry to a general-lieutenant, 
Ero I[pesocxoyiuresscrso. 

In the Church, the regular clergy are styled Bsicoro-— 
ipenogddie, Npemogdodie, BbICOKONpeocBAMeHCTBO, MpeocBA-— 
méncrso, according to rank; the lower orders being 
called 61aroc.10Bénie. 

Persons not titled are addressed rocnogua, rocnoma, 
followed by the full name; often the rocnognnt, 

rocnoxa, is omitted on envelopes, 
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As stated in § 67, Russian concord follows sense 
and not form, unlike French and German. 

e.g. Eré Ipesocxogiresscrso 13801010 mpudpite. 
His Excellency has arrived (deigned to arrive) 

Ea Himneparopcnoe Beaisecrso Tocygappina 
ropopiiia 4TO . . . 

Her Imperial Majesty the Empress said... 

Contrast—“ Sa Majesté le roi est arrivée.” “Que 
désire-t-clle?” In Russian, uro xorute. 

These titles must be used in combination with the 

name of the office. 

e.g. Ero Beicoxonpesocxoanteasctsy Focnoquay 
Manicrpy Hapognaro HWpocsbuéuia (Iyréit 
cooOmeé alii). 

To his Excellency the Minister of Public 
Education (communications). 

In a private letter— 
Eré Bsicoxonpesocxogitteabcrby Apragiio Muxait- 

aopnuy Pasuny. 
To his Excellency Arkadi Mikhailovic Razin. 

V. In addressing letters the full titles are inserted, 
in the dative, with or without kK. 

e.g. In a private letter, Eré WUpesocxogureascrsy 
(or Bbrcoxonpesocxogureanctsy) Hukosaro 
Ceménosngy Ilyrayésy. 

If official, Eréd Bstcoxonpesocxognreascrsy 
Tocnogiuy Hasainaury 1n6aso-Pémenckoii 
werb3snoit = goporn, HaxKosdt Ceménosnyy 
Ilyragésy. 

To his Excellency the director of the Libéva- 
Romeny railway... . 
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Where there is no title, any of these three forms are 
applicable :— 

Er6é Botcoxopdégito Huxosatwo Terpésnay rocno- 
auny [usopaposy. 

Huxosdto Herposagy nsosaposy. 
Or simply, Huxosato Herposaay rocnojiny Uusosapony. 

Next follows the name of the street and number, | 
then the house, lastly the town and country. 

eg. Ero Ciireanersy Kuasio Cemény Apragiesnuy 
Joaropykomy, 

Mbxosaa yauna, No. 18, 
Jom» banikuua, 

BL Mocuss. 

Letters addressed abroad are marked: 3a rpanity, 
beyond the frontier. 

The letter is usually headed with some honorific 
adjective. : 

e.g. When very formal, Misocrusaa Tocyaappins, 

Yocnoxa []axmarora; when less stiff, Misocrusaa 
Mapta Eonumosna; if friendly, Maoroysamaemaa — 
Mappa Eonmosna; if intimate, Jloporaa or 
Jlt06é3naa Mappa Eoumosna. 

Thus the English equivalent of Muoroysamaemaa 
Mappa Eonmosna, would in this case be “ Dear Mrs. or 

Miss Sékhmatov.” 

The conclusion of the letter would be as follows :— 
Ct copepliGHubiMb nouTénieM'S. 
Torosplii KB ycryraM?. 

(or, informally) Bam. 
—Bacuaiit Wasosaposs. 
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§ 84. INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES. 

As in English, sentences beginning with inter- 
rogative pronouns and adverbs are interrogative in 

_ themselves. 
e.g. Rorga apudysere ? 

When will you arrive ? 

Other interrogative sentences are distinguished by 
the enclitic particle 1m, which is appended to the 
emphatic word of the sentence. The personal pro- 
noun, or subject, may or may not follow the verb. 

e.g. He cmOaere-1n Bbl 34BTpa MpurorosuTb Mom cantor 2 
Will you not be able to get my boots ready 

to-morrow ? 

Cxopo-1u upudysemb Kb Oépery ? 
Shall we soon reach shore ? 

There is another interrogative adverb, passb, which 
conveys an ironic sense. 

e.g. PasBb ayxno 4T0ObI Hach NOACAYMMBAAH ? 
Is it necessary they should overhear us ? 

§ 85. NEGATIVE SENTENCES. 

Russian has two particles of negation, ne and uu. 
A third one, nbrs, is considered to be an abbreviation 
of ne ecrb, and is used for “ No” as a reply. 

ui is used :— 

(1) To express neither—nor—. | 

e.g. Hu 4 2M MOii OTéNS He MOTAM CKPbITh TAaKy10 TpeBory. 
Neither I nor my father could conceal such a 

trouble. 

nu un always requires the verb negatived with ue. ; 
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(2) In composition with negative pronouns [v. § 40 
(1), § 41, VIL. and § 82, V.]. Such pronouns, e.g. 
Hukakoil, also need a verb negatived with ue. 

(3) With the indefinite pronouns [v. § 82, IIL]. 

He is used :— 

(1) To express the negation of a verb in all tenses 
and moods. 

e.g. He rporaii Meni, Korga A MBIO. 
Do not touch me, when I am sewing. 

(2) With adjectives to negative their meaning. 
Notice in this connection that Russian possesses no 
such distinction of negatives as English or Latin; 
e.g. between non-essential, unessential, illogical, non- 

logical, insensate, nonsensical (the distinction generally 
being that an adjective negatived with “un-” or “in-” 
implies the absence of the positive qualities; whereas 
the non-compound excludes the compatibility of that 
quality with some other object). 

Such a distinction must be otherwise expressed. 

e.g. Your statement is unreasonable. 
Tsoé oObacuénie HepasyMHO. 
Caterpillars are irrational, non-rational beings. 
l'ycenuubi—o10 Sespa3yMHbIA CyMecTBA. 

Heonpegbiéunbia 3a4a%H indefinite, undefined 
tasks. — 

Besuperba bHbIA MpoctpanctBa infinite—endless— 
horizons. 

Observe (as stated in § 41, VII.) that in Russian a 
double negative asseverates, and does not annul as in 
English. * 

e.g. A ne Berpbuaat Hukord T met no one, 

ye 
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An apparent exception exists, when the negatives 
belong to separate verbs or as stated above. 

/ 

4 U U , v4 e.g. Dro Ob140 BeTpbyeno, Kak HATO TaKde, 170 AOAKHO 
ObI40 CAYUMTECA, YTO He MOTAG He cAyUIITHCA. 

This was faced as something that must have 
come ‘about, that could not not have come 
about (have failed of coming about). 

(5) ne, in combination with certain pronouns, forms 

negative pronouns.* 

The pronouns are kT0, 470, Korga, Kya, etc. (i.e. those 

on the first line § 40 (2) ). 

In this usage ne stands for ubrs there is not. 

e.g. Héuero baat. 
There is nothing to do. 

(but A ne xbaaxp uungerd. 
I was doing nothing.) 

U <4 , 

Mut né kb komy oOparirsca. 
I have no one to turn to. 

Emy né na 46M OCHOBbIBaTS erO HaAGHKAbI. 
He has nothing on which to build up hopes. 

The preposition is always inserted between the negative 
and the pronoun, as with unxrd, ete. 

Observe, in the past or future tense the verb “to be” 
must be inserted. 

ec. Hé vero Gygers (Ovi10) abaare. 

Lastly, the reader is cautioned to distinguish between 
this use of He, as a separable negative, and ué the indefinite 

prefix ; e.g. ubxro somebody, ubxoropsiii, etc. [v. § 40 (2).] 

* This use of ne, formerly nt, is probably derived from ue e there 
is not; e in older Slavonic being an unaccented form of ect». 

Q 2 
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§ 86. THE VERB “TO BE.” 

In the present tense the verb “to be” is generally — 
omitted. In any case the forms ecms, ecu, ecmbl, ecte, 

are obsolete, and cyrb is only rarely found; ecrb, when 
necessary, replacing all the persons and numbers. 

e.g. fl 3goposp I am well. 

Tbi Herogtii you are a scapegrace. 

Ont Bopst they are thieves. 

bapuua ubrb Joma master is not at home. 

However, the “copula” in the present sometimes 
must be stated. 

99 6¢ (1) Ecrs regularly stands for “there is,” “ there are.” 
U 

e.g, Ecrb na cabrb xyqpia aan. 
There are evil people in the world. 

The negative of ecrb in this sense is mbrs. [v. § 85.] 

(2) Ecrs and cyrb sometimes are used to assert 
existence. | 

e.g. Bort ecTb: aHTeabl CyTb. 
God is: the angels are. 

But it is better to use the verb cymecrBosars. 
, f S 

e.g. Beerga cymectByorb nbcKosbkO MCKAIOUCHI 41a 
BCHKArO NpaBasa rpaMMATHKH. 

There are always some exceptions to every 
rule of grammar. 

Se ee 
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(3) In definitions. 
e.g. I[pamaa sunia ecrb Kparuaiimee pasctodie MéaAy 

F _ABYMa TOUKAMH. 
3 A straight line is the shortest distance between 
“et ee ee ene ton 

a two points. 
; Boabsun CyTb Haka3anie yeaoBbry 3a lepBOpOAHblil 
b rpbxs. 
f Diseases are man’s punishment for primeval sin. 

But, in all such cases it is better to substitute the 
pronoun 370. 

e.g. Atnia — 310. 

Boabsau — 510 naKasauie . 

. (4) When the use of the copula is essential to 
_ clarity 6siTb is generally replaced by some exacter 

verb, such as cugbre, naxogirsca, Aemdrb, croirb, cocroirs. 

e.g. Moii aaaa HAXOAUTCA Bb 11OXOMD COCTOMHIN 340PO BIA. 
My uncle is in poor health. 

Mocks crours ua pbrb rordé ae naspania. 
Moscow lies (is) on a river of the same name. 
I[para crourp na xoamh nag pbroto Barasow.* 
Prague is on a hill above the Moldau. 

Romka cugury na cryas. 
The cat is on the chair. 
Co6aka ACHKUTL NOAL CTOAOMD. 
The dog is under the table. 

U 

Cryab crours Bb AbrcKoil. 
The chair is in the nursery. 

Ont COCTOUTS O®HNEPOMS Bb ApMIN. 
He is an officer on service. 

The omission in Russian of the present of 6th explains the 
form of the past tense. In older Russian the perfect ran a ecmb 
(na)nmcaab, -a, -0, Thr ecu (Ha)nMCars, -a, -0, etc.; later the copula 
vanished, Cf. in Polish pisalem, pisalam, pisalom ; pisales, pisalas, 
pisalos, etc.; pisalismy, pisalysmy, etc. 

* Or Mosjasow, 
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In every other tense and mood the verb Opitb is 
used, but the predicate put into the dative or instru- 
mental, according to sense. 

e.g. Onb Oblab OankupomME (present OAD OanKApD) 
a TeHépb OHS TOPrOBelb Cce.leAKaMH. 

He was a banker and is now selling herrings. 

Hamécrsie Tataps Ob140 Hecydctbems Jaa Pyeu. 
The incursion of the Tatars was a misfortune 

to Russia. 

Korga Onipaete (Gygete) Joma? 

When are you at home as a rule? 
When will you be at home? 

It should, however, be observed that in the present 
the word sors is used like the French voici, voila, or 
the Italian ecco. | 

e.g. Borb pamb OpaTh KOTOpbIii ON034a1b.  ~ 
There is your brother who was late. 

§ 87. THe VERB “TO HAVE,” 

In Russian there is no verb which can be exactly 
translated “to have.” 

The verb “to have” is replaced by y mena ecrb, 
ObIIS, ete. 

e.g. Y mena [ecrs| (Op110 or Gplam) Tpa rpamMaraKn 
pycckaro A3b1Ka. 

I have (had) three grammars of the Russian 
language. 
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U . 

umbrb “to possess” or “own” is also used in this sense. 

e.g. Ch xbup umbio vecrp roBopurb ? 
With whom have I the honour of speaking ? 

Otherwise, uwbrs means “to own”; ef. uMYyectBO 
property. 

e.g. Y mena ectb cOOcrBenublii JOM». 
I have a house of my own. 

But Wb c6dcrsennpiii som. 
I have (i.e. own as my property) a house 

belonging to me. 

§ 88. SpreciaL USES OF THE INFINITIVE. 

The infinitive has a special idiomatic use as a 
sort of general fatalistic future; the construction is 
impersonal, the logical subject and the predicate both 
being put in the dative. 

e.g. Uma ne 3a6niTb cBouxs Abréii. 
They shall not forget their children. 

Takimt 66pa30Mb HHKOMY He ObITS Oorary. 
In this fashion no one gets rich. [v. § 34 (1).] 
Hy, xopomo 470 TbI KO unt 3allélb ; a TO He 

GuiBdrh Teds #KUBOMY. 
It is well for you you came to me; otherwise 

you would not be alive. 

Observe the dative adjective may be in the simple or 
attributive form; the instrumental is also allowable; 
thus in the instance above, takiimt 66pa30M? ... . GoraTbIM. 

The infinitive may be used as a noun, as in English, 

e.g. To fly on an aeroplane is a great pleasure. 
Aerbrs na aspomsanb—sro 6 00.1bm16e YAOBOALCTBIE. * 

* Observe aviator is 1éT4nKb, 
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But the verbal noun in -nie is generally substituted 
in the nominative, and always in the oblique cases. 

eg. To suffer is our truest experience. 
Crpaainie — name camoe icraHnoe uCHbITAnIe. 
By trying you will succeed. 
Crapaniemt tedb yajactea. 

§ 89. THe USE OF GERUNDIVES AND PARTICIPLES. 

i; 1 he Gerundives. 

The two gerundives, present and past, can only 
refer to the subject* of the sentence, and are used as 
indeclinable participles. 

! é 

e.g. Bpogt uo yaunb, « serpbraas Wsana fxos- 
JeBu 4a. 

Whilst wandering along the street I met 
Ivan Yakovlevie. 

Unréa Anny Kapénuny, a madxasa. 
On reading Anne Karénina, I cried. 

SansaruBb CBO AOATH, # MOYBCTBOBaIa Cedi 
CBOOOAHON. | 

Having paid my debts I felt free. 

II. Lhe participles, present and past. 

These are used in agreement with a noun. 

e.g. Bs x6mnarb 6viao Thxo, TéabKO mesecrbau 
HepeBopadnBaeMblA AUCTHI. | 

It was quiet in the room, only the leaves (of 
the book) rustled as they were turned over 
(present participle passive). 

* The historical explanation of this rule is that the ‘‘ gerundives”’ 
are the shorter (predicative) form of the nom. sing. masculine of the 
active participles. 
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llépeas eré pacmipenabimn raazinn MpoxoAian 
— erpamubie O6pasbl, BbISbIBABUIC MAAOCTH . . « 
Before his open eyes terrifying images passed, 

provoking pity... 

By rémayo nous ont serbian kyad-r0 na. ceollx’ 
KOMMOUHXD Kpblabaxs. 

In the dark of night they flew somewhere on 
their sharp-pointed wings. 

Beé 4ro 6b110 mpoaBiénia ognoii 3aragoqnoii 
, wo - f 

cHabl, KeAAOMel NoryOuTh wesoBbra. 
All of these were aspects of some one 

mysterious power that wants to ruin man- 
kind. 

A pugbas eé cugameii na crys. 

I saw her sitting in a chair. 

Ont moxogiap Ha vesoBbKa tepiiomaro nocaba- 
HIOIO HaAGHAY M OCTABABINArTO BCé BL Npom- 
1OMD. 

He resembled a man who was losing his last 
hope, and had left everything behind in the 
past. 

Kamauiii rogp pycckaa ~—saxearbaoghadreapnas 
POMBIMACHHOCTS YyMenbMders  KOAMTeCTBO 
BBOSUMBIXD H3b Tepmdnin ToBapows. 

Every year the Russian iron industry 
diminishes the quantity of goods imported 
from Germany. 

It should also be observed that the present participle 
passive, especially when compounded with ne, has a 
secondary meaning, corresponding to the Latin -di/is. 
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¢.g. BUAMMBIii Visible, AzuauMbI Moveable 
crapdembili incendiable, nesdumblit unlovable 

Abstracts from these are formed in -ocrs, etc. 

HeoThémMsemocTb imprescriptibility 
HeoTmbasemocrs irrevocability 

The past participle passive may also bear this same — 
secondary meaning, e.g. HecpaBHénubiil incomparable. 

As a general rule these gerundives and participles 
are used much like the English forms in “ -ing.” 

§ 90. SUBORDINATE CLAUSES. 

I. Temporal. 

There being no moods in the Russian verb, temporal — 
conjunctions merely govern the same forms as are used 
in principal clauses. | 

There are some few independent forms, such as 
Korga when, nox& until; most of the conjunctions are 
compounds with 4to; cf. in French quand, but quoique, 
bienque, lorsque, etc., all formed with que. 

———Eoow le 

Koraa means “ when” generally; noka is followed 
by “ne,” as in French. 

e.g. Hora Hosucoss ne yada 036 Mocksst. 
Until Novikov left Moscow, “ jusqu’a ce que 

Novikov ne quittat Moscou.” 

But temporal conjunctions are mostly formed with 
the appropriate preposition governing a case of ToTB, T0, 
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; 
followed by kakb or 470; e.g. meway Thm Kakb while, 
BB TOMb 4TO exactly when, no Téms 470, n6cA‘ TOTO KakD 
after, 40 Toro Kak until, orb Toré 4to after which... 

II. Causal conjunctions, ete. 

These are all formed prepositionally ; e.g. noromy 
410 because, 41a Tord 4TddbB1 with the object of, kpomb 
Tord 1to besides which, ndocab toré kak after (causal), 
mpotaBh Tord, ro against the fact that..., etc., 

very much like the German “wogegen,” “indem,” 
“nachdem,” ete. 

III. Conditional clauses. 

The clause prefaced by “if” is called the protasis, 
the principal sentence is called the apodosis. 

The regular method is to prefix the protasis: with 
écim, iu common parlance K0.14. 

When the past tensesare used, the particle 6n1* may 

be added to the -protasis, and must be added to the 

apodosis. 651 is enclitic and can be abbreviated to 6n, 
e.g. ecandn. 

The apodosis is also frequently prefaced by the 
particle to, which stands first in the sentence, like the 
German “wenn...” “so.” This 70, like so, is left un- 

translated in English. 

* Bpt in modern Russian is a particle creating the sense of a 
conditional tense (‘‘I would have,” ‘should be,” etc.). It is 
originally the 2nd and 3rd person sing. preterite of Onitp (formerly 
A ObIX, TH, OHS Opt). In Old Russian the compound tense OnIxXb ObLI'b 
was a regular conditional like j’awrais été, j’ewsse été, 
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The tense sequence is as in English. 

e.g. Ecan pact nocbuly, TO npuBegy Molo cécrpy. 
If I visit you, I will bring my sister. | 

Ecan-On Clydach Takad ObAa, TO A yubyom ita 

ObI Bach 00} STOMS. 
If such a misfortune happened to me, I would 

acquaint you of it. | 

. When the events stated in protasis and apodosis are 
both unreal, 61 is repeated in both. 

e.g. Ecan-6n upocryaiiicd, A He MOP OBI OROHSHTS 
CBOIO KHIITrY. 

If I had caught cold, I should not have been 

able to finish my book. 
. 

The infinitive may be used in either clause as 
stated in § 88. : 

e.g, Ecau Opt muh sndrs. : 
If I had known. 

Kean HATH HAnpao. 

If we are to go to the right,.... 

The protasis may be irregularly introduced :— 

(1) By two disjointed verbs. 

e.g. Pasdorarbio, 3ansasy; ne pasdorarbio, He 3amldady. | 
If I grow rich, I will pay; if I don’t, I shan’t. | 

(2) By the imperative uninflected for any person 
[v. § 91]. 

e.g, Suaii 1 5TO paubme, f Obl He HANACAAS. 
Had I known this sooner, I would not have 

written. 
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(3) By the infinitive [cf. § 88]. 

e.g. 3ndrp Ob mub Sto pdubme, i Ost ne ocmbanaca 
roBopuTb. 

Had I known this sooner, I would not have 
dared speak. 

In all these cases Ov1 marks unreality, an unfulfilled 
condition. Cf. § 93 on On1so. 

IV. Final clauses. 

Final clauses relate either to purpose or effect. 

(1) Purpose. 

Where the subjects of the principal and the sub- 
ordinate clause are the same, 416651 (sometimes 4adp1) 
is used with the infinitive. 

e.g. fl myremécrsosaap no Pocciii s7661 yuurbca 
pyCCKOMY A3BIKY. 

I travelled about in Russia to learn Russian. 
[v. § 69, V.] 

Where the subjects are different, a76651 (or ga6p1) 
generally with the past tense. 

e.g. fl ybay a3m Mockss1 4106p1 TbI OcTéAacb OAKS. 
I will leave Moscow that you may be left alone. 

(2) Effect—*“ so that,” rakb to, with the present, 
past or future. 

e.g. Opérp serbib Tak ObicTpO 4TO nNejbsi 66110 
HONACTh BL Hero, 

The eagle flew so fast that there was no 
chance of hitting him. 

Ona takb pasApaikiitesbHa, YTO A HE BbIAepaty. 
She is so irritable that I shall not stand it. 
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V. Reported Speech. 

In English reported speech goes into the tense of 
the principal verb, with the necessary change of person. — 

e.g. “ He said that he was going to visit his cousin 
if time permitted.’ The remark in direct narration — 
would be “I am going to visit my cousin, if time — 
permits.” 

The same rule does not altogether apply to Russian. 
Russian has only one past tense, so that there is no 
difference corresponding to “I have seen,’ “I said I 
had seen.” Further, there is no reported future tense, 
“was going to visit,” “would visit.” Consequently the 
above sentence in Russian would run: “Ont cra3aab 
470. nocbrirs cpBoerd gBoropognaro Gpara écam y Herd 
OYAeTE Bpéma ” (present tense in reported speech). 

Or again, “He said he had seen the Tsar.” His 
remark was “I have seen the Tsar”; however, in 
Russian, “I saw,” “have seen,” and “had seen” are all 
alike, ysujbin. Consequently the Russian would be: 
“ Onb cKa3zais 40 BuAbaD [apa.” 

Lastly, in reporting the present tense, Russian, like’ 
English, sometimes may change to the past. 

e.g. He said he was writing a letter to his mother 
(I am writing ... .). 

Oub CKaza1b 4YTO NCAA UAChMO Kb MATepH, OF 
better 470 TNMMeTS. 

Consequently, in reporting an action witha verb in the 
past, Russian does not, because it cannot, change the tense. 

‘In reporting a speech with a future tense Russian 
must use the future, as it has no indirect form of 
expressing the future. 

a 
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In reporting a speech with a verb in the present, 
Russian can retain the present, changing the person, or 
may use the past tense. 

In reporting an imperative, the imperative must be 
treated like a future. 

e.g. They said they would murder Cesar (i.e. Let 
us murder Cesar). | 

Onn cra3dan sro yOnrors. Iésapa (cka3zaan, Ja 
yOnéut o7 yOnéemte Ifé3apa). 

In reporting a question, the same changes of person 
and tense must be used, but the particle am is affixed to 
the first word of the subordinate clause, unless some 

other interrogative word be there instead. [v. § 84.| 

e.g. He asked Peter would his (Peter’s) sister be 
going out as a nurse. 

He asked Peter when his sister had lost her 
money. 

He asked Peter whether his sister was ailing. 

In direct speech— 
- Will your sister be going out as a nurse ? 
When did your sister lose her money ? 
Is your sister ailing ? 

In Russian— 
Ont cupocias Llerpa, woiigérs-an ero cecrpa 

BL HAnbKH. |v. § 69, III] 

Ont cupocias Herpa, Korga erd cectpa notepisa 
ef AGHBIH. 

Ons cnpocias Merpa, ne Go1bHa-1n ero cecrpa. 

In all these cases the only change is in the person, 
none in the tense. 
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Similarly— 
He said “ could one believe a Gerinan.” 

, , Ul U 

Onp ckaza1t, “ pa3bb Momno Bhputh Hbuay.” 

These are the usual methods of reporting speech in 
tussian. A few idiomatic usages must still be discussed. 
Three particles, ye, Moab and 4éckars (or auckaTb), and in 

vulgar Russian, rp, rpailb, rpurb, rpaad (abbreviations 
of ropopro), are used like the vulgar English, “’e sez,” 
to indicate a reported speech; je, Moab, AucKaTb are all 

three abbreviations of words bearing the same meaning, 
“he said”; * and are all popular in style. 

These particles are used in reporting messages 
(where in Latin and Greek the accusative and infinitive — 

would be employed). 

e.g. Onb ropopiTh: A MOA UCKAIS, Ja 3HATh MOS 
ubrty. 

He says, “I looked, but could not find out.” 

OOb nTAIbIANCKOM APMIM OT3bIBAICA Cb i pespit- 
reabHoii yavlOKOil, Kakb O Beanuunh game 
cepbé3Haro BHUMAHIA He 3accyRMBaLomleil ; 
Mbl-Je e6 xopomld sudemb. [v. § 4 (7).] 

He disparaged the Italian army with a con-— 
temptuous smile, as though speaking of a 
power not deserving serious attention ; 
“we know all about it.” 

Bot AYMaim 3anyrarb Mead, Bacisiii Ueanonu4s; 
BOT'b AeckaTb, A eré myrny. 

You thought you would frighten me, Vasili 
_ Ivanovic; you thought, “I will frighten him.” — 

* These examples are partly taken from Boyer’s Manuel de la 
langue russe. 
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In every case where these particles are used, the 
quotation or indirect narration is in the person and — 
tense of the original; these words merely serve as 
spoken inverted commas. 

§ 91. THe IMPERATIVE. 

The imperative conjugated in full comprises the 
following forms :— | 

e.g. Jaurpaio waycrb urpaio let me play 
HI pai play 

Aa urpaerh tiycrb arpaets let him play 
ja urpaemb yctb urpaems, urpaemre let us play 

urpaiire play 
Aa urpawrs nycth urpawr, let them play 

The forms with 4a express desire; those with myers 
permission. 

The original imperative has only two forms, urpaii, 
urpaiite, and in Old Russian urpaii was the correct form 
of both the 2nd and the 3rd person singular. 

The form in u, i, ii, & (e.g. cOxum, Aepmit, abaaii, 

caqb) is used for all numbers and persons in phrases 

which have no imperative meaning. 

(1) Adverbially. 
e.g. Nomatylicra please (cra suffix) 

nomatyi* I consent, so be it 
yaii* (4aaTb expect) so be it 
ycTh or nycKaii so be it 
kamkuch apparently 
rau apparently 
Hed6cb (for Heddiich do not fear) apparently 
nou (for noiian from noiigTit) apparently 
nour almost 

* Probably these are abbreviated forms of nowdayw, 4au. 

R 
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ait with the perfect future “if I only could.” 
e.g. Bors Aaii ynecy mbm6ns orypuoss, mpogams. 

If Ican carry off this sack of cucumbers, I 
will sell it. 

Aapaii With the infinitive. 

e.g. Jasaii urpats. Let us play. 

The answer may be gapaii! Let us! = Yes, please; 
willingly. . 

(2) As a preterite.* The form is invariable, and 
expresses a sudden action. | 

e.g. Orkyja Hu Bo3sbMich from out of the clouds. 
(Literally, from wherever it came.) 

Ch ropa Ja Ch TOCKM...A BO3DMM Ja BCG eif 
pasckaait. 

What with pity and grief I told her every- 
thing. : ak 

Yerd-xb Obl 1 BL JOMB He 3Halb? hamich, Bcé 
3HAL0. 

What do I not know of at home? I think I 
know everything. 

Hlocrapiia na CTOAb HanTKH HW 3akYCKM pasHble, 
H WOYTIpY paHexOHDKO 6yAuTh M AaBail pac- 
I pain Barb. 

She set various foods and drinks on the 
table; wakes up in the morning, and began 
asking [literally “and let me ask!”]. 

So, too, rasqb he looked up,—1Jo! xparp he seized ; 

aépau, e.g. aépou mena the idea occurred to me; 
yropasau, e.g. yropa3qu Mena the idea occurred to me. 

* This usage is in accord with the older grammar, which had 
a 3rd person singular preterite in this form. 
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(3) As a conditional, v. § 90, ITI. (2). 

(4) One past tense, nomé«., is used as an imperative, 
equivalent to “get out.” The explanation is that the 
older language had the full form 6yqb noméap (6yAb 
imperative of 6pirp). 

e.g. lloman Bonn, Aypasku ! 
Out you go, you fools! 

§ 92. FuRTHER ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE ASPECTS. 

Russian has two future forms, perfective and 
imperfective. 

e.g. Bs Oyayuems roay OyAy 3anMMAaTECA XuMieii. 
Next-year I shall study chemistry. 

3aBtpa 3aiiMych MY3bIKOM. 
To-morrow I shall be busy with my music. 

Remember Oyay and crany can never be used with a 

perfective infinitive. 

The perfective implies definition of object, and 
completion of purpose; the imperfective the duration 
or method of the process. 

Instances :— 

Abromb ont xoqiias Bb nasbT6 (imperfective). 
In the summer he walked about in an overcoat. 

(French “paletot”; indeclinable in Russian.) 

Onn nepbaKo XAKMBAIL Bb OTHOBCKIA JOMS. 
He often went to his father’s house. 

(The iterative, expressing discontinuous 
frequent action.) 

RZ 
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Tors, Koropbiii UI pOxasKMUBaeTCA OKOLO dToro Aoma 
OTL AecaTH GacOBh AO NOAYANA HasbiBaercd 
Huknraapim. 

The man who saunters round this house from 
10.to 12 a.m. is called Nikitin. 

Ont mérp BD Mocksy he was going to Moscow. 
Onb 1OMé’D Ha BORAT. 
He went to the railway station (perfective 

and definitive). 

Al Bu4jarb BALI Ha cBOéMD Bbry ! j 
I have seen wonderful things in my life! 

(imperfective ; general). 

A ypujaap Anny Ha 6am. 
I caught a sight of Anne on the tower (per- 

fective). 

A yaugbip Bp rocrhanuns oqnord 3naKdmaro. 
I saw an acquaintance in the hotel. 
(I.e. I just saw him for an instant; perfective.) 

Tamb-xKe Bubb MHOTO MHOCTPAnNEBD. 
I also saw many foreigners there. 
(There is no definiteness in the action.) 

It has repeatedly been stated that the “aspects” 
are best understood as devices for supplementing the 
defective tense-system, there being in modern Russian 
no inflections save for the present tense. The following 
table illustrates this adaptation of the “ aspects.” 

Very few verbs, if any, possess all the aspects; few 

possess as manyas mentdérb or Bbigupatb. The iterative 
is in such cases expressed by the present form, and the 
perfective signifies both the aoristic and a completed 
action in the past. 

A few verbs have an “abstract” and “concrete” 
aspect; for these, v. §§ 59, I. (4) and 59, II. and III. 
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SCHEME OF A RussIAN VERB WITH FULL ASPECTS 

ARRANGED AS TENSES AND Moons. 

Infinitive : 

Verbal noun : 

Part. indecl. act. : 

Part. decl. active : 

Part. passive : 

Indicative : 

Imperative : 

Indicative: 

Part. indecl. act. : 

Part. decl. active: 

Indicative : 

Part. indecl. act. : 

Part. decl, active : 

Present. 

To tear asunder. 

BbIAUPaTb 

BbIAUpAHie 

BbIAU pad 

BbIAMPALOMiii 

BbIAMpaemM bl ii 

BbIAM Pato, -CLIb, -10TL 

BhIAU pai 

Iinper feet. 

BbIAUpAaJ'b 

BbIAU PaBh, -ABUIM 

BbIAM PaBiUiii 

Imperfect tteratie. 

Same as 

Imperfect 

throughout, 

To whisper. 

WenTath 

menrauie 

menva 

ménay Ui 

mémueM bil 

menay, méndyTS 

mens 

Wentasb 

MentTAaBh, -aBln 

merTaBuit 

MEUThIBAAS 

MENTbIBABD, -aBlIn 

MenThIBaBIN i 
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Infinitive : 

Verbal noun: 

Part. indeclin. : 

Part. declinable: 

Indicative : 

Imperative : 

Part. passive : } 

Infinitive : 

Verbal noun : 

Part. indecl. : 

Part. declinable: 

Part. passive : 
Imperative : 

Continuous : 

Iterative : 

Perfective : 

Aoristic: 

Conditionals can be formed from any past tense 

- RUSSIAN GRAMMAR. 

Perfect active. 

To tear asunder. 

BbIApaTb 
BbIApanie* 
BbIApaBh, -aBiu 
BbIApAaBM 
BbIApasb 
BbIApH 

Perfect. 

BbIApaHAblii 
BbIAU Panublil 

Aorist. 

BbIACPHYTh 
BbI epHytie* 
BbIACPHYBS, - VBI 
BbIAepHYBIiil 
BbI AepHYTHI Ii 
‘BbIAepau 

Future. 

OVAY BbIAUpaTh 
> 2) 

' o U BbIApY, -CUIb, -VTb 
BbIAePHY, -CMIb, - Tb 

by adding the particle 6p. 

To whisper. 

Same as 
Aorist 

throughout. 

NenTaHHblil 

IenHYTb 
menHytie* 
IeNHYBS, -V BINH 
meu HY BI 
menHY THI ii 
menalt 

OVAY WenTars 
OVAY 1é0TBIBaTL* 
Same as Aoristic. 
MenHy, -€llb, -YTb 

* Seldom used, 
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§ 93. AUXILIARY PARTICLES. ~ 

The Russian verb has only one past tense, and one 
present. It has been explained how the aspects 
supplement the tense system, the imperfective supply- 
ing an imperfect tense [v. § 42 (2) (i) and (ii), § 59, 
§ 90, IIT., and § 92]; the perfective a past tense of 
completion, whether preterite perfect or pluperfect, and 
a determinate future; the iterative a tense to express 
frequency of action; and the abstract aspect the power 
as contrasted with the act. Further, the particle 61 
partially replaces the subjunctive mood. 

There are other particles and auxiliaries used, 

e.g. ycTh, Aa, Jali, gaBaii [v. § 91], principally with the 
imperative ; and the use of some others, e.g. 4aBHO, 65110, 

Op1Bas0, cTdny, SYAY, SyATO, TOABKO, 470, is important. 

(1) aapno (qapuniii in the past) or yaé (already) is 

used to express the pluperfect. 

e.g. Onb AaBHo ncKaab AOUKy. 
He had long been searching for his daughter 

(imperfective). 

Tor ye upuror6snas odds. 
You had prepared dinner (perfective). 

(2) 6yay, as has been seen [§ 92], expresses the 
imperfective future [also v. § 58]. 

(3) crany also expresses the imperfective future, but 
has a remoter meaning, like the English “I am going 
to...” or the French “je vais...” 

e.g. Crany coOupath Mom BénH BL YeMOAdnD. 
I am going to pack my things in the 

portmanteau. 
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(4) 6yato or kakt 6¥ATO means “as though.” 

e.g. Ont Beraat Kakb OyATO 4TOObI YXOAUTS. 

He got up as though he were going out. 

Oub yani6nyaca Kans OyATO erd Opars nomyTHs. 
He smiled as though his brother had made a 

joke 

(5) 164bKO 4To means “ just.” 

e.g. OnD TOABKO ITO HOXOPOUNAL CBOerO OTHA Kak’ 
nOMepja M MaTb. 

He had just buried his father, when his 
mother died. 

(6) Ob1Ba10 with the past tense adds a meaning of 
“he used to do,” of a continuous practice. 

e.g, Al Opipas0 nochmaas Sty cemb1. 
I used to visit this family. 

(7) xota (or xorb) is used for “though”; in com- 
bination with 661 and a past tense, 6b when the sense 
imports unreality. 

e.g. Xora Th OblAb XYACHbKIH, HAO ObIL0 HOCTapaTbe!. 
Though you were ill, you should have tried. 

Xori a Ovay BD Mocks, no Mab neapst OyAerh 
NOBNAATH BAMINXD pogurereii. 

Though I shall be at Moscow, I shall not be 
able to see your parents. 

Xori-64 « 6614s cAmbiws Cuan bimuMs Ha cabrb, 

ObaupIXs A-Ob He yrueréar. 
Even if I were the most powerful man on 

earth, I would not oppress the poor. 
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(8) 6s140 with the imperfective or perfective past 
signifies that the action contemplated, in the clause into 
which 6110 is inserted, was never completed : as some- 
thing—in the following sentence—intervened. 

e.g. ff absars Oors0 Upuroropsenia YTOOBI Hpuraacitt 
Bach Kb ced Bb récru, KorAd Meud BEIsBAIn | 
u3b Adnjona. 

I was getting ready to ask you to a party, but 
was summoned away from London. 

fl qounTarts Bane counHénie WH VAOKA Ob140 

Adsl NOUTHI, KOPA HEM PiATeAM COWL MO JOM. 

I had finished reading your composition, and 
had packed it up to post, but the enemy 
burned my house. 

(9) The future perfect (I shall have...) cannot be 
expressed in Russian by any one corresponding tense. 

e.g. Korgé a Ofay Buosn ygoBrerBopéns, ment yaé 
ne OYAeTb y MMBSIXS. 

When I shall have been satisfied completely, 

I shall no longer be alive. 

fl nodbry aomOii um Gyay HaszajL, upéage abu 
TbI BCTAHEIIB. 

I shall have run home and back, before you 
even get up. 

§ 94. THe IMPERSONAL CONSTRUCTION. 

I. Many verbs are in themselves impersonal ; e.g. 
Kasketca it seems, OKAsblBaetca it transpires. * 

* Ka3zatbea to seem, oxasdts to render, ckasatp tell, npuKasars order, 
pasckasaTb narrate, ykasirp indicate, noKkasarh show, orka3zdTp dismiss, 
refuse ; all of them perfective, the imperfectives being oKasninath, etc 
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Such verbs are used only in the 3rd person singular, 
as in Latin or Greek without any pronoun. 

IL. There is no one word for generality like “one,” 
“man,” “on”; either the 2nd person singular, or the 
3rd person plural is used. 

e.g. Topopith one says. 

Ubu 66.1'be crapaempca, thus GOrbe ommbaeni bea. 
The more one tries, the more mistakes one 

makes. 

III. Russian has a predilection for impersonal con- 
struction in the passive with ca |v. § 60], the agent or 
subject being put into the dative. 

e.g. xouy I wish, or MHS xOyerca ; Bugbrh I saw, 

Mab BiuAblocb; cnath to sleep, Mas cnasocs 
xopomo I slept soundly ; aymawo I think, mab 
aymaerca I think; «urs to live, pp Anrain 
cBodo4Ho nomuBaetca life is free in England. 

As a rule the reflexive passive construction imports 
a remoteness or generality to the sentence, whereas the 
active records a precise and determinate fact. 

§ 95. APOCOPATED FoRMS OF SOME VERBS. 

A few verbs signifying a brusque action or noise 
have an invariable form for the past tense.* 

E.g. the interjections axp! oxb! yxpb! oxb! are 
sometimes used like parts of a verb, meaning “to cry 
out” ax'b, 9x'b, etc. 

*In many cases very similar to the apocopated past of imper- 
fectives in -nytb [v. § 50, IT.], and the imperative preterites [v. § 91]. 
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So, too, the past of inchoatives in -nyTb; ¢.g. Ipbirb 
jumped, cryrt knocked, and similarly 6yxp bump. 

e.g. byxb — NOMAbIAM Bb BOAAXD rAyOOKUXS. 
Plump — they swam in the deep waters. 

Oni DOAJOWAM Kb JOMY M CTYKb Bb OKHO. 
They approached the house and rat-ta-tap-tap 

on the window. 
Anca nycriaach Kb rbey H 1OPKb BL HOpy. 
The fox started for. the wood, past dashed into 

a hole. 

§ 96. THE REFLEXIVE VERBS. 

Under this head a few special phrases may be 
discussed. It has already been stated [§ 60] what the 
distinction is between passives and reflexives. 

e.g. roi BOuHOII paspy mnancs Bcb XOAt4la AUTepa- 
TYpHblA UpeAcTaBAcuia. 

In this war all the current literary notions 
were destroyed. — 

Yunutowaiu camuxt ceda 60a mporiBanka (or 
yanutoanin, perfective). 

Both combatants annihilated themselves. 

Where an action is done for someone at his orders 
French uses the exact phrase “faire...”; English 
leaves it to be understood; the Russian usage will be 
illustrated by the example. 

e.g. The workmen built a house. 
L’ouvrier batit une maison. 
Padduili nNOcTpOuAD JOD. 

But I have built a country-house. 
Je me suis fait batir une maison de campagne. 
A nocrpénat cedb yeaanoy. 
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shea odyaace. 
The woman has put her shoes on. 
Elle s’est chaussée, ov elle s’est fait chausser. 

fl no6péroce. 
I will shave [myself] or be shaved. 

fl Opétocs cam. 

| 

I shave myself. 

Many verbs are reflexive in Russian, where they 
would not be so in English. 

In the first place the reflexive indicates that the 
object is identical with the subject. 

e.¢. mbITbca to wash (oneself), o6ysatbca to put on 
shoes, etc., oxbbatsea to dress (oneself), ete. 

In the second place [v. § 60] it indicates the passive 
(as in French). 

e.g. Caupbnocra mpogoundsorea. 
Les barbaries se continuent (are being 

continued). 
fl aumusca marepn. 
I have lost my father. 

Onb AMMMACA MU3ZHU. 

He has died. 

Oub ANMAL ceOd MUBH. 
He has committed suicide. 

In the third place many verbs are naturally 
reflexive or deponent. 

e.g. ropautsca 1bmb to boast 
dotbea sero to fear 
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Fourthly, many verbs with the reflexive import 
what was in Greek the middle voice, ie. an action 

directed to the purpose of or affecting the subject of the 
verb, though the object governed be not the subject of 
the sentence. 

e.g. On crydirh Bb ABCpb. 
He is knocking at the door. 

Ons cryuurca Bb ABepb. . 
He is knocking at the door (with some 

expectation concerning himself). 

Bosocsi crapya (or y cripua) Gbabiors. 
An old man’s hair goes white. 

Y U rd Y 4 = 

Cabaubia Bepunabl rops Obabwrca Bb OTAaseuls. 
The snow-peaks of the mountain are whitening 

in the distance. 

Caymats to hear. 
Caymarbea obey. 

Myxu kycarors. 
Flies sting [bite]. 
Moa KOmiKa Kycaertca. 
My cat bites (as her habit). 

IIpusnasat, to acknowledge. 
IIpusnazarsca to admit, confess. 
fl npa3naas erd DpaBbiM'. 
I acknowledged him to be right. 

fl pusnaaca, 410 4 Hé Ob11t COBCbM’ Oe3BIHHbIMD. 
I confessed I was not altogether guiltless. 

§ 97. Russtsn RELATIONSHIPS. 

In the matter of words descriptive of relationships, 
Russian has an extraordinary abundance of special 
words. 
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Kinship is pogcro. 

Degrees of relationship crémenm poacrBa :— 
General terms 66mia Ha3Bania. 

Ipéqokb upéqkH ancestors 
IOTOMKH descendants 
poaAcTBeHHakD kinsman 
poactBenHuna kinswoman 
poab (pda) family (genealogically) 
cembi (amiaia) a family 

Special designations ocd6bI4 Ha3BaniA :— 
. U . . 

Lineal descent noKxorbaie ancxo,a tee. 

CbIH'S son nokorbaia 10 mpaMdit 
A046 daughter > sia generations in 

abrn children ) the direct line 
BHYKb grandson 

Baydka granddaughter 
BAydata grandchildren [v. § 26 (5)| 
IpaBaykt, etc. great grandson 

. U . 

Lineal ascent noKos'baie Bocxosamee. 

oréu * father 
Math mother 
poguresn parents 

ABAD orandfather 
dadymua (640Ka) grandmother 

npas bap great grandfather a 
npadady mika great grandmother 

upanpashas, etc. great great grandfather 
npauly pb great great great grandfather 

* Batiwouka in familiar speech. 
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Collateral relations mo6é4H0e pogcrso. 

Opars * 
cecTpa 
AMAA 
TeTa, TETRA 

terpprit 
terpia 

tyit 
Tyiina 

tye, yiisuds, -erka 
terpbliiana, -eqKa 
TMAeCMAHHAKD, -Aa 
Oparanny,t -nia 
céctpu4ys,t -nua 

ABOIOPOAHBI it OpaTs 
(cectpa) 

TPOlOpognblii OpaT 

ABOIOPOAHBIii TA1emAH- 
HUKD 

Similarly— 
Tporopogjnad OadymiKa 
TpOwpoAnblii AAD 

brother 
sister 

uncle 
aunt 

uncle, paternal 
aunt, paternal 

uncle, maternal 

aunt, maternal 

first cousin on father’s side 
first cousin, maternal side 

nephew, niece 
nephew, niece, by brother 
nephew, niece, by sister 

first cousin § 

second cousin, and so on 

first cousin once removed 

in second generation 
downwards 

great aunt 

great uncle 

These words for relationship are, however, seldom 

used beyond the third generation ; in ordinary language 
a third cousin would be POACTBEHHUKL BL YeTBeEpTOML 
xorbnb, a kinsman in the fourth generation. 

* Used colloquially to express friendly connection. 
+ All of these are obsolete or nearly so. 

t Disused now. 

§ I.e. a brother in the second generation. 
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Relatious by marriage pogcrsd 10 Gpany (cBoitcrsd*). 

From the husband’s side. . From the wife's side. 

Father-in-law eet CBEKOPD 

Mother-in-law rénma CBEKPOBb 

Brother-in-law IYPHNb or 31Th  AeBepb 

[v. § 24 (2)] 
Sister-in-law cBo#UnANna, oF 3010BKa 

CBeCTb, O7 HeBbcrka | 

Son-in-law BAT 3Tb 
: , 

Daughter-in-law cnoxa or HeBbeTKa CHOXa Or" 
nepherka 

Sister-in-law’s husband cBoarp 301 0BKU AL 
MYL 

Wife of brother-in-law — rposbt ATpoBLt 

Ie. my sister’s husband is 3a1b; my brother’s wife 
nepberka ; but my wife’s sister is cpecth o7 cBoiaenuna, 

and her husband csoixns; my husband’s sister 3010BKa. 
In English “ brother-in-law,” “ sister-in-law,” leave all 
these relationships indeterminable. 

Other terms to be noted are :— 

OTSUM step-father 

mauexa step-mother 

Nach HOKS step-son 

naqvepula step-daughter 

cBOqublii Opart step-brother 

cBOqnaa cecrpa step-sister 

* But exdiicrgo property. t Obsolete. 
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KpécTHblit OTENL godfather 
Kpéctaad Math godmother 

Kpécrank (Kpécrablii coiab) godson 
KpécrHaua (KpéctHaa 4oub)  goddaughter 

nesbera _ bride 
#eHHXE bridegroom 

®eHatbiii married (of a man) 
3aMYaAAA married (of a woman) 

Opakp marriage 
cpaijboa wedding 

Note—myxb enutca na meny, but Kena BbliigeTD 
3aMYRb Ha Koro. 

Ons soijais Anny samyas na Hann. 
He gave Anne in marriage to Ilya. 

Moa cecrpa 34Myxem. 
My sister is married. 

JaMyACTBO, 3AaMYKECTBO Marriage (of a woman). 
ihenntb6a marriage (of a man). 

Relations of the half-blood are said to be equ HOKpOB- 

Hblil ; €.g. MOii OpaTD equHOKpOBABIii my half-brother, and 
are further distinguished as 6parh m0 matepu, cecrpa m0 
oTny, ete. 
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260 RUSSIAN GRAMMAR. 

ETYMOLOGY. 

Under this head a list of formatives of nouns, 

verbs, and adjectives is inserted in alphabetical order. 
Except for those few whose accentuation is fixed, Le. 
either absolutely atonic, or else always stressed, and 
subject to special rules stated in the body of the 
grammar, the rule is that these terminations are 
accented, whenever the primary form is capable of 
throwing its accent forward in any inflection (€.g.. CTO.IS, 
eroaa and croaiph; but dOdmiii, 6Ome, Odmecrso ; 
TOBAPHIMNb, TOBApHMecTBO); they are unaccented, if the 
primary form has a fixed accent on its stem. Thus, 
too, apb, Hapa, napina; but nagdabyuKs, Hawa BHAA, 
HavaAbHua; paddra, paddrHuKs, paddrats, ete. 

Some of the terminations are now “dead,” i.e. 

disused, except in survivals. When this is so, a 
special remark is made to this effect. 

The letter 5 will be found prefixed to many. This 
indicates that in composition the previous sounds, 
vowels or consonants, must be modified. [v. § 5.] 

§ 98. Tue Nouns. 

I. Foreign terminations in common use. These are 
few in number and easily learnt. 

-’nia, in foreign words, = “-tion”; e.g. axnia share, 
Hania nation, no3sinia position, Always 
accented as shown. 

-épb, ie. the French “-aire” in foreign words ; 
e.g. armionépp. The plural is in -pl. 
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2 
-épb, ie. the French “-eur” in foreign words; 

e.g. aktépb. The plural is in -5. 

-u3Mb = English “-ism.” This suffix is mostly 
accented. 

-neth = English “ -ist, 
e.g. apTucrs artist. 

-1oria = English “-logy” in foreign words; e.g. 
#u3iol0ria physiology. Accented as shown. 

>? used in foreign words ; 

-Topb, -copb, in foreign words; the Latin “ tor” ; 

e.g. aBtop author, npoeéccops professor. The 
termination is unaccented; the plural in a 
or Bl. 

II. Disused or dead suffixes. 

-b0a (dead). Nouns denoting action, mostly 
derived from nouns; e.g. cpagnda wedding 
(cpaTb), Apya#da friendship (apyrs), cyaboa 
judgment (cyab). These words are mostly 
paroxytone. | 

-na unaccented (dead). Nouns denoting action of 
verbs ; e.g. OpirBa razor, K1aTBa oath. These 
words are generally paroxytone, unless derived 
from verbs. 

-ma (Meum) neuter (dead). Suffix of a number of 
nouns such as lima name, nama flame. Corre- 

sponds to Latin “-men,” always dissyllabic 
and paroxytone. [v. § 21.] 

-y.1b (dead). A termination found in a few Tatar 
words ; e.g. ecayab captain, kapayap sentry. 

-bi_ accented, masc. second declension (dead), 
Names of agents; e.g. cyaba judge. 
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III. Patronymics. 

-14b, in patronymics ; feminine -muna. [y. § 83, L.] 

-OBNYb, -eBnyt, in patronymics; feminine -opna, 
-epua. [v. § 83, I.] 

-OBb, -eBb, In patronymics; feminine -opa, -eBa. 
[v. § 83, 1.] 

IV. Termination to denote the female, 

-a; e.g. pada (padp) slave. | 

-eba; @.g. Kopéib king, Koposépa. 

-una, forming feminines and nouns from verbs; 

e.g. Buchinua gallows, naeminanya niece, 

-INa (never accented), denotes the wife of an official ; 
e.g. ee1bAbérepima the wife of a state messenger, 
AOKtopma the doctor’s wife. 

-blHa, -HHA, feminine formation; e.g. repowas 

heroine, kasriua countess, Ooritua goddess, 
cyjapbiud, OapbIHa mistress, 

V. Abstract nouns. 

-3ub fem. (dead), forms abstracts; e.g. dorbsup 
illness. 

-u3Ha (dead), forms abstracts; e.g. oram3Ha father- 
land, nopu3Ha novelty. | 

-una, abstracts from adjectives; e.g. rayOuna depth, 
rojuna time. 

-bind, -uHa, forms abstracts from adjectives; e.g. 
ropabiua pride, 
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-ie (unaccented), forms abstracts from adjectives ; 
e.g. Becéabe mirth. 

-ocTb, -ecTh (never accented), forms abstract nouns 
of the third declension from adjectives, 
and retains accent of the adjective, unless it 
is oxytone; e.g. cKOpoctb, cKOpplii quick ; 
ABU MOCTB, ABIGREMBIit moveable ; Harocth, 

naroli naked; cpbaects, cabmiit freshness. 

-ta forms abstract nouns from adjectives; e.g. 
ObicrpoTa speed, kKpacora beauty. Almost 
always accented as shown. 

-iilnHa (never accented), forms abstract nouns from 
nouns, descriptive of a state of affairs ; 

e.g. Od1OMoBINHA Obldmovism (Oblémov, the 
hero of a novel by Goncarév); nyrayépuyuua, 
the state of rebellion induced by the rebel 
Pugacov; Toactosmuna, Tolstoyan life. 

-pcrBo forms abstracts from adjectives and nouns. 
One of the commonest terminations; e.g. 
abeaperso medicine, tTopapaujectBo society, 
BoposcrBo thieving. 

VI. Verbal nouns. 

-uposka forms nouns of action from verbs in 

-Hie 

-poBaTb; ¢.g. rpyuuposka the grouping, 
MapmimposBka the marching. Always thus 
accented. 

(seldom accented), forming verbal nouns. 
[v. § 42 (2) (i).] Note, however, -nné (Bpansé, 
Apaube). 

-tie (very seldom accented), verbal noun. [v.§49, IT. | 
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VII. The agent or implement. 

-akb, -AK'b, an agent; e.g. Oarpakb workman, Boman. 
a leader. The accent is thrown forward in 
all the terminations. Always oxytone. 
[ef. § 25, I.| 

-apb, -apb, an agent, derives nouns from nouns; 

€.g. CTOAAp' joiner, Ooyaps cooper. The plural 
is in -a. 

-apb, an agent; e.g. 3Haxapb magician, HOHaMapb 
sexton. 

-el'b, agent or implement; e.g. npifimens a receiver, 
Bateqt a roller, dopéys a wrestler. 

-kb, an agent. The nominative is accented 
according to the noun from which the word is 
derived, when the word is oxytone the accent 
is thrown forward in the oblique cases; e.g. 
aiximMaks alchemist, pascka3uuKb narrator, 
AMINUKL coachman. 

-ka (unaccented), an implement; ¢.g. BunTOBKa a 
rifle, B6sKa carrying. 

-HHKb, an agent, derived from adjectives and nouns, 
Y. “UK; @.2. aITBIHHAKD a miser, OapsiMAuks a 
jobber, nosuukb a draught horse. Feminine 
-Huwa. When -iks is accented it throws the 
accent forward on to all the terminations. 

-fe1b, an agent, forms nouns from verbs ; e.g. yuilteab 

teacher, nucateas writer. The termination is 

never accented, the accentuation follows the 

infinitive. Sometimes the words have a 

secondary meaning, e.g. ykasaterb index, 
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-yut fem., -yaba (accented), depreciatory, agent 
from a verb; e.g. OoaTyap, -yata chatterbox, 
Obrynb runaway. 

“YHKL, -IMKB, an agent; e.g. SyeéranKs a butler, 
AMMNMUKD a coachman, BaAbMUKb a paper-hanger. 

VIL. Diminutives.* | 

(1) Masculine nouns of first declension. 

-6Kb, -ekb, diminutive suffix for masculines; e.g. 
KpymORb circle, Kpyrs. 

-a (never accented), forms diminutives of proper 
names; e.g. Wéra (Mlerpp), Kosa (Huxosaii), 
Cepéaa (Ceprbii). 

-O4eKb, -4eKb, diminutive denoting affection for 
masculine nouns; e.g. ApymOueKL (Apyrs), 
KpyxOUeKL (Kpyrs). 

-i11KO (Mase. gen. -limMKka, etc.), and -1mKa, feminine 
(always thus accented), forms depreciatory 
diminutives from masculine nouns; e.g. 
ceammko (ceid), BopumKka (Bop thief, pick- 
pocket). 

(2) Neuter nouns of first declension. 

-bko (seldom accented), forms diminutive of neuter 
nouns ; €.g. KpblUbyO, Kpb1séyKo ; Dut o9Ko. 

-bue, diminutive ; e.g. 3épkaibye mirror. 

*TIn Russian the use of diminutives and augmentatives is very 
common, the subtleties of meaning are difficult of translation into 
English, and can only be gathered by practice. It is important for 
the student to recognise the forms. 
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-e4KO, -bIMIKO, -ymkO (never accented), forms 
diminutives of affection from neuter nouns ; 
€.g. COABBIMIKO (COAHNe), THb3AbIMKO. 

-BIMKO, -HMkO, neut., and -bimKa, -umKa, feminine, 
(always accented), forms depreciatory diminu- 
tives from nouns; e.g. cerumKo nasty little 
village, KopotbimKka pigmy, semaimna barren 
piece of ground, ropoqumKo ugly little town. 

(3) Feminines (and masculines) of the second 
declension. 

-bka (unaccented), diminutive of feminines; e.g. 
weHKa little woman; Kaiaka little book. This 
same termination forms diminutives of proper 
names; €.g. Cama (Asexcanaps), Cepéara 
(Ceprbii). 

-eHbka (never accented), forms diminutives of 
affection from the second declension; e.g. 
AYmenbka (aya) little soul, darling. 

-lia, -uaka, forms diminutives of affection from 

feminine nouns ; e.g. cecrpiiqa. 

-0ukKa, -euka (never accented), forms diminutives 
of affection from second declension; e.g. 
ckaméeuka little stool, kaprouka visiting card. 

-villka, -lomka (never accented), forms diminutives 
of affection from nouns of second declension ; 
e.g. Matyuika (Math) mother, OariomKa (ara) 
father. 
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-éuka (always accented), forms depreciatory dimi- 
nutives; e.g. 1omasénKa nasty little horse, 
‘KopoBénka nasty little cow. 

-Yilla, -1omla, -Yilka, -1omka (always accented), forms 
diminutives of depreciation from nouns of the 
second declension ; e.g. Karima from Kara 
Katy, Axctoma (from Axcituia). 

IX. Augmentatives. 

-ume (masc. and neuter), -muja (feminine), forms 
augmentatives from nouns; e.g. omume a big 
house (masc.); Aypuimja a great fool (femi- 
nine); mosoTaume a big piece of cloth. 

In some nouns there is no augmentative 
sense; e.g. muAMMe abode, KiagOume cemetery 
(generally accented on the first syllable), 
yulaume a school. When -nme is not an 
augmentative it is, as a rule, unaccented. 

-HO, -1Ha, forms augmentatives from nouns, gene- 
rally depreciatory; e.g. Jomuna a very big 
house. 

X. Miscellaneous. 

-aHHHb, -AHuHb, Mostly used to denote members of 
nations, religions, etc. [v. § 24 (5).] Accented 
either oxytone or paroxytone. 

-a4b, forms descriptive nouns; e.g. Gopogaap a long 

beard, Goraub a rich man. 

-éixb (accented, disused), forms nouns from verbs; 

—@g. naqénb case (nagith), rpadéap plunder 
(rpaduth) ; in the oblique cases nagema, etc. 
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-éH0Kb, plural -ara, the young of animals; 
e.g. BOAWEHOKS, BOAVATA Wolf; raaqéHoKb jack- 
daw; but menoxs, menita puppy; BolgOKS 
wolf’s cub. [v. § 26 (5).] 

-10, from verbs; noun describes action of verb 
and follows accent of the past tense in 4; 
e.g. Haydso beginning, osbis0 blanket, pbaso 
winnowing-fan, Ba#iio chisel. 

§ 99. ADJECTIVAL SUFFIXES. 

-abblii (dead) ; e.g. aykasbiit sly, Beansasbiii stately. 
Accented on. termination -as. 

-BaTblii, a termination mainly used with adjectives 
denoting substance, generally accented -Barpiii ; 
e.g. aldmoparbiii clumsy, BuHOBATHI guilty, 
ButiepaTbiit eloquent. 

-OBaTbIit, -eparbiii, added to adjectives, often has 

the sense of “-ish”; e.g. cnnesarblii bluish, 
Obsosatbiit whitish. Always thus accented. 

-butbiii, descriptive adjective (from nouns); e.g. 
rpanosurbiit faceted, Aaposithiit talented. 

-ukiii, adjectival suffix ; e.g. Beanniii big. 

-uctbiii, from nouns, “resemblance”; e.g. 30107TICTBII 
gold-coloured, raunucrsiii clayey. 

-nyeckiii. forms adjectives mostly from words 
derived from Greek; e.g. apwemeriuectiii 
arithmetical, npakriueckiii practical. Accented 
as shown, 
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-lii (unaccented), forms possessive adjectives ; e.g. 
Bopouiit a crow’s. [v. § 35.] 

-1uBblii forms adjectives from nouns; e.g. cqacTAnBb 
happy, crbljausbiii shamefast. 

-Mblii, present passive participle, equivalent to 
“-ble.” [v. § 89, IL] 

-0B-, -eb-, one of the commonest ways of forming 
adjectives of all sorts; e.g. Goxosdi lateral, 
Ierpéss of Peter, Asexchess of Alexis, Bepxonoii 
upper, TicoBblii of yew, BbKosoii age-long. 

-Okiii adjectival ending, -onb substantive; e.g. 
rayOoniit deep, 3natéKp an expert, 3paq6Ks 
pupil of eye. 

-OHbKliil, -eHbkKiii, forms adjectives with diminutive 
meaning; ¢€.g. MaceHbKIii Very small, n46xonbRiil 
unwell, raxonbKiil silent. 

-yiiii, -a4iii, former pres. part. act., now adjectival ; 
e.g. morylii powerful, ropadiii hot, sp1dyuiil 
vacillating. [v. § 44.] 

-yaTblii, forming descriptive adjectives; e.g. 
koxbuyarsiit knotted, syOudreri notched. Ac- 
centuation follows that of principal noun. 

-4uBb, forming adjectives; e.g. sa4ymuuBblii thought- 
ful, rosopyuBbiii talkative. The termination 
is unaccented. 

-mHili, adjectival from nouns; eg. AOomMallniii 
domestic, suepamuiii yesterday’s, renépemuiii 
of the present time. 
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-bckili, -bcKoii, forms -adjectives of all sorts. 
There is no shortened predicative form. The 
accentuation is that of the noun from which 
the adjective is derived. | 

A few words accent -ben6ii; e.g. MymcKOil 
male, a1gcKoii public, ropogcKoii civic. 

-bHblii, -bHOli, one of the commonest ways of forming 
adjectives of all sorts ; e.g. 6o1bHOi ill, rocygap- 
cTBpeHablii of the State, Bamubiii important. 

-unt, forms possessive adjectives in the second 
declension ; e.g. aiquab.the uncle’s. [v.§34(2).| 

-biimiit, -aiimiii, -be, comparatives. [v. § 37.] 
a fe ° ° lao 

-AHHbIH, -AHOii, adjectives of substance; e.g. BOAMHOM 
watery, Aepepiuublii wooden, mMacaanbiil 
buttery. : 

§ 100. VERBAL FORMATIONS. 

-liposath (third conjugation), used mainly in 
foreign words; e.g. atpoohposatbh to atrophy. 
[v. § 53 (3).] 

-utb (fourth conjugation), forms transitive verbs ; 
e.g. craputb to make old, 6bcurh to drive 

frantic. [v. § 59, V.| 

-uytb, verbs of second conjugation. [v. § 50.] 

-b1BaTb, -UBaTb, iterative verbs. [v. § 59, I. (4).] 

~brb (third conjugation), inceptive verbs ; @.g. aire 
to grow red, kpacn'brp to blush. [v. § 53 (2).] 

With roots ending in 4, m; m, the termina- 

tion is -atb, v. § 55, IL. 
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